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FOREWORD
The genius of the annual Hayama Missionary Study Seminar lies in the opportunity for
missionary men to meet informally, not only to hear well-prepared papers read by men who
have devoted extensive research to their subject, but also to engage in serious discussion
following each address. These discussion times have always be n lively, since men of many
different persuasions participate Those attending are encouraged to make a personal study
of the subject of the seminar so a bibliography is sent out several months in advance.
There is no official sponsorship. The Seminar is maintained from year to year by the
participants themselves. Since the capacity for housing is limited to eighty people, men are
personally invited. In this quiet location by the sea there is a wonderful chance for
fellowship, for sharing burdens with one another, for deep thinking, for heart-searching,
and for receiving the intellectual stimulation that we as missionaries so desperately desire.
The fact that Hayama has had times of spiritual blessing too is due to the grace of God
because study conferences do not always turn out to be times of spiritual blessing also.
Hayama is generally held during the second week of the new year and so provides a perfect
opportunity for reflection on the past, as well as planning for the future. For me personally
the chance to rub shoulders with missionaries whose lives have been spent in Japan has
been one of Hayama's greatest contributions. Just to hear them discuss seriously the great
problems we missionaries face here is a rare treat. Seeing their humility, feeling their pulse,
and sensing the deep yearning of their souls for the work of God in Japan in its many and
varied forms is always a stimulation beyond expression.
The times of concentrated Bible Study centering on the theme are always refreshing, the
prayer times moving, and the fellowship around the table at meal times invaluable. There
are always special interest group meetings too, and this year there were sessions on
Counselling, Stewardship, Visitation, Occupational Evangelism, and Lay Leadership in the
Church, each one specially centered on Japan.
Themes of the other years have included: Our Ministry of Reconciliation, 1960; The
Missionary and the Japanese Church, 1961; An Apologetic for Christian Witness in Japan,
1962; Christian Discipleship in Japan, 1963; The Communication of the Gospel in Japan,
1964; and this year, Laymen in the Life of the Church.
This brochure contains the addresses given this year. We wish it were possible to also
record the discussions following each paper. It is our prayer that God may use these papers
to His glory.
Joe Gooden
Chairman, 1965 Seminar.
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THE DOCTRINE OF THE LAITY
Calvin Parker
I. Laymen and the Clergy
The Seminar Committee honored me in asking that I bring the Bible studies at this meeting,
but it humbled me in calling for "an exegetical study of laymen in the Scripture." For this
topic is no pushover. I approached it with the confidence of a trained cleric, grappled with
issues that kept increasing in number and perplexity, then retreated with the awe of a
layman. Yet this has been for me a rewarding experience, and I am happy to share my
findings through this summary report.
Now why should a Biblical study of laymen prove to be so great a challenge? For one thing,
the word itself is missing from the pages of the Bible. And worse still, there is a question
whether even the concept occurs in the passages dealing with the church. Some scholars
view the laity as a post-Biblical development that has antecedents in Judaism and paganism
but not in New Testament Christianity.
One such scholar is Arnold Come, Professor of Systematic Theology at San Francisco
theological Seminary. In his highly readable book, Agents of Reconciliation, Come states
that "the concept of the clergy' has been derived from other than Biblical sources," and that
"the historical usage of 'laity,' 'lay,' and 'layman' within the church is quite unrelated to the
Biblical concept of God's laos." 1 He calls, therefore, for "the complete abandonment othe
clergy-laity distinction." 2
As a low-church Baptist who dislikes clerical garb, titles, and privileges, I went to say
Amen to Brother Come. But as a student of the New Testament, I have to question his
interpretation of some relevant passages. It seems to me that the New Testament does make
an elementary distinction between clergy and laity, a distinction that remains despite
well-meaning efforts to erase it.
In this first lecture, therefore, I wish to present evidence that there is such a thing as the
Biblical doctrine of the laity. This means that L shall have to call attention to an official
ministry in the New Testament church, since laymen would be those Christians who are not
a part of that ministry. This definition of laymen, though negative, is a very convenient
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one on which we can agree, since it shifts the question of who constitutes the laity over to
the problem of who constitutes the clergy.
In his book, A Theology of the Laity, Hendrick Kraemer takes a more conservative
approach than Come, but still he fails to deal adequately with the Biblical basis for a clergy
and laity. Kraemer quotes W. Robinson as saying, "The two words kleros (clergy) and laos
(laity) appear in the New Testament, but, strange to say, they denote the same people, not
different people., ,3 Then Kraemer himself says, "In the New Testament the word 'kleros'
when it is used in regard to the new community in Christ is always meant as the body of
men and women who share in God's gift of redemption and glory, which is their
'inheritance' (kleros), ..." 4 Yet there are only two passages in the New Testament that fit
this description, and even in those places kleros does not mean a body of redeemed people;
it means rather he part they will have in eternal salvation.
Theodore Gill expresses the same view in even more striking fashion: "The New Testament
worn for clergy (kleros) refers not to a special order among Christians, but to all Christians.
And the word for Laity Laos) refers not to a recipient part of the congregation out to all
Christians." 5 Obviously Gill is striving for balance and effect rather than accuracy, because
kleros is the New Testament word for clergy only in the sense
h it is the Greek word from which the English term derives. And it is misleading to say that
kleros refers to all Christians, as I shall attempt to show.
Kleros is remarkably similar to our word "lot". It means an object, usually a small stone or
piece of wood, drawn from or cast out of a container to decide a matter. We might call this
chance, but the Hebrews regarded it as a God-given means of following the divine will.
God alone controlled the outcome of the lots. Whatever was determined by them became
one's Godgiven lot.
In the Old Testament the casting of lots is used primarily for dividing up land. It was by this
method that the Israelites assigned a specific portion of Canaan to each tribe. Thus the
phrase "the territory allotted to me" (Jud. 1:3) is used to translate the words, "my lot" (goral
in Hebrew). And naturally the term comes to mean one's inheritance, even a spiritual
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inheritance. For example, a divine messenger told Daniel that "you shall rest, and shall
stand in your allotted place (goral) at the end of the days." (Dan. 12:13).
In the New Testament kleros is used of the lots cast for Jesus' garments at the foot of the
cross and those cast to choose a successor of Judas Iscariot. In this latter case kleros is used
not only of the lots themselves but also of the apostolic office for which the lots were cast.
Thus Peter said of Judas, "He was numbered among us, and was allotted his share in this
ministry." (Acts 1:17). That Peter was speaking of an official office is seen in his quote
from the Psalms: "His office let another take." (vs. 20). The word for office here is episcope,
translated in the KJV as "bishoprick." But Judas had forfeited his kleros, and the disciples
had to cast lots to see which of two other men would come into possession of it.
The next use of kleros occurs in the story of Simon, who tried to buy with money the power
to bestow the Holy Spirit. Peter said to him, "You have neither part nor lot in this matter, ..
" (Acts 8:21). Here again kleros refers to a portion of the apostolic ministry, but one
functIoon of the ministry is in view rather than the office itself.
Paul uses kleros two times. He says he was sent to the Gentiles "that they may recieve
forgiveness of sins and a place (kleros) among those who are sanctified..." (Acts 26:18). In
other words, the Gentiles are due a portion of God's saving grace just as the Jews are. Then
in Colossians Paul speaks of the "inheritance (kleros) of the saints" (1:12). He means that
all Christians are due to receive a portion of the Promised land, a spiritual dwelling place in
heaven. So even in Paul kleros does not refer directly to all Christians, but instead to the
blessedness that awaits them.
This leaves but one more occurrence of kleros, in 1 Peter 5:3. Here Peter urges the elders to
tend their flock of God "not as domineering over those in your charge but being examples
to the flock." The words "those in your charge" translate the plural form of kleros. The New
English Bible has, "those who are allotted to your care." It seems, then, that kleros here
(and here only) refers directly to Christians, though to a limited group. A. M. Hunter
interprets it less personally as an elder's "allotted sphere of pastoral care." 6 Interestingly,
Tyndale and Crammer translated the word here as "parishes."
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In summary, kleros occurs but five times in the New Testament, not counting its literal use
as lots cast or lot falling on one. Peter uses it three times in relationship to the official
ministry of the church, that is, to the apostolic office, an apostolic function, and the pastoral
charge of elders. Paul uses the term twice, each time referring to the spiritual portion or
inheritance promised to all Christians. Lest anyone think this is evidence of a cleavage
between Peter and Paul, let me hasten to say that it is quite consistent with the New
Testament pattern of underlying unity and outreaching variety.
Now L have gone into considerable detail to say this: If there are grounds for claiming that
in the New Testament kleros refers to all Christians, there are even stronger grounds for
claiming that it refers to the clergy. But we must go a step further and note another
important meaning of kleros outside the Bible, that of "magistrate". No doubt this
extra-Biblical meaning influenced the choice of kleros as a word for the clergy, but it is a
mistake to imagine this as the source. Since kleros was used in the New Testament in
connection with the office of an apostle, it easily could have been used also of the office of
a bishop or elder. And since it was used for a circle of believers allotted to an elder for
pastoral care, it could come to be used also of the elder to whom such a lot was assigned.
Admittedly, the details of this transition remain obscure. Jerome said that kleros was
applied to the clergy "either because they are the lot of the lord, or else because the Lord
himself is their lot and portion." 8 Apparently he had in mind the fact that the Old
Testament tribe of Levi, denied any part of the Premised Land, was told by God, "I am your
portion and your inheritance (kleros in LXX) among the people of Israel" (Num. 18:20). At
any rate, the use of kleros for clergy in the church definitely has rootage in the New
Testament
Now what about the word laos, from which we get the terms layman and laity? Laos means
people, and in the Bible it is used especially of the people of God. In the Old Testament
God's laos is the nation Israel, and in the New Testament it is the new Israel, the church.
Obviously, then, laos is different from laity.
There are exceptions, however. In the Old Testament God gave instructions to Moses
concerning the "priests and the people" (Ex. 19:24). Here laos in the LXX (am in Hebrew)
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means the people of Israel other than the priests. And we find the same usage in the famous
words of Hoses, "like people, like priest" (h:9). This restricted meaning of laos is quite
prominent in the New Testament, where it is often used of the Jewish people as
distinguished from their priests and elders. Whenever it refers to the new Israel, however, it
means the whole church including its leaders. Laos in the Bible never refers specifically to
the Christian laid.
Surprisingly, though, in the account of the Jerusalem Conference, the very word "church" is
used with practically the meaning of laity. When Paul and Barnabas arrived, Luke tells us,
"they were welcomed by the church and the apostles and the elders" (Acts 15:14). And
toward the close of the Conference, "it seemed good to the apostles and the elders, with the
whole church, to send men" to Antioch with Paul and Barnabas (vs. 22). If Luke could use
ekklesia to mean the church apart from its leaders, surely it is in keeping with the New
Testament spirit to use a derivative of laos in the same way.
But the evidence for the existence of laymen in the New Testament church does not depend
on how laos was used. It depends on whether the New Testament eataMshea an official
ministry in the church. So the evidence for this I wish to present now, though very briefly
since this is a paper on the laity and not the clergy.
In the first place, it is quite certain that the twelve apostles held an official office in the
early church. Jesus himself chose and appointed them "to be with him, and to be sent out to
preach and have authority to cast out demons: ..." (Mark 3:114,15). In the parable of the
watchful servant, Jesus indicated that the apostles, especially Peter, were stewards whom he
"will set over his household, to give them their portion of food at the proper time" (Luke
12:112). He also made the promise that "you who have followed me will also sit on twelve
thrones, judging the twelve tribes of Israel" (Matt. 19:28). It is not surprising, then, that the
apostles felt constrained to fill the vacancy caused by Judas Iscariot's defection.
The Acts and the Epistles present this same pattern, holding up the apostles as "Special
Messengers" (J. B. Phillips), as men endued with divine authority and power.
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It is not necessary for our purpose here to trace the passages. We are more interested in the
other church leaders who are gradually introduced and who eventually succeed the Twelve.
Paul, who claimed to be an apostle in no wise inferior to the Twelve, ordained officers
called elders in the churches he founded (Acts 14:23). We have already noted that the
narrative of the Jerusalem Conference names elders as well as apostles over against the
church as a whole. "It is obvious," writes Massey Shepherd, "that the office (of elder) was
modeled upon the Jewish eldership, both of the Jerusalem Sanhedrin and of to local
presbyteries found in all organized Jewish communities." 9 In his address to the Ephesian
elders, Paul called them episcopoi, meaning overseers, guardians, bishops (Acts 20:28). In
his letter to the Philippians he saluted the bishops and deacons (1:1). In 1 Timothy 3:1, we
find a direct reference to the "office of bishop," with the qualifications given in detail, and
followed by those of deacons. In Titus we have a similar set of qualifications for a bishop,
preceded by a reference to elders (1:5ff).
Furthermore the New Testament inters a distinction between the official l=eaders and other
believers. According to the book of Acts, toe twelve apostles proposed to the body of
disciples that they pick out seven men to look after the distribution of food. The apostles
needed this help so that they could devote themselves to prayer and to the ministry of the
word. And when the congregation had chosen the seven, the apostles ordained them (Acts
6:1-6). At the Jerusalem Conference the whole church had a part in deciding to send
messengers to the Gentile congregations, but notice how the official letter began: "The
brethren, both the apostles and the elders, to the brethren who are of the Gentiles..." (Acts
15:23).. The letter bears the names of the leaders, not the name of the whole church.
Paul's admonition to the Ephesian elders clearly distinguishes two groups in the church:
"Take heed to yourselves and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has made you
guardians, to feed the church of the Lord..." (Acts 20:28). These words not only infer a
clergy-laity division, but also point up the role of the Spirit in calling and directing pastoral
ministers. Furthermore, they suggest that a position of leadership in the church means
increased responsibility. We may be intent on abolishing the so-called "double standard" in
our churches, and rightly so, but there is an aspect of it
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that we must let stand. James expressed it when he warned, "Let not many of you become
teachers, my brethren, for you know that we who teach shall be judged with greater
strictness" (3:1). And so did Jesus when he said, "Every one to whom much is given, of him
will much be required; ..." (Luke 12:L18).
If Paul could speak directly to the clergy, he could speak to the laity as well. He seems to be
doing this in 1 Thessalonians when he urges the brethren "to respect those who labor
among you and are over you in the Lord and admonish you, and to esteem them very highly
in love because of their work." (5:12,13).
Paul points to the clergy-laity distinction again when he discusses support for preachers.
"Do you not know," he writes to the Corinthians, "that those who are employed in the
temple service get their food from the temple, and those who serve at the altar share in the
sacrificial offerings? In the same way, the Lord commanded that those who proclaim the
gospel should get their living by the gospel." (.1 Cor. 9:13, 14)
Paul does not imply that the Christian missionary or preacher is successor to the Jewish
priest, but he does assert that the same principle of livelihood pertains to both. His
statement that "the Lord commanded" doubtlessly refers to Jesus' words, "...the laborer
deserves his wages;." (Luke 10:7). These same words are quoted in 1 Timothy 5:18 in
support of the following instruction: "Let the elders who rule well be considered worthy of
double honor, especially those who labor in preaching and teaching;" (vs. 17). "Double
honor" means "double pay," or at least "adequate salary," as Phillips translates it. "The
assumption is," says Fred Cealy, "that the elder who takes seriously his duties of
administration and who adds the duty of preaching and teaching is really a full-time
Christian worker, and is not to be treated as a layman who earns his living by handcraft or
trade." 10 It appears, then, that just as the priests in the Old Testament were supported by
the non-priests for discharging certain religious duties in their behalf, even so certain
ministers in the New Testament are supported by those with whom they share the gospel.
This brief survey of the evidence for a clergy and laity in the New Testament is necessarily
incomplete. Several relevant passages I have deliberately withheld for consideration in my
second and third lectures, where they serve a different purpose. And some of the more
controversial issues I am avoiding altogether, because I do not consider them essential to
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my argument. For example, some students of the New Testament find in it the distinction
between bishops and elders that flowered in the second century, while I believe that the
words refer to the same office, with the term elder preferred in Jewish circles because of its
Jewish antecedents, and the. term bishop preferred in Gentile circles because of its Greek
antecedents. But we do not have to solve the problem of church offices and their
interrelationship to establish the existence of a clergy. Nor is it necessary to debate the
issues of ordination and apostolic succession. The New Testament material lends itself to a
wide range of interpretations.
But when I say "wide" L do not include infinity on either side. The pre-Reformation
cleavage between clergy and laity was unscriptural, and so is the occasional practice or
proposal of abandoning all distinction. The line of distinction in the New Testament is
ill-defines and very thin, in my judgement, but it is real nevertheless. Our task is to
understand it as best we can, not to destroy it. And there is no gain in pitting Paul against
Jerusalem, or the authentic Pauline corpus against the Pastorals; for the total New
Testament material, though diverse in some ways, is reasonably consistent. It witnesses to
the existence of a group within the church who by virtue of their special calling and
leadership functions are distinguished from the other Christians. These other Christians we
may designate as laymen. And recognizing that they do exist in the New Testament, we can
proceed to develop the doctrine of the laity.
II. The Priesthood of God's People.
One of the key ideas of Scripture is the role of the priesthood. This is indicated in part by
the frequency of the word priest: about seven hundred times in the Old Testament and
eighty in the New. The Hebrew term, kohen, probably comes from a verb meaning "to
stand," a derivation Fat suggests a simple working definition: a priest is one who stands
before God as his minister. In particular, he is one who offers sacrifices to God for the sins
of others.
The Old Testament material on the priesthood is beset with many historical and literary
problems that modern critical studies try to cope with. In our brief survey, however, it
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seems wise to shelve these problems temporarily and assume that the traditional view of the
material is correct. We are more concerned with the New Testament doctrine of priesthood,
with how the New Testament writers themselves interpreted the Old Testament material.
And to ent,,r into dialogue with these wri~ers and understand their viewpoint, we would do
welt to treat this material with an uncritical eye.
Prior to Exodus 19, we find no direct reference to any priests among the Israelites. We meet
with Melchizedek, "king of Salem," who is called "priest of God Most High" (Gen. 14:18).
We encounter the priests of Egypt and learn that the priest of On was Joseph's father-in-law.
We learn that Moses married a daughter of the priest of 'lidian. As for the Israelites, however, we find no more than references to priestly functions. Jacob offered burnt offerings,
and Moses entreated Pharoah to let the people of Israel go off with their flocks for three
days for the purpose of makins sacrifices to the Lord.
It is from Exodus 19 that we learn for certain that there was an order of priests in Israel
prior to the giving of the law. In verse 22 God commands the priests to consecrate
themselves, and in verse 24 he speaks of "the priests and the people." These pre-Aaronic
priests probably consisted mainly of the heads of families and tribes who exercised priestly
functions among their other duties. Apparently this priesthood evolved quite naturally, as it
did in other nations of the ancient Middle East. In Israel's case, however, it was su:erceded
by the Levitical priesthood, which is introduced in Exodus 28.
But Exodus 19 has yet another reference to priests, in the early part of the chapter, and this
is the first time the word priest is applied to an Israelite. Here God says to the people of
Israel, "If you will obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my own possession
among all peoples; for all the earth is mine, and you shall be to me a kingdom of priests and
a holy nation." (vss. 5,6). God promises to make of all the people a kingdom of priests,
provided that they obey him.
Now according to Exodus 28 and subsequent passages, God set apart Aaron as high priest
and his four sons as priests. He specified that the office should be hereditary, passing from
Aaron's sons to all their male descendent,. Two of the sons, however, offered unholy fire
before the Lord and perished before they had any children. That left Aaron's two other sons,
Eleazer and Ithamar, as the forbears of all subsequent priests.
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Always one of the descendents of Eleazer served as high priest.
Now Aaron was a descendent of Levi, the third son of Jacob; so all priests were Levites. As
we noted earlier, the tribe of. Levi had no inheritance in the land of Canaan. It took the
place of the first-born of every tribe, whom God had consecrated to be his own. Since one
family of Levites, the Aronites, were set apart as priests, the term Levite came to be applied
particularly to the non-Aaronite members of the tribe. These God gave to Aaron to minister
to him and to serve in the tabernacle. (In a later period the Levites took care of the temple;
now served as musicians, others as teachers and even treasurers.) By no means could an
ordinary Levite usurp the place of a priest, God drew the line clearly when he said to Moses,
"And you shall appoint Aaron and his sons, and they shall attend to their priesthood; but if
any one else comes near, he shall be put to death" (Num. 3:10).
This restriction seems unreasonably severe in the light of God's promise to make of all the
people a kingdom of priests and a holy nation. It given rise to the kind of situation in which
a reformer is sure to come forth -- a reformer who demands that the established order
conform to the accepted ideal. And sure enough, Numbers 16 relates how Korah, a Levite
barred from the priesthood and assigned the more menial tasks of the tabernacle, led a
rebellion against the ecclesiastical authority of Aaron. Supported by a band of two hundred
fifty leaders from among the people, Korah came to Moses and Aaron and said to them,
"You have gone too far! For all the congregation are holy, every one of them, and the Lord
is among them; why then do you exalt yourselves above the assembly of the Lord?" (Num.
16:3).
Korah had a fairly good case. As a Levite, he was definitely consecrated to the Lord for
special service, so why shouldn't he be allowed to exercise priestly functions? Why should
the single family of Aaron wield so much power over a people who were all set apart as
holy?
But notice how Moses met the challenge to his brother's authority. "In the morning," he said,
"the Lord will show who is his, and who is holy, ... Do this: take censers, Korah and all his
company; put fire in them and put incense upon them before the Lord tomorrow, and the
man whom the Lord chooses shall be the holy one. You have gone too for, sons of Levi!"
(vss. 5-7). Moses flung Korah’s words back into his teeth.
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The next day Aaron with his censer stood over against Korah and his band with their two
hundred fifty censers. It was up to God to decide which side was right, and with a
frightfully dramatic display of earthquake and fire, he destroyed-the rebels from the face of
the earth. But Aaron he left unharmed. Then God commanded Aaron's son Eleazer to take
the two hundred fifty bronze censers out of the blaze and hammer them into plates as a
covering for the altar "to be a reminder to the people of Israel, so that no one who is not a
priest, who is not of the descendents of Aaron, should draw near to burn incense before the
Lord, lest he become as Korah and as his company" (vs. 40).
In the period of the divided Kingdom, Uzziah, king of Judah dared to ignore this restriction.
He entered the temple to burn incense on the altar, but just when he had a censer in his hand,
in rushed Azariah the high priest and eighty priests noted for their valor. To the king they
said, "It is not for you, Uzziah, to burn incense to the Lord, but for the priests the sons of
Aaron, who are consecrated to burn incense. Go out of the sanctuary; ..." (2 Chr. 26:18).
The king became angry at the priests, and immediately leprosy broke out on his forehead.
For the rest of his life Uzziah suffered as a leper, because he had usurped the role of a
priest.
It is clear then, that the priesthood of all God's chosen people in no way negated the
distinction between the Levitical priesthood and the layman. As a nation set apart for
priestly service, Israel was called to be God's intermediary with other peoples, to fulfil the
promise God made to Abraham: "In you all the families of the earth will be blessed." (Gen.
12:3). It is a sound principle, however, that corporate responsibility met be delegated to
representative persons, and certainly this was true of Israel. The Levitical priesthood bore
the responsibility of the covenant-relationship with God in behalf of all the people. It
represented the nation in its priestly role and function. Moreover the priests set the pattern
for the people in holy living, guided then in public and private worship, instructed them in
the ways of the Lord. The people were holy, yes, but the priests were specially holy.
In the New Testament, Jesus gave same recognition to the priests when he sent lepers to
them for health certificates. But he gave them low marks in his parable of the Good
Samaritan: imagine being compared unfavorably to a hated foreigner! And Jesus came into
direct conflict with the priests when he strode into the temple at Jerusalem, drove out the
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buyers and sellers, and overturned the tables of the money-changers and the seats of those
who sold pigeons. Then he predicted the destruction of the temple, as if to say it was not
essential anyway. So the priests recognized in Jesus a formidable challenge to their
privileged status and plush livelihood, and they met it by playing the leading role in getting
Jesus arrested, condemned, and crucified. Furthermore they persecuted his persistent
followers even after he was presumably disposed of.
But Christ could not be held captive in a tomb. He rose from the dead, ascended to the
Father, poured out the Holy Spirit upon his disciples. And as these disciples reflected on the
teachings of their Lord and the marvelous events they had witnessed, they understood that
God had established a new covenant with his people, fulfilling Jeremiah's prophecy; that
God's people were not merely those who were circumcised in the flesh, but all who were
circumcised in heart, all who were born anew by faith in Christ. This new order meant the
end of the old Levitical priesthood.
The book of We brews teaches that Christians have a high priest who is far superior to the
Aaronic priests: Jesus Christ. He alone has offered the perfect sacrifice, the sacrifice of his
sinless self. By this single offering he has atoned for sin for all time; he has fulfilled and
rendered obsolete the whole Levitical system of sacrifice, which was but a shadow of the
reality that is in Christ. "Therefore, brethren," says the author of Hebrews, "since we have
confidence to enter the sanctuary by the blood of Jesus, by the new and living way which
he opened for us through the curtain, that is, through his flesh, and since we have a great
priest over the house of God, let us draw near with a true heart in full assurance of faith, ..."
(Heb. 10:19-22). This call is addressed to all God's people. There is no thick curtain to keep
us out, for with the death of Christ the curtain that sealed off the Holy of Holies was torn
in two from top to bottom. Hitherto not even the regular priests could step into that Most
Holy Place where stood the mercy seat; only the high priest had access, and he but one day
in the year, the Day of Atonement, when he sprinkled blood for his own sins and the sins of
the people. But now with boldness we can all go into the very presence of God and
commune with him through the one Mediator, Christ Jesus.
So in the New Testament church, there are apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors, teachers,
bishops, elders, deacons; but no priests. For all the people of God may approach him
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directly. Nor is there any temple, "for we are the temple of the living God" (2 Cor. 6:16), as
Paul said. Since we are the temple, and ewe are the priests, there is a sense in which every
activity in which we engage as Christians is a priestly function. However, the New
Testament is more specific.
The main function of the Jewish priests, we have noted, was offering sacrifices in behalf of
others; and not surprisingly, this is the chief function of Christians as priests. Peter exhorts
us, "Like living stones be yourselves built into a spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood, to
offer spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ." (1 Pet. 2:5). He does not
tell us specifically what these sacrifices ought to be, but he does introduce us to a basic
concept that is illuminated by other New Testament passages.
The first sacrifice we need to offer is our bodies. As Paul expressed it, "...present your
booties as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual worship."
(Rom. 12:1). What this involves is made lucid in the next verse, especially in the rendering
of the New English Bible: "let your minds be remade and your whole nature thus
transformed." It means to deny ourselves and bear our crosses, as Jesus commanded. It
means to follow the example of Christ, who gave himself as a sacrifice for others.
In the second place, we should offer the fruit of our lips, the words that come forth from our
mouths. The author of Hebrews says, "Through him (Christ) then let us continually offer up
a sacrifice of praise to God, that is, the fruit of lips that acknowledge his name." (13:15).
This includes the singing of hymns and voicing of prayers in both public and private
worship; grace at the table; a reverent "Thanks" uttered to God again and again for his
countless blessings. It especially includes prayers of intercession. In this saw section, the
author of Hebrews requests his readers, "Pray for us" (vs. 18). And in his first letter to
Timothy, Paul says, "I urge that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgivings be
made for all men, ..." (2:1). Certainly Paul put this into practice too: in the introductions to
his letters to the Romans, Corinthians (First), Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians,
Thessalonians (First), and to Philemon, he expressed the thought, "I remember you in my
prayers and give thanks to Cod for you." "The prayer of intercession" says Gerald Cragg,
"is necessarily sacrificial in character. We do not so much call down God's blessing on
others as we lift them up into his presence." 11
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The fruit of our lips means also the testimony we bear for Christ to others. This is the one
point that Peter himself makes in his statement about our priesthood: "You are a chosen
race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God's own people, that you may declare the
wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his marvelous light." (1 Pet.
2:9). The word "declare" is exaggello, which occurs only here in the New Testament, and
means to proclaim, to tell forth. God has done something tremendous for all of us, and we
all should tell the world about it.
Nobody could feel this more strongly than Paul, for he had persecuted the church before his
conversion. By the grace of God, however, he was not only converted but also
commissioned to be an apostle. "His grace," Paul said, "has made me a minister of Christ
Jesus to the Gentiles; my priestly service is the preaching of the gospel of God, and it falls
to me to offer the Gentiles to him as an acceptable sacrifice, consecrated by the Holy
Spirit." (Rom. 15:15,16 NEB). For the word "minister" Paul used, instead of the usual
diakonos, the term leitourgos, which in itself has a priestly connotation. Obviously Paul's
ministry has a character that is not the con possession of all Christians, but his view of
preaching as a priestly service and those to whom he witnesses so his sacrifice offered to
God, is a view we should all make our own.
We have noted two types of sacrifice that we offer to God: our bodies, and the fruit of our
lips. The third type is the work of our hands. Returning to our passage in Hebrews, we read,
"Do not neglect to do good and to share what you have, for such sacrifices are pleasing to
God." (13:16). With our hands we should do deeds of kindness, acts of charity. The good
things that we have, we should share with others. Ws already recognize the priestly aspect
of this service by calling our monetary contributions "offerings." Such sacrifices are
pleasing to God.
Paul uses the word leitourgia, free which we get "litergy" to refer to this ministry. In
speaking of the need for generous Giving to relieve the suffering of the destitute saints in
Jerusalem, he says, "The rendering of this service (he diakonia tae leitourgias) not only
supplies the wants of the saints but also overflows in may thanksgivings to God." (2 Cor.
9:12). Usually translated "service" or "ministry," leitourgia is frequently used in the LXX of
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the service of the priests and Levites. In Luke it is used of Zechariah's service in the temple,
and in Hebrew of the worship in the ancient tabernacle. Although in classical Greek the
term denotes public service, in the New Testament it clearly stands for the service of God,
for "priestly service." If we are to fulfill our ministry as Christian priests, therefore, we
should make a generous, regular, voluntary offering to God to relieve the less fortunate, to
support those whoa God has called to get their living from the gospel, to share in the
corporate ministry of the church.
Lt us return now to Hebrews 13. In expounding the types of spiritual sacrifices that God
expects of us, I have used verve 15, 16, and 18. But it would be a mistake to skip over verse
17, as some expositors do, because it says something significant for this doctrine. "Obey
your leaders and submit to them; far they are keeping watch over your souls, as men who
will have to give account." This command raises some thought-provoking questions.
'Why should we have leaders in the church? We are all priests unto God, and Christ alone is
high priest. Jesus said, "You are not to be called rabbi, for you have one teacher, and you
are all brethren." (Matt. 23:8). Then he said the sane thing about the terms father and
master.
Why submit to human leaders in the church? All believers are on the same level; no
Christian or any group of Christians is above any other. We offer our very selves as a living
sacrifice to God; we submit to him alone.
Why should any other Christians keep watch over our souls? Isn't each soul competent
before God? Whoever believes, whoever does the will of the Father, whoever abides in
Christ, wnoever this is the New Testament emphasis on individual responsibility, and it
rules out proxy faith and transfer of merit.
Why should we worry about the leaders having to give account? Paul plainly says that
"each of us shall give account of himself to God." (Rom. 14:12). Of course this includes
our responsibility to others, our duty to encourage them in their faith and service. But why
should one group have to look after another group? We are all holy, we are all priests.
These objections all melee a valid point and warn us against too stiff an interpretation of
this verse. But the command still stands, and of all places it stands with a discussion of the
priestly functiame of Christians. Could it be that the author here recalls the rebellion of
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Korah, who wielded the truth of Israel's national priesthood as a weapon to assault the
prerogatives of the Levitical priesthood? Could it be that he is trying to warn us not to take
this truth too far? This is pure guesswork; we cannot tell just what the writer had in mind.
But his timing of this exhortation serves to remind us of an important truth: the priesthood
of believers does not mean anarchy in the church; it does not mean an extreme form of
individualism. Nor does it rule out the necessity of a group of leaders who are sleepless in
their pastoral care of the others in the church.
We should remember, moreover, that the New Testament applies the term priest to
Christians only in the plural. We are a royal priesthood, we are priests unto God. ?3y
inference and deduction, each one of us is a priest, and this is strongly implied. But the
New Testament emphasis lies on the corporate aspect of the doctrine. The whole church is a
priesthood in the same way that all Israel was a priesthood; the New Testament doctrine is
both an extension of and fulfilment of the Old Testament doctrine set forth in Exodus 19. It
is our calling and duty to minister to the world in a far greater way than Israel was able to
do this.
III. The Ministry of the Saints
In the opening part of his book, Agents of Reconciliation, Arnold Come writes, "The church
may came again to be gripped by the Pauline conviction that Christ is the only Savior of the
world and the church is his agency of reconciliation, that the church possesses the gospel of
salvation and every Christian is an agent in the ministry of reconciliation. (Rom. 1:1-6,
16-17; II Cor. 5:18-20.)" 11 But anyone who takes the trouble to look up the Scriptural
citations will find no evidence that every Christian is an agent in this ministry. In the
Romans passage, Paul is speaking of himself alone, as his use of the personal pronoun
clearly shows. In the Corinthians passage, Paul says that God "gave us the ministry of
reconciliation," and Come applies this t6711 Christians; he even takes the title of his book
from this phrase. But it is only fair to point out that Paul, as the context shows, is talking
about himself and Timothy for certain, and the other apostles and missionaries perhaps. He
does not include the Christians of Corinth and all Achaia, to whom he addresses the letter.
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In another chapter Come writes, "Paul says Christians, are 'ministers of a new covenant' (II
Cor. 3:6), or of the gospel, or of Christ (Eph. 3:7; 6:21; Col. 1:7, 23,25; 4:7)."13 But in not
one of these passages does Paul say that Christians are ministers. In the first passage he is
speaking of himself and possibly his fellow-workers -- a party clearly distinguished from
his readers. In the remaining six passages he uses only the singular number, speaking of
himself three times, Tychicus two times, and Epaphras one time. This is evidence that there
are Christian ministers, not that Christians are ministers.
The word rendered "minister" in these passages is diakonos, which occurs thirty times in
the hew Testament. It is used not only of Paul and several of his fellow-workers, but also of
Jesus, civil magistrates, servants at a wedging feast, and ministers of Satan. A few times it
is translated "deacon." The abstract noun, diakonia, usually rendered "ministry," occurs
thirty-two times, and the verb, diakonein, "to serve," occurs thirty-seven times. This makes
a total of ninety-nine times that this term occurs in one of these three forms, and in most
cases it seems to refer to the official ministry of the church. In a few cases, however, it does
refer to a ministry in which all Christians participate. These are the passages that are
pertinent to our study.
The first passage, in Ephesians I, is especially significant because it brings together the
ministry of the clergy and the ministry of the laymen. In the context, Paul is discussing
Christian unity. He reminds us that there is one Lord, one faith, one baptism, one God and
rather of us all. Therefore we ought to maintain the unity of the Spirit and guard an unbroken fellowship. But unity does not mean uniformity; oneness does not mean sameness.
As individuals we are endowed with different gifts, and we can contribute to the life of the
church in different ways. This fulfills a statement in the Psalms: "He gave gifts to men."
Paul then designates what these gifts are, in verses 11 and 12.
The New English Bible has the best translation: "And these were his gifts: some to be
apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers, to equip God's
people for work in his service, to the building up of the body of Christ." Here Paul is
ttunking of gifts not as talents but as persons, as four types of leaders. This obvious
reference to an official ministry is one reason why many scholars give this letter a late,
post-Pauline date.
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The apostles here probably include not only the Twelve but also such men as Barnabas and
James who had seen the Lord and were Spirit-filled witnesses of the resurrection. The
prophets. are preachers, sometimes predictors of divine truth, and they include Agabus,
Judas, Silas, and the four daughters of Philip. The term probably overlaps with the term
apostle. In this same letter to the Ephesians, Paul states that the church is "built upon the
foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the chief cornerstone."
(2:20). He further says that the mystery of Christ "has now been revealed to his holy
apostles and prophets by the Spirit" (3:5). These statements seem to indicate that the
apostles and prophets belong exclusively to the first century of the church, as a unique,
closed group of workers specially called to launch the church upon its world mission.
The evangelists are preachers of the gospel who travel about in their ministry as
"missionaries" Goodspeed's translation) to the unconverted. They supplement the work of
the apostles but lack tneir authority. The evidence is sparse, however, for the word appears
only two other times in the New Testament: Philip, one of the Seven, is called an evangelist
(Acts 21:8), and Timothy is urged to "do the work of an evangelist." (2 Tim. 4:5).
The fourth gift, or type of worker, is the pastors and teachers. The Greek construction
indicates that these are two names for the same office or function. The pastor-teacher serves
a local congregation, which was likely established by one of the other three types of
workers. His is a settled ministry, not an itinerant one. This is the only place in the New
Testament where poimen, "shepherd," means a pastor, a leader in the church. However the
verb form poimaino refers to the pastoral ministry in several places, including Paul's charge
to the Ephesian elders in which he says, "Feed the church of the Lord" (Acts 20;28). The
New English Bible wisely translates the verb here with a noun, "as shepherds of the church
of the Lord," and thereby brings out its true meaning. The gift of pastor-teachers fulfills in
part, I think, the prophecy of Jeremiah: "And I will give you shepherds after my own heart,
who will feed you with knowledge and understanding." (Jer. 3:15).
Now what is the purpose of God's giving these leaders to his people? The King James
Version says, "For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry" (vs. 12). But
since "the ministry" erroneously suggests the formal ministry of the church leaders, the
RSV drops the article. Yet the RSV makes a regret table concession to the KJV by retaining
the comma:
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"For the equipment of the saints, for the work of ministry,..." This comma has long
connected "ministry" with the leaders, and concealed the needed truth that the leaders are
given to equip the saints for the work of ministry. Two types of ministry are in evidence
here-two types that complement one another in the total ministry of the church. As
Hendrick Kraemer says, "Both, the ministry of the clergy and the ministry of the laity, are
facts inherent in the Church's being, are divine data."14 We ought to keep in mind, he
continues, "their coexistence and inter-existence."15
Since the church leaders must equip the laymen for their ministry and the laymen must
perform that ministry, both groups need to understand its content. A good place to begin is
with Paul's plea in the opening part of this chapter (Eph. 4): "I... beg you to lead a life
worthy of the calling to which you have been called,..." (vs. 1). The New English Bible
renders it, "...as God has called you, live up to your calling." Then Paul continues, "Be
humble always and gentle, and patient too. Be forbearing with one another and charitable."
(vs. 2 NEB). Now we could add an almost interminable list of exhortations from the rest of
this letter and the ethical sections of Paul's other letters. For this calling to which each of us
is called is the Christian life and all that it involves in ethical living and love-based ministry.
It does not mean vocation in the sense of occupation. God does not call men to be butchers,
bakers, and candlestick makers; he calls butchers, bakers, and candlestick makers to be
Christians and work for him.
The ethical demands of the gospel apply to each Christian, whatever his occupation. When
tax collectors came to John the Baptist and asked, "Teacher, what shall we do?" John
answered, "Collect no more than is appointed you." (Luke 3:12,13). To soldiers he said,
"Rob no one by violence or by false accusation, and be content with your wages" (vs. 14).
Paul, following the lead of the Old Testament, points out that work is absolutely
necessary for Christians, for idleness makes a person dependent on others and possibly
even a thief. "Let the thief no longer steal," Paul says, "but rather let him labor, doing
honest work with his hands, so that he may be able to give to those in need." (Eph. 4:28). In
other words, we need an occupation not only to support ourselves but also to have something to share with others. This is an elementary way in which our vocation is a means of
fulfilling our calling as Christians. But honest work and ethical living are not enough.
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The ministry in which we are engaged demands that we make full use of our God-given
gifts. These gifts doubtless are related to our natural gifts that influence our choice of
vocation, but they are not necessarily the same. The gifts of the Spirit are related indirectly
to our vocation, but directly to our calling and ministry. Paul explains these gifts more fully
in 1 Corinthians 12, in a passage clearly addressed to the whole church. Phillips' translation
is especially lucid: "Men have different gifts, but it is the same Spirit who gives them.
There are different ways of serving God (varieties of diakonia), but it is the same Lord who
is served. God works through different men in different ways, but it is the same God who
achieves his purposes through them all. Each man is given his gift by the Spirit that he may
use it for the common good." (vss. 4-7). In Romans 12, Paul names the gifts of prophecy,
service (diakonia), teaching, exhorting, giving, leadership, and acts of mercy. vss. 6-8).
Peter likewise discusses gifts in a passage that uses the verb diakonein twice and clearly
pertains to all Christians: "Whatever gift each of you may have received, use it in service to
one another, like good stewards dispensing the grace of God in its varied forms. Are you a
speaker? Speak as if you uttered oracles of God. Do you give service? Give it as in the
strength which God supplies. In all things so act that the glory may be God's through Jesus
Christ;..." (1 Pet. 4:10.11 NEB).
The use of the word "steward" here is significant because this is the only place outside the
gospel of Luke where it is applied to laymen or to Christians in general. The Greek term is
oikonomos, "house manager," and it signifies one who is entrusted with the property of
another. This stewardship is oikonomia, the privilege and responsibility of managing that
which is not one's own. Both of these terms appear in Luke 16 in the parable of the unjust
steward, along with the verb oikonomein, “to be a steward”which occurs but this one time
in the New Testament.
Jesus makes the following application of the parable: "If then you have not been faithful in
the unrighteous mammon, who will entrust to you the true riches? And if you have not been
faithful in that which is another's, who will give you that which is your own?" (vss. 11,12).
From this we derive the teaching that every Christian is a steward of his material
possessions, one who must use his income and wealth in a way that pleases God, the true
owner. Nowhere else in the New Testament do these words oikonomos and oikonomia
relate to the Christian's use of his material possessions. However, Peter says that we are
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stewards of God's varied grace, and it is possible to interpret material blessings as one
aspect of this grace, though they would be the least significant of God's gifts.
In the first lecture I called attention to a passage in Luke 12 that implies an official ministry
for Peter and the other apostles. There Jesus tells the parable of the watchful servant, after
which Peter asks, "Lord, are you telling this parable for us or for all?" Jesus then answers,
"Who then is the faithful and wise steward, whom his master will set over his household, to
give them their portion of food at the proper time?" (vss. 41, 42). Thus Jesus answers
Peter's question with another question that implies he has Peter and other leaders in mind. It
is significant that Jesus switches from the term servant to steward, a stronger word that
emphasizes the heavy responsibility involved in serving rations to the members of God's
household.
Paul uses oikonomos to refer to himself as a steward of the word of God (Col. 1:25), the
mysteries of God (1 Cor. 4:1), and the grace of God (Eph. 3:2). And he says that a bishop is
God's steward (Tit. 1:7), Paul also uses oikonomia to designate his apostolic office. But he
uses neither term in a sense that includes all Christians. This is a contribution that Peter
makes, not Paul.
In the passage in 1 Peter, the first use of diakonein is general: it refers to all kinds of
Christian service. The second use is restricted: "whoever renders service" stands in contrast
to "whoever speaks"; it is one of two categories. These two coincide with the first two gifts
that Paul lists in Romans 12： prophecy and service. They also correspond to the twofold
division of ministry seen in Acts 6, another passage I referred to briefly in the first lecture.
As this chapter tells us, the early church in Jerusalem distributed relief to its poorer
members, but the Hellenists complained that their widows were being neglected in the daily
distribution (diakonia). So the Twelve summoned the body of disciples and said, "It is not
right that we should give up preaching the word of God to serve (diakonein) tables.
Therefore, brethren, pick out ... seven men ... whom we may appoint to this duty. But we
will devote ourselves to prayer and to the ministry (diakonia) of the word." (vss. 2-4).
Concerning this twofold division of responsibility, these two types of ministry, someone has
said that the Twelve were to speak and the Seven to "deak." Certainly it is highly probable
that this record gives us the origin of the office of diakonos,, or deacon. Together with cer-
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tain references in Philippians and Timothy, it suggests that the deacons as formal officers of
the early church were responsible for collecting donations from the members, handling the
church funds, and distributing aid to the needy.
It may seem, therefore, that Peter, in the passage before us, has in mind the twofold division
of apostle-prophet-preacher on the one hand and deacon on the other. His wording clearly
indicates more than the natural division between word and deed, for speaking here means
preaching, or speaking the word of God. "Whoever speaks, as one who utters oracles of
God"--this points too him who is a steward of a message not his own. And whoever renders
diakonia must do it as a steward of the strength which God gives. But the general context
suggests a broader interpretation.
In this letter Peter speaks of elders though not of deacons, and several times he calls for
submission to those in authority. Hut he also sets forth the priesthood of all God's people
and refers to the worldwide Christian brotherhood. Furthermore he address his letter not to
a local congregation but to "those of God's scattered people who lodge for a while in Pontus,
Galatia, Capadocia, Asia, and Bithynia" (1:1 NEB). From this general context as well as the
wording of the passage before us, I conclude that Peter's thought transcends clergy-laity
distinctions and applies to all Christians, and that he regards them as serving (general term)
through either speaking God's word or rendering service (non-speaking ministry). This
latter diakonia probably includes not only the giving and sharing of funds, but also
hospitality (vs. 9) and kind deeds of all sorts--any service not regarded as oral propagation
of God's word.
Before leaving this passage, we should note that Peter states the true motive for all
Christian service: "In all things so act that the glory may be God's through Jesus Christ" (vs.
11 NEB). If anyone serves from a motive that conflicts with this one, he renders less than
Christian service, and likely does the church a disservice. But every Christian who seeks to
glorify God can have a vital part in the ministry of the church.
Thus far we have considered diakonia as Christian living and as the right use of spiritual
gifts. But the most concrete meaning of the word, when applied to all Christians, especially
lay Christians, is the ministry of giving money and other material aid to those in need. We
are introduced to this meaning in Acts 6, but we meet it again two more times in Acts, once
in Romans, and four times in 2 Corinthians 8 and 9. This last passage is especially
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important because it shows how vital this ministry is for all Christians. Paul is urging the
Corinthians to participate in the contribution (ten koinonian tes diakonias) for the saints at
Jerusalem; he is challenging them-to follow the example set by the Macedonians, that is,
the churches of Philippi, Thessalonica, and Beroea. This example is one that all churches
and Christians should follow.
First, the Macedonians gave even though it was difficult to give. They had very little, for
Rome had impoverished their country by taking most of the timber, minerals, and other
natural resources. As Christians. moreover, they had suffered religious persecution, and this
no doubt had further aggravated their economic plight. But this severe affliction proved to
be an asset: it freed them from the love of money and things, and taught them the value of
Christian fellowship. Being poor, the Macedonians could sympathize with the poor. Being
in difficult circumstances, they had to live by faith--the kind of faith that produces a
magnificent concern for others. They demonstrated that every widow can give her mite,
that no one is too poor to share what he has. As the parables of Jesus show how wealth can
impoverish people, so the example of the Macedonians shows how poverty can enrich a
people.
Second, the Macedonians gave according to their means and even beyond. They gave to the
limit of their resources, all that they could be expected to give as faithful Christians; then
they went even beyond this limit in lavish generosity. This suggests proportionate giving,
which is stated more clearly in 1 Corinthians 16:2, in the phrase, "in proportion to his
gains" (NEB). Since Paul goes to considerable length in his discussions of Christian giving
without mentioning tithing, he apparently thinks of proportionate giving as the Christian
principle that fulfils the old rule of one-tenth. In the Old Testament, God imposed the law
of tithing; in the New Testament, he bestows the grace of giving. Since proportionate giving
is a principle, not a law, the exact proportion cannot be specified. Christians are free to decide this in the light of examples set by Christ and his most dedicated followers, Scriptural
exhortations to generosity, and current needs. The law of tithing serves as a pre-Christian
standard to shame us when we are deficient in the grace of giving, a schoolmaster to bring
us back to Christ when we get selfish and stingy.
Third, the Macedonians gave willingly and spontaneously. They didn't wait for Paul to beg
them; they took the initiative and asked Paul to let them participate. For they yearned to
help relieve the distress of their fellow Christians. Such magnanimity stems from Christian
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commitment: they had first given themselves to the Lord. This had brought them a joy that
naturally overflowed in love and concern for others. Verse 7 shows that giving is a grace as
well as a gift, a charis as well as a charisma, like faith, utterance, knowledge, earnestness,
and love. It is a grace in which we should excel and abound, in which we should go the
second mile. In verse 8 Paul reminds the Corinthians that he is not commanding them to
give; in order to test their love, he is urging them to add generosity to their virtues.
In 11:9, Paul says that his "needs were supplied by the brethren who came from
Macedonia." So obviously the Macedonians contributed to Paul's support as well as to the
relief of the poor. Certainly the Philippians did this, for in his letter to them, Paul refers to
two occasions when they sent him help (4:16).
is conclude, then, that the ministry of giving plays an essential role in the total ministry of
the church, and that this ministry is one in which laymen have the leading part. For they
share not only with those in need but also with those who depend on gospel preaching for
their support. And far more important than the gifts themselves, as Paul points out, is "the
fruit which increases to (the givers') credit" (Phil. 4:17).
This brief survey of the diakonia entrusted to us is by no means exhaustive. Furthermore,
the New Testament does not limit the content of this term to those functions that it
specifically mentions. It is up to us, led by the Holy Spirit, to discover and utilize every
possible means of service. For all Christians represent Christ, the Suffering Servant, the one
who said, "I am among you as one who serves." (Luke 22:27). If we suffer, we suffer. But
we must make Christ known, by word and deed. Laymen in particular, because of their
involvement in the world, have a compelling responsibility and a peculiar opportunity to
serve as ministers of the Lord Jesus.
As a postscript to all three lectures, I wish to quote a paragraph from H. Wheeler Robinson
that he wrote concerning the church: "It betokens no lessening of reverence and loyalty
towards the moral and religious ideas of the Biblical revelation to say that the forms of its
life are not necessarily those most suited to the needs of to-day. Indeed, we have no right to
assume that these forms were ever intended as authoritative for all time. They are
experiments rather than precedents; they show life active and vigorous, creating its own
means of expression as each need arose. ;thy, then, should we stereotype one particular
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stage in the development, whether it be early or late? Moreover even from the earliest times
there are the germs of many later developments..." 16
In these lectures I have tried to point out some of the Biblical passages that bear upon the
role of the laymen in New Testament Christianity. But I have not tried to distinguish form
from content, the temporal from the permanent, the local from the universal, partly because
the task is too difficult, and partly because it falls into the province of other program
assignments. There is always the danger of losing or abusing some of the content when we
change the Biblical forms, but certainly there are cases in which a form ought to change or
even must change. But may we so reverence Holy Scripture that always we first hear what
it has to say in the immediate context, and having ascertained this Biblical message, use all
the spiritual gifts at our disposal to apply, extend, and generalize the message for our needs
today.
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Laymen In the Life of the Church
B. L. Hinchman

The topic chosen for the 1965 Hayama Seminar is not primarily academic in nature. It is a
matter of life and death for the Church. We enter into our deliberations with prayer. Our
Committee has planned well for a thorough study of the subject and we shall benefit from
the research and able leadership of the men who will be bringing to our consideration the
many aspects of the pertinent topic. "Laymen in the Life of the Church." In a sense we have
not chosen this subject; it has been thrust upon us and is compelling the interest of the
Church, Protestant and Catholic throughout the world. It is the subject of new books and
articles; the theme of conferences and conventions; the focus of study and program of
churches and denominations around the world.
What is the problem which will no
longer permit our overlooking the role of the laity?

The Problem of a Retreating Church
In practically all the world the Christian Church in the midtwentieth century appears to be
in a state of retreat. This does not necessarily mean the loss of numbers from its
membership; but it does mean that in many places and in many ways the church has lost its
voice. It appears to have lost touch with the world of real people and real problems. Its life
and ministry all too often and at the door of the church building. The ministry of the church
has been delegated to an over-worked professional staff. The greater ministry of the church,
the ministry of the laity, has been largely forgotten, or never understood. In some countries,
notably Japan, the United States and England, the ordinary working people have cane to
feel that the Church is far removed from their problems and primarily concerned with itself
and with a certain segment of middle class society with which it appears to identify itself.
The hopes and dreams of the masses in most nations are directed not to the Church and the
Gospel of Christ but to the forces of secularism, Communism or non-christian religions.
The presence of hundreds of churches in the great cities does not thwart the increase of
crime and juvenile delinquency. The population of the world is multiplying at an alarming
rate with 180,000 persons added every day, 229 births per minute. Japan added 1,697,000
to its population this past year, bringing its total to 97,190,000. It is expected that Japan's
population will reach 100,000,000 within the next two years. On a world scale, the
percentage of Christians is smaller now than at the beginning of this century and at the
present rate will continue to decrease. Many are referring to our time as the"post Christian
era."
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This is not the time for discouragement but for faith and renewed commitment to God.
Actually there are many causes for encouragement and signs of hope. We have a great
sleeping army not yet used in battle - the lay Christians of the world - who may be called
into duty in our time. In "A Theology For the Laity," Hendrik Kraemer says: "In all our
criticism and near despair of the institutional Church, it should never be forgotten that
many powers and possibilities really exist in it, but often in captivity; they exist as frozen
credits and dead capital." 1 Mark Gibbs and T. Ralph Morton of England have written an
exciting book on the laity which they have entitled "God's Frozen People," It is important
that we understand what has happened to render the church so ineffectual in our time and it
is essential that we cooperate in steps whereby the Holy Spirit may send forth all the People
of God as servants to the world, not as a frozen people but as people burning with the fire
of the love of Jesus Christ.
This is a world problem and insofar as we have time let us examine it in several countries.
In the United States the Church, both Protestant and Catholic, has been enjoying an era of
growth and prosperity and outwardly, at least, is more popular than its counterpart in
Europe. Church membership has never before attained such a high figure either in terms of
actual membership or of percentage of the total population. Church budgets continue to
increase and many congregations raise over $100,000 per year. American Churches have
been spending about a billion dollars annually for new church buildings. In the provocative
book, The Comoany of the Committed, Elton Trueblood raises questions concerning the
motivation for giving money for church buildings and local expenses. He gives this
caution: "Before we take too much satisfaction from popular acceptance it may help our
sense of historical balance to remember that the popular religion of ancient Greece
succeeded in maintaining its shrines after the real vitality had departed. Representatives of
Greek religion provided 'services long after what went on at the shrines had ceased to have
any relevance in the life of business or education or government." 2 Dr. Trueblood believes
that there are many who would be attracted to the church if it required more of them. He
says: (p.8) "They are looking for a bold fellowship, and what they find is a complacent
society concerned to an absurd degree with its own internal politics or so unimaginative as
to suggest that the world can be saved by three hymns and a sermon or a Mass. The needle
seems to be stuck in a groove. Many contemporary seekers cannot abide the Church as they
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see it,their dissatisfaction arising not from the fact that membership demands too much, but
rather from the fact that the demands are too small." 3 Like the Roman Empire just before it
crumbled Trueblood pictures the American church "at the height of its prestige, with great
show of power at the center," but losing its outlying provinces, namely, higher education,
youth, and organized labor. 4
Although there are outstanding lay Christians in the American churches as elsewhere, the
dominant pattern of church life is one which is centered in the minister. From the emphasis
laid on attendance at Sunday services one is led to believe that the greatest challenge before
the Christian in today's world is to sit for an hour in a pew while a professional ministry
performs. The Church is not usually thought of by Christians as what they are; it is rather a
place to which they go, or an event they attend. Many "go to church" as they would go to
the theater. Too often the clergy are the athletes and the laity only spectators. There seems
to be little awareness that God has called no one to be a spectator. Every Christian is called
to run in the race, to fight a good fight, to fulfill his own calling. The early Church could
never have turned the world upside down by going to church and making their contributions to the budget. The early Church had no church buildings and no ministers except that
all were ministers. They were called to "teach and admonish one another" (Col. 3:16). Their
callings were varied and complementary but they were all called into the ministry of Christ.
They were all involved in serving the world, in bringing to men the salvation of God in
Jesus Christ. Church membership is considerably less demanding in America today! This
may explain why boys are less willing to attend church meetings than are girls. It is not
regarded as a man-sized responsibility.
The failure of the American churches to train laymen and to send them out into the world to
minister to the needs of all people is most sadly reflected in the typical pattern of Protestant
church life in the large cities. Industrialization, technological changes and massive
urbanization have made it difficult for the older forms of church life to continue. Gibson
Winter in his recent book, The New Creation As Metropolis,; points out that the pastor in
the metropolis is not so influential a leader in community life as the pastor in the small
town. Members are now scattered in many places of work and residence and life is
impersonal. Winter states that "we verge now on the creation of two cultures in the
metropolitan areas; a culture on the periphery which enjoys affluence and privilege; a
culture in the central city which suffers discrimination, underemployment and
deprivation ..... The churches of the past century have adjusted to these urban processes and
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have come by this route into their captivity to white, middle-class suburbia." 5 The exit of
the Protestant churches from the difficulties of the inner city has made it possible for them
to continue the American pattern of small town church life for those who qualify and can
afford it, but it has left the neediest people in America without a ministry. The inspiring
story of the founding of the East Harlem Protestant Parish in a densely populated New York
City slum district is presented by Bruce Kenrick in the book, Come Out the Wilderness.
This heroic work was undertaken by students of Union Theological Seminary who lived
with their families in the slums and identified themselves with the people and all their
agonizing perplexities. The climax of the story comes as the Holy Spirit makes it clear that
the responsibility for the ministry begun by the young ministers must be turned over to the
churches. Only the ministry of the laity is sufficient in the midst of such enormous human
need.
The church in America is facing many tests as cities grow and change. Will it send out its
members to serve and witness and lift or will it retreat to save itself and to spare its people
from suffering and work?
The layman of Europe in the Middle Ages was uneducated and was not usually regarded as
a fit subject to participate in the worship and discussion of the Church. His role was to
receive the crumbs of Grace which fell from the clerical table. Efforts toward reform met
with resistance. The Reformation itself was largely such an effort, and was supported by
laymen who wanted to be able to serve God within their secular spheres, not having to
abandon families and businesses for monastic life. Education was made available to laymen
also and for some time during and following the Reformation and the Counter Reformation.
Protestant and Catholic laymen became more prominent in the life of the Church. The
promise soon faded, however, and with the development of the Industrial Revolution, the
lay Christian's daily work was removed from the home and little was done to relate his new
work to his Christian responsibility. Writing of this development in England, Gibbs and
Morton explains "The new forms of industrial and economic life developed outside the
jurisdiction and outside the concern of the Church. A man's Christian obedience was still in
the old terms of family life, public service and private morality." 6
Even so there were many outstanding laymen in the Victorian era in Britain, and notably in
the world of government. Parenthetically, we recall such men as William Wilberforce,
Anthony Ashley Cooper (Seventh Earl of Shaftsbury.) and William Gladstone. After he had
served as a Member of Parliament young Wilberforce was profoundly converted in the
Evangelical movement. As a Christian he at first looked upon his political career as a waste
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of time but was advised by his close friend, Prime Minister William Pitt, not to withdraw
from politics. Walter James, in his recent book, The Christian in Politics, quotes
Wilberforce as saying, "The first years that I was in Parliament, I did nothing. ... My own
distinction was my darling object." 7 Actually he never did own a sense of calling to
politics as such, but he determined to use his position in Parliament to achieve one
Christian objective, the abolition of slavery. His position is clear in his famous speech
against slavery in the House of Commons on May 12, 1789, in which he said:
" ..Policy, however, Sir, is not my principle, and I am not ashamed to say it. There is a
principle above everything that is politic: and when I reflect on the command which says,
'Thou shalt do no murder,' believing its authority to be divine, how can I dare to set up any
reasonings of my own against it? And, Sir, when we think of Eternity, and of the future
consequences of all human conduct, what is there in this life that should make any man
contradict the dictates of his conscience, the principles of justice, and the laws of God?" 8
Some have pointed to an inconsistency in Wilberforce, in that he opposed trade unions and
did not make efforts to relieve the exploited white laborers in his own country even though
he gave his life for the cause of the enslaved Negro. We should see him in the light of his
own times, however, and appreciate him as an example of a layman in the ministry of
Christ in the world. Shaftsbury, similarly moved by the cruelties of the factory system, and
the misery of the poor, worked against the opposition of financial and industrial leaders to
obtain shorter working hours for laborers in mines and factories (10 hours instead of from
12 to 16 hours!) and to end the employment of women and children in coal mines. Like
Wilberforce, he worked in the political world as a Christian, not to undertake general
responsibility for government but to pursue a righteous cause. Gladstone, Salisbury and
others have attempted to apply Christian principles to all of the affairs of state and were not
merely crusaders who enter the political arena in order to further specific causes. Since the
First World War there hate been fewer political leaders in Britain who have been also
leading laymen of the Church.
The authors of God's Frozen People see a gradual withdrawal of interest from ministering
to the masses and a development of a pattern of congregational life "dependent on the
minister in a way unknown before this century." 9 They conclude that "two hundred years
of comparative failure to touch the town working-class populations... have made us
predominantly a middle-class Church in Britain – with the conspicuous exception of the
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Roman Catholics." 10 They note that because the life of the church is centered in the
minister, there is a limiting factor in both the nature of church activities and the number of
persons involved in church activities. For instance, a congregation of 500 will likely have a
youth group of about 35, a women's group of about 80, and a men's organization of about
10; but in a congregation of 2,000 these group organizations are of approximately the same
size. One man can minister to only a certain number of persons. Gibbs and Morton say:
"Experience of industry (and of the army) would indicate that the number of persons with
whom a "man can work responsibly is very small. In industry the number of members of
staff that a senior manager can effectively supervise is said to be seven. The number of
persons with whom a man can have some personal relationship is about 200. This is the
reason for the move towards the small factory unit as being more efficient." A congregation
cannot be run efficiently in dependence on one man. Further more, this relationship
produces an estrangement of the laity. Gibbs and Morton give this explanation: "The new
conception of the minister as the little king of a little kingdom is an affront to the faith and
the intelligence of the members of the Church and a constant frustration to individuals and
groups in the Church who want to be more active in their obedience and even to make
experiments. The layman comes to feel that the Church is ruled by the clergy and that the
exercise of his gifts is not to be encouraged." 12 When hoped-for changes do not occur,
such laymen join the army of inactive members.
It is also noted that the uninstructed and unchallenged layman lacks the example and the
incentive to take his lay ministry into the world in which he lives and works. The devout
layman who remains active in the Church, rather, seeks to imitate his minister either by
becoming a minister or by giving more time in assisting the minister. Perhaps this making
the minister the standard for the layman may explain the disappearance of strong lay
Christians from British political life. "The layman," say Gibbs and Morton, "has become
the shadow of the minister." 13 In recent times in England a shortage of clergymen has
made it necessary for a number of laymen to do more of the work of the Church as a kind
of substitute clergy. While this is good, it nevertheless misses the mark. The layman has a
calling of his own. He is the minister of Christ and should fulfil his ministry in the world
rather than that of the clergy in the sanctuary. Bishop Stephen Baynes wrote in the "Church
Times" in February 1961, "There is nobody stuffier than a person who is acutely conscious
of the privileges of his order, of his monopoly of theological learning, liturgical authority,
general sanctity, and so on. The worst of it is that the laity so often believe in all this nonsense, and put the sacred ministry on a pedestal, until they feel the the only way a man can
serve God is by being ordained.” 14
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A recent book by Eberhard Stammler, Protestanten ohne Kirche, (Churchless Protestants) is
both revealing and disturbing with reference to the place of the laymen in the Evangelical
Church in Germany. The thesis of this important book is that the German Protestant layman
has been disenfranchised. The only way he can have a voice in the church is to become a
theologian, lay or professional. The church is ruled completely by theologians. There is no
genuine recognition of the call of the laity to express Christian faith through vocation in the
world. Something of Stammler's analysis may be shared through the following summaries
and quotations:
"Of every hundred Evangelical Christians today, about ninety remain distant from the life
of their church. Even if they make use of the ecclesiastical furniture now and then, they still
keep at a polite but nevertheless unmistakable distance." 15 The reason is basically that
"they find no home in the church." It is "more astonishing that this internal emigration has
not produced a movement of withdrawal just as massive." In spite of dissatisfaction, doubts
and resentment the members persist in their membership, in believing in religion and in
being Protestant. "Although the little 'core congregation' itself claims to be the 'true' church,
it has banished the great mass of remaining church members to the rank of 'outsiders'...
Could not God still be pleased to find genuine faith and honest seeking even among the
disinherited mob of the emigrated?" Surely there are many among the estranged members
who are apostate, but a more pertinent apostasy is that of the institutional church itself - "its
apostasy from reality, its unfaithfulness to history, and its disobedience to its commission."
16
Sociologically there are six types of modern members in the Evangelical Church in
Germany: (pp. 18-27)
1. The religiously indifferent; he has never consciously chosen to be part of the church but
does not leave it either. Though skeptical as to church doctrines, he may have a childish
sense of religious awe as well as respect for tradition and social prestige. He is often
scorned by the church but should not be abandoned.
2. The religiously interested: he seeks religious truth in and out of his traditional faith. "He
detests what appears to him such an obtrusive self-certainty on the part of the ecclesiastical
apparatus and its endeavor to pack the world into its categorical system."
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3. The ecclesiastically interested: "rear-benchers," occasional attendants at worship, who
value church membership but do not accept full commitment.
4. The ecclesiastically affiliated: "the 'infantry' of the regular attendants at worship... the
true potential of the churchmanship with which the minister is able to work." This type
seeks stability and security and accepts unquestioningly the theological teaching and
conventions of morality offered by the church.
5. The ecclesiastically active: the so-called 'community of Christ' or 'core congregation';
"primarily the laymen who are delegated to ecclesiastical responsibility in the most varied
congregational groups and associations and in church boards and synods. "Such a layman
works along with and usually under "the theologically trained functionary."
6. The officials "the functionary of an institution" who aspires to be subject only to the Lord
of the church but is more often subject to the 'lords of the church'. 17
Churchmanship is measured by conformity and attendance of worship. "This situation...
forces all who are not able to adapt to the respective cliché of the local church to remain
ecclesiastically homeless" 18 "By the fact that in it the office of proclamation is coupled
with the office of administration, the bearer of ecclesiastical office gets a monopolistic
character that can degrade or exclude every other bent of faith..." 19 The layman who still
regards seriously the faith taught to him in his youth is ridiculed or "rudely assaulted for
being theologically suspect ... because, as a layman, he was not in a position to get in on
every phase of the complicated intratheological discussion" 20 "The church still believes in
the Holy Spirit. However, should this Holy Spirit be limited simply to the narrow and arid
sphere of the intellect?" 21 The end of Protestant existence also dawned when the
Evangelical Church replaced freedom with the institution and when the concept of 'order'
was placed above freedom." 22
"Whether the Protestant can remain Protestant is determined by whether the church affords
him a home. Whether the Evangelical church remains Evangelical is determined by
whether it regains courage for Protestantism." 23
To indicate the nature of the illness of the church four "symptoms of ideology" are
presented: 24
1. The overworked minister: "The ideal of the meditative village pastor died out long ago"
to be replaced by the "one-man system where the whole responsibility and work of the
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congregation devolves solely on the minister..." He knows he ought to be primarily the
"servant of the Word," but he is more the "officer of a corporation," and the "functionary of
an institution" with responsibility not only to the visible congregation but also to the
"incalculable throng which no longer upholds the ultimate relation of life to the church."
The impossible burden often produces sickness.
2. The disenfranchised layman: "Although the Reformation had stormed the wall of
separation that had existed in the Roman Church between the initiated clergy and the
uninformed laity, this distinction could again insinuate itself into the Evangelical church
just as soon as it was established that the exegesis and the proclamation of the Word is the
duty only of those who are 'called thereto on the basis of ordination' .. As soon as the
administration of the Word had been delegated solely to the office, there inevitably
developed from it a monopolization that just as inevitably degraded and disenfranchised the
uninstalled Christian." Thus the role of the layman became primarily that he had to listen
but had no right to speak. Every day it is being proclaimed that the 'age of the layman' has
come, but this renaissance has not come from obedience to the Gospel but from a secular
cause. As Hendrik Kraemer has pointed out in his Theology of the Laity, this is the
'precious heritage' left by the Second World War, during which the churches crier Nazi
ocupation had to turn to lay leadership when clergymen defected. But "this insight and the
resulting practice again evaporated after the consolidation of church life." Because of the
complexities of the tines and the heavy demands upon the clergy laymen are now called
upon more for assistance or for consultation on secular problems, but an independent
partnership of the laity has not been achieved. The lay leaders in the life of the German
Church are often "ecclesiastical functionaries" who are "in the paid, or almost official
service of the church." "The theological theory of the 'universal priesthood' or of lay
maturity, is refuted in the institutional character of ecclesiastical reality."
3. The Misunderstood Kirchentag: Although the famous German Evangelical Kirchentag
was started for the purpose of forming a lay movement it has come to serve ecclesiastical or
political objectives instead. It has been valuable but has not achieved its primary objective.
Such famous mottos as "We Are Still Brothers" and "Joyous in Hope" has served to keep
alive the hope of the unity of Germany. What has been said in these great conferences has
been said by those who are related to the church vocationally and under the close supervision of the theologians.
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4. Conflicted confirmations "The church discharges its children. Even today this really is,
for many the true meaning of confirmation.... In no other act of the church does the
yawning separation of theory and reality become so obvious..." The event is a family
celebration in which the religious ceremony is maintained but often with a minimum of
interest or meaning on the part of the young people being confirmed. ft is often followed
through not because of the desire of the young people but because of the "pressure of
custom and the coercion of parents."
5. Youth work bogged down:
For lack of time and audacity, I shall not attempt to analize fully the place of the layman in
the Church in Japan. We all know some outstanding lay persons, men and women, who are
active in preaching and many kinds of evangelism and others who are making the Christian
witness felt in society through their daily service inside the various spheres of business,
industry, education and elsewhere. However, these are indeed exceptions. Many of the
thousands of persons baptized since the end of the Pacific War are not only a "frozen"
people; they seem to have become an Evaporated People: We are familiar with the many
forces working against the Christian in Japan and shall not here attempt to enumerate them.
Many have been overpowered by the world and have at the same time received little help
from the timorous and tiny church. The ministers are often devoted men and heroic in their
persistent efforts for the cause of Christ. Generally they are victims of a number of factors
which have led them to create and maintain a church of the clergy. First of all they have
inherited from the West a pattern in which the Church is manifestly an institution, and in
which the minister is the undisputed head. Along with this inheritance, they are placed in a
society which, although admirably reaching toward democratization, is cohesive only in
terms of hierarchically defined relationships. Finally, their training has equipped them for
intellectual leadership but not for skill in developing a laity which could in turn minister to
the nation. We give thanks for the fine men and women who make up the laity and the
clergy of the Japanese churches as well as for their counterparts in the churches of our
homelands. But, at the same time, we must recognize that the work of the church is being
stunted because its members are not sufficiently challenged, trained and set into action in
the world. A tired little band of pastors can not bring the Gospel to all of Japan; they are not
supposed to do so. But they should be training the church to do it.
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Surely subsequent papers and discussions will help us to understand "how we got this way."
One or two controversial suggestions may help spark our thoughts. One comes from
Johannes Weiss, who in his First Volume of Earliest Christianity, calls the Book of Acts "an
idealized account of the origin of the Church" and discounts the authority which is usually
attributed to. the Twelve Apostles. 25 He states "From Paul we get an entirely different
picture. The 'Twelve' are never referred to - save in the textually uncertain passage, 1. Cor.
15:5. When he speaks of 'all the Apostles' or the 'other apostles' (1. Cor. 1:5) or of the
Apostles who were before me' (Gal. 1s17), he no way suggests that he means the Twelve.
On the contrary, he includes James, the brother of the Lord (Gal. 1:19), Barabas (1. Cor.9:6),
and probably. even Andronicus and Junias ( Rom. 16:7) among the Apostles. For him, en
Apostle is one who has been sent by Christ and whose commission is proved by his success
as a missionary. Paul, accordingly does not look upon the college of the Twelve as the
leaders of the Church; at the Apostolic Council he dealt with the community as a whole,
and then with the 'standard bearers' or pillars,' not the Twelve, but only the three, James, the
Lord's brother, Cephas and John. ... The later ecclesiastical view assumed without reflection
that from the beginning the Twelve were a closed group who governed the Church and
preached the Word." 26 I would not ask you to accept all of Weiss's thinking but I find
value in his understanding that the early church was "no organized society." 27 Could it be
that the Catholic division of the church into the clergy and the laity is rooted in a
misunderstanding of the relation of the Twelve Apostles to the church?
It was a spiritual unity which held together the scattered congregations of Christians in the
New Testament time. They had no central government. They had no officers who possessed
authority over all the churches. The bishops and elders - whether they were the same or
different - were local leaders. The prophets, teachers and evangelists were not church
officers. Their titles indicate more the variety of gifts which the Holy Spirit bestowed upon
the people of God, the New Israel.
Without a radical change in the understanding of the nature of the church, especially in
Japan, we may see further development of institutional ecclesiasticism with consequent
further widening of the gap between clergy and laity. In order to set free the laity for service
and in order to realize the unity of all who are brothers in Christ, it is necessary that we
reach together a radically new understanding of the Church.
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In his book, The Misunderstanding of the Church, Emil Brunner offers the much needed
help in defining the Church as nothing more than the fellowship of persons in Jesus Christ.
He writes: "This insight - which an unprejudiced study of the New Testament and the
crying need of the church have helped us to reach - may be expressed as follows: The New
Testament Eccles, the fellowship of Jesus Christ, is a pure communion of persons and has
nothing cf the character of an institution about it: it is therefore misleading to identify any
single one of the historically developed churches, which are all marked by an institutional
character, with the true Christian communion." 28 He further states: "But because the
fellowship is nothing else than this people of God dwelling in the spirit, it is in no sense an
institution, but the living body of the living head." 29
We all proclaim Jesus Christ as the only High Priest for Christians and that He has made
the perfect sacrifice for our sins once and for all. "With this recognition," says Brunner, "the
idea of a distinction between priesthood and laity has forever ceased to be tenable." 30 How
then did the Ecclesia get twisted into an institution with a false distinction between its
clergy and its laity? Brunner puts his finger on the problem when he says: "Institutionalism
is produced by sacramentalism. Episcopacy is exhalted through the emphasis laid on
sacraments." 31 In tracing this development he explains: "In the New Testament these two
rites, which the later Church called Sacraments, have nothing to do with the church order.
No word is said as to who may or may not baptize or about the administration of bread and
wine in the meal. And yet here, in these so-called sacraments, lies the starting point for the
later institutional development, for the movement by which the early Christian community
becomes a Church." 32
Therefore, he concludes
"If the church is an institution - and in some sense all who use the word 'church' mean this then Rome is the most churchly church, the norm of ecclesiastical life; for in her the institutional distortion of the Ecclesia is completed, and in her alone... one must then recognize
that the Ecclesia of the New Testament, the Christian fellowship of the first Christians, was
not a 'church' and had no intention of being a 'church' ... The Ecclesia as koinonia, christou
and koinonia pneumatos, as the Body of Christ, is a pure communion of persons entirely
without institutional character." 33 "Jesus did not 'found' the Church; (and) Jesus
unquestionably gathered around Himself a circle of disciples of such as were specially
related to Him and whom He specially equipped and sent out in His service." 34
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It is true that in our present age not only Protestants but Catholics also are talking about the
laity. In May, 1964 Cardinal Suenens of Brussels lectured at the University of Chicago and
its Divinity School. In his lecture, "The Council and Church Unity," published in the
CRITERION, spring 1964, this outstanding Catholic leader shows profound Biblical
insight in discussing the Church as the People of God. He says: "The term 'People of God,'
it should be noted, is not intended to signify the people constituted by the faithful as distinct
from the hierarchy. It looks, rather, to the entirety of the members of the Church, pastors as
well as the faithful."
"This emphasis on the People of God - 'a chosen race, a royal priesthood,' in St. Peter's
phrase (1 Peter 2:9) - is an indication of how fully we have recovered our appreciation of
this basic reality. We realize anew that the mission of giving Christ to the world falls on the
entire Christian people, at every level, and no less imperatively for being diverse in
manner." 35
In the same lecture, however, Cardinal Suenens indicates the necessity of clerical control of
the Church: "It is obvious that without the intervention of the ecclesiastical authorities the
action of charisms in the Church could produce anarchy." 36
A French Catholic theologian, Louis Bouyer, who was formerly a Protestant minister, has
written a book directed toward Protestants which is conciliatory in tone. It is called The
Spirit and Forms of Protestantism. In his treatment of the sacraments, he makes it clear that
their validity is determined by whether the administrator is one officially authorized." ..
they (the sacraments) are efficacious by the express will of God, not only in general, but in
each individual case, in so far as administered by this or that person, here and now, who has
received from God the express vocation to do so." 37 Those who are called of God are "the
successors of the apostles." 38 He regards the apostle, as "the Christian equivalent of the
Jewish Schaliach, which means, not any kind of envoy, but one the rabbinical law expressly
held to be in practice equivalent to the one sending him, or, rather, to his presence itself."
39
These fundamental differences of understanding will leave problems and necessitate
different avenues to the common goal of making fuller use of all those who belong to Christ.
But increasingly we recognize that the Church is not effectively ministering to the world
because most of its members are inert - passive - unenlisted. D. L. Moody said, "I would
rather set ten men to work than do the work of ten men."
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Already there are many premising lay projects and penetrations into industry and other
areas of the life of the world. Many are searching for practical ways of achieving solidarity
with a religionless world, seeking to take seriously the mundigeit - the adultness - of
modern irreligious man.
One of my closest Japanese friends is a very promising young engineer. As a Christian,
constantly witnessing for Christ both in deed and word, he had much influence in his
company. He served as President of his labor union and brought many of his fellow workers
to church. Then he was led to quit his job in order to study more fully for his work for
Christ. For one year he was a lay theological student in our seminary and was an inspiration
to the seminarians. That year of study without income was a sacrifice for him and his family.
Now he is back in his engineering career and continues to be an example of a layman who
is awake and at work for God. How I remember the struggle this young man a exprienced
as he faced the question of his future. There was pressure upon him which sought to have
him enter the pastoral ministry. But he prayed earnestly and found that God was calling him
into the lay ministry. Can we not encourage many to enter the lay ministry?
While it seems to me essential that we redefine the Church and understand fully that the
entire Body of Christ is the laity - the Laos or People of God - and erase mistaken
distinctions between clergy and laity, I am also convinced that no mere change in theology
or ecclesiology is sufficient. Most of all, we need the outpouring of the Holy Spirit to set us
free and to send us all out together as brothers, charged with love and power. Only the
witness of the whole Church is sufficient for the whole world.
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LAYMEN IN THE PRE-REFORMATION CHURCH
by
Lyle Petersen
Laymen in the Pre-Reformation Period
The word "layman" as it is used in the title of this paper refers to men not belonging to that
group in society known as the clergy or religious leaders. Needless to say much of the
activity and advance of the early Christian church centered around men known for their
leadership (good or bad as the case may be) in the church. The laymen; scribes; farmers;
tentmakers; and artisans were not generally considered the "newsmakers" in the advance of
the church. And yet, history has recorded the Spiritual activity of some men and women of
the laity who added greatly to the growth of God's work. Some mention should also be
made of the necessity of inserting a good deal of back ground material; Merely a listing of
personalties would be quite meaningless.
The period of time with which this paper deals; is from the close of the era in which the
Scriptures were written until just before the Reformation. It might be helpful in preparation
for our thinking to review some of the primary events of this period: In the Second Century
we find the Canon of the New Testament and the death of Polycarp. 71 who is traditionally
to have been said to have been taught by John as a child. Polycarp in turn passed on to his
followers the teachings of Christ. When he was 86 years old the Roman government at
Smyrna, condemned him to death by burning. He was offered his life if he would denounce
Christ, but he replied, "Four score and six years have I been His servant and He hath done
me no wrong. How then can I blaspheme my King who has saved me?" At this, he was
burned to death. In the first century we find Paul taking the Good News to Rome and in the
third century we find much growth of the church in that important part of the world. The
fourth century bore the man Constantine whose full name, incidentally, was Flavius
Valerius Aurelius Constantinus. He was a son of one of the emperors of the West Roman
Empire. Young Constantine was an able soldier and administrator, and when his father died
in 306, he was proclaimed emperor by his own and his father's troops. But Constantine had
a number of rivals. He defeated his strongest rival, Maxentius, at the famous battle of
Milvian Bridge in 312. According to legend he saw a vision of the Christian cross before
the battle. Written on the cross was, "By this sign thou shalt conquer." The cross became
Constantine's battle symbol, and the Christians began to receive favored treatment among
the religions in the empire. Constantine was not baptized himself until shortly before he
died.
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In the fifth century the Church was divided in the East and we discover a man named
Patrick in Ireland of whom we will write more later. In the sixth century Pope Gregory sent
Augustine as a missionary to England. He and the other men who were sent with him
landed in England in 597. In the seventh century the Mohammedans invaded Palestine. In
the eighth century the Pope was declared a ruler. In the ninth century we find many quarrels
between kings and the power seeking popes, The tenth century proved to be a dark, difficult
period for the church of Christ, The Crusades took place in the eleventh century. The
famous quarrel between Henry II and the Catholic Church took place and this was in the
twelfth century. The Inquisition took place in the thirteenth century. We then find ourselves
coming into the events leading directly to the great and badly needed Reformation Period,
In his book, The Spreading Flame, Bruce credits W. R. Inge with the following: "The real
history of Christianity is the history of a great Spiritual tradition. The only true Apostolical
succession is the lives of the saints. Clement of Alexandria compared the church to a great
river, receiving affluents from all sides. The great river sometimes flows impetuously
through a narrow channel; sometimes it spreads like a flood; sometimes it divided into
several streams; sometimes for a time it seems to have been driven underground. But the
Holy Spirit has never left Himself without a witness; and if we will but put aside a great
deal that passes for church history, and is really a rather unedifying branch of secular
history, and follow the course of the religion of the Spirit and the Church of the Spirit, we
shall judge very differently of the relative importance of events from those who merely
follow the fortunes of institutionalism." This ends the quote. It has been in the spirit of this
statement that I have attempted to show what part Godly laymen have had in building a
Spiritual Church on this earth. However, due to my limited experience in this field, if I have
failed to truly discern between Spiritual Christianity in a life and Institutional Christianity
in a life I give my apologies,
This first reference I would like to make is not strictly in the time zone allotted for this
paper but it may be of interest to you. Early in the year 50 an interesting Jewish couple
made their way to the synagogue in Corinth. They had lived in Rome for some years, but
lately an outburst of rioting among some of the Jews from Rome had given the Emperor
Claudius the not unwelcome opportunity to impose restrictions on the Jewish community
there, which were tantamount to expulsion. The edict of expulsion had no long lasting
effect; many of the Roman Jews, however, had to find a home elsewhere for a time, and
among those who found their way to Corinth were the couple we are speaking of, a leather
worker called Aquila and his wife Prisca. Aquila was not a Roman Jew by birth.
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He was born in Pontus, on the Black Sea Coast of Asia Minor, His wife, known to her
friends by her more familiar name Priscilla, seems to have belonged to a higher social class
than her husband; she may have been connected with the noble Roman family called the
gens Prisca. This couple appeared to have been associated with a new movement in
Judaism which had occasioned the rioting in Rome; Aquila and Prisca had not been in
Corinth long when another Jewish leather worker came to the city, not from the West but
from the East, from the province of Cilicia. As he practiced his trade, he soon became
acquainted with Aquila. They began to work together and found that they had more in
common than the fact that they belonged to the same craft. For the new-comer was a
prominent figure in the new movement with which Aquila and his wife were connected. He
joined them in attending the synagogue in Corinth, and here he was not long in making
himself known. The new-comer was not only a leather worker but a rabbi. He was now
between forty and fifty years old, but in his youth he had received a thorough training in
rabinical learning at Jerusalem in the school of the greatest rabbi of the day, Gamaliel the
elder. That a Rabbi should support himself by manual trade, was regarded as right and
proper, for it was reckoned unfitting to receive money for imparting sacred truth. Hillel a
Rabbi off an earlier day, the teacher of Gamaliel, had declared “he who makes a worldly
use of the crown of the divine law shall waste away." A later Rabbi said, "Do not make the
divine law a crown with which to magnify yourself, or a spade with which to dig with."
Hence it may be inferred, said other Rabbis, "that whoever derives a profit for himself from
the Divine law must nevertheless eat and drink", and so it was recommended that to do this
they should learn and practice a manual occupation. So it was with this newcomer in
Corinth.
Let us now move on into later history and discover some very interesting facts concerning a
young man named Flavius Clemens. The cousin of a Roman emperor Titus, the conqueror
of Jerusalem, followed his father Vespasian as Roman Emperor in A.D. 79 but died two
years later. As he left no son to take his place he was succeeded by his younger brother
Domitian, who held the supreme power for 15 years. Vespasian was hailed as the “Restorer
of the World" because of his great services in mending the disjointed state after the civil
strife that followed Nero's death. Titus had those qualities that make a popular ruler with
the great mass of his subjects, and was claimed as the, "Darling of the human race." Both of
these rulers were deified after death by a grateful people. A posthumous honor which had
been accorded to Julius Caesar, Augustus and Claudius Domitian did not however, wait
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until after death to assume divine honors; he had a keen sense of the dignity of his position
even in life, and liked to be styled, "Our Lord and God." And it was as well that he did not
wait for posthumous deification, for this honor was denied him. Domitian did not share the
popularity of his father and brother; His natural morosness was in sharp contrast to the
geniality of Titus, and during the second half of his reign in particular he became
increasingly suspicious;.not without good reason. He knew that he had enemies in the
Roman senate, and executed a number of senators by way of precaution. Among those who
thus fell to the Imperial suspicion were a few whose names are especially interesting to us.
Most outstanding of these was the emperor's own cousin Flavius Clemens to whom you
have already been introduced. He was Consul in the year 95. Flavius Clemens and his wife
Flavia Domitilla, Domitian's niece, were put on trial for "Atheism" for which many others
also were condemned who had drifted into Jewish ways. Clemens and some others were out
to death; others had their property confiscated; Domitilla was banished to the Island of
Pandateria, off the Campanian coast. The treatment of Clemens and Domitilla is more
striking because Domitian had actually designated their two sons as his heirs. What
happened to the two boys we can only guess; they disappeared from history.
Put the charges brought against Clemens and the others is interesting; it appears to involve
a mixture of Judaism and atheism, That Domitian took some repressive action against the
Jews we know from other sources; he taxed them severely, increased the penalties for
proselytization, and was on guard against fresh Jewish rebellions, But it is improbable that
the action which Domitian took against his relatives and others of the nobility had much to
do with the Jewish policy. Presumably his real reason for proceeding against them was fear,
lest they might try to remove him; but he procured their condemnation by the Senate on
grounds of which that body could understand. What are these grounds? What was the
curious combination of Judaism and Atheism? Could it by any chance have been
Christianity? That Is the traditional explanation, indeed and some color has been lent to it in
the eyes of some by the description which the Roman writer Suetonius gives of Clemens as.,
"a man despised by all for his inactive life." His inactive life could very well denote a
withdrawal from the public activities normal in one of his station, and such a withdrawal
may have been due to his Christian testimony; but of course other reasons are conceivable.
A stronger argument must be used if we are to believe that Christianity had by this date
penetrated to the ranks of Roman Society.
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The real solid grounds for concluding that the charge brought against the noble pair was
actually that of Christianity, are of an archaeological nature, and have to do with the history
of one of the oldest cemeteries in Rome. The so-called Cemetery of Domitilla on the Via
Ardatina. There is inscriptional evidence that the lanai beneath which this burying place
was hollowed out belonged originally to Flavia Domitilla and her family. This Christian
cemetery, the early parts which date back to the beginning of the second century, says a
classical scholar who has subjected these early Christian traditions to severe criticism,
appears to have continued in use, with successive extensions, till at least into the fourth
century. And because it contained the tombs of martyrs, was visited for purposes of
devotion much longer. It seems quite unlikely that it should have been permitted in
immediate connection with Domitilla's own family burial place, and in her own probable
lifetime, if she herself had not been a Christian. Christianity was no longer confined to the
lower strata of the Roman population as it had been in Nero's time, a single generation
before. It had survived the initial attempt to surpress it and was beginning to infiltrate into
the most noble families, even into the Imperial family itself. "What a change" says Harnack,
"between fifty and sixty years after Christianity reached Rome a daughter of the emperor
embraces the faith, and thirty years after the fearful persecutions of Nero, the presumptive
heirs to the throne were brought up in a Christian house." One of the most intriguing
might-have-beens of history is what would have happened if Clemens and Domitilla had
lived on, bringing up their sons in the Christian faith, and if the boys in the course of time
had mounted the Imperial throne? The passing of time has hidden from us as much as we
would like to know concerning Flavius Clemens and his wife Domitilla but are we wrong
in crediting them as being early Christian lay people, active in their testimony for Christ in
the upper echelon of the Roman government in the second century?
Let us consider the question as to what was the reaction of the Laity to the persecutions that
befell then from time to time in these early days of the church. First and foremost they
maintained and continued to propagate the Gospel successfully, so that their numbers went
on increasing. Some of their number, however, betook themselves of the defence of
Christianity, preferring the pen to the sword as their instrument of defence. From the reign
of Hadrian down to the end of the second century these writers published a number of
books in the defence of Christianity. Many of these which have come down to us today. The
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earliest of these apologists as they are called, was Quadratus, who addressed his treatise to
the Emperor Hadrian. In it he declared that some of the people who had been healed by
Jesus actually survived to his own day,, .that is, probably to the closing of the First century.
In the middle of the second century the most noted apologist was Justin, a Greek
philosopher from Samaria who had been converted to Christianity and later suffered for his
faith at Rome ... for which reason he is commonly known as Justin Martyr. He addressed
his defence of Christianity to the Emperor Antonine and his two adopted sons, and
appended a shorter defence addressed to the people of Rome. The greatest of these works in
the defence of ,Christianity vas that composed by Tertiullian of Carthage in the closing
years of the second century and addressed to the Roman governors of his time. The main
arguments of these writings are: That the Christians are innocent of the crimes against them,
anal that Christianity is a reasonable faith.
One of these apologists, an anonymous writer of a short work called the Epistle to
Diognetus, about the middle of the second century, sums up the position of the Christian
world. And I might say that this summation testifies volumes on the subject which is being
written about in this paper. This statement concerns the laity, the common man as well as
the Christians from all walks of life. Can it be said of us? I quote from The Diognetus,
"Christians are not distinguished from the rest of mankind either in locality, or in speech, or
in customs. They do not live apart in their own cities, nor do they speak some different
language or practice some extraordinary way of life. Nor yet do they posses any invention
discovered by the intelligence or study of the ingenious of man, nor are they the masters of
some dogma as some are. They live in cities of Greeks or barbarians as the lot of each is
cast. They follow the local customs in dress and food and every other detail of daily life.
Yet the constitution of their own policy is remarkable and admittedly paradoxical. They live
in their own hometown but only as sojourners; they bare their own share as citizens but
endure all hardships as foreigners; every foreign land is home to them, and every home is
foreign ... their existance is on earth, but their citizenship is in heaven ... they love all and
are persecuted by all. In a word, what the soul is in the body, Christians are in this world.
The soul is spread throughout all members of the body, and Christians are spread
throughout the world. As the soul has it's abode in the body but is not of the body, so
Christians have their abode in the world but are not of the world. The soul is enclosed in the
body and yet holds the whole body together; so Christians are kept in the world as in a
prison house, and yet it is they who are holding the world together. The soul, immortal
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itself, dwells in a mortal tabernacle; so Christians sojourn among corruptible things while
they look for the incorruptible which is in heaven. The soul is improved when it is hardly
treated in the matter of food and drink; so Christians, when persecuted, increase the more
day by day."
Further light is thrown on the attitude of the Laity toward the Church, that they were
building, by comments from non-Christian persecutors. A letter from one of the governors
of one of the provinces to the Emperor Trajan was written and it reads as follows.
Incidentally it was written about one hundred years after the death of Christ. "I do not know
just what to do about the Christians. Shall I punish boys and girls as severely as grown ups?
Is just being a Christian enough to punish or must something bad actually have been done?
If the accused says he is not a Christian ... shall I let him go? What I have done in the case
of those who admitted they were Christians was to order them sent to Rome, that is IF they
were citizens ... if not, to have them killed. I was sure they deserved to be punished because
they were so stubborn. I gave them three chances to save themselves by putting incense on
your altar and cursing Christ. I have heard that a real Christian will not do this. The
Christians claim that they do nothing worse than to meet before dawn on a certain day and
to sing hymns to Christ. They promise not to lie and steal. They also meet for a common
meal though they have given this up since my orders against secret meetings. I had some
women slaves called deaconesses tortured but could not find out anything worse than some
crazy ideas. Many people are touched by this foolishness and the temples were almost
empty but now the people are coming back,"
The resurrection power of Christ showed itself in the early church in many forms. Those
who had formerly forsaken their wives now lived with them faithfully. Those who had
valued riches above all else now shared their goods. Those who had murdered and would
not live with other men now prayed for their enemies. Earnings were placed in a common
fund to care for widows, the aged and orphans, and the ship-wrecked. Above all else the
heathen were moved by the courage with which the Christians died for their faith. "Among
us" said one of the early Christians, "you will find uneducated persons, working-men, old
women, who are not able to explain in words the good of our teaching, but they show it in
deeds, they do not make speeches but they do good works. When struck they do not strike
again when robbed, they do not go to law. They give to those who ask of them and love
their neighbors as themselves.
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It is a matter of great disappointment that very little is known about the evangelization of
ancient Gaul (France), That land had been a Roman Province since its conquest by Julius
Caesar in the century before Christ. The Gospel had taken precarious rootage in the early
era of Christianity in South Gaul, in small military and commercial centers such as
Marseilles, Lyons, and Vienne, but had not expanded much before the reign of Constantine.
Thereafter it prospered greatly, in rural areas as well as urban areas. The fourth century was
the last for the Empire before invaders from beyond the Alps and the Rhine, came and Gaul
was fortunate in having leadership that helped evangelize the land before the wave of
Paganism. And it is here that we want to mention the work of a man whom we will take the
liberty to class (at least in his earlier years) as a layman; Martin of Tours. He was an outstanding figure in the propagation of Christianity in Gaul.
Martin's life span (316-400) comprehended nearly the entire fourth century. It appears that
he was born in Austria of pagan parents. He received Christian training in school. At fifteen
he reluctantly entered the service of the army, to follow his father’s profession. From his
biographer, Sulpicus Severus, we learn that the young soldier shared his cloak with a
stranger, only to learn in a dream on the following night that the stranger was the Saviour.
Shortly afterwards he was baptized in Gaul. Upon leaving the army he joined Hilary, the
bishop of Poitiers. On a visit to his home he was able to lead his mother to Christ. He spent
an additional ten years with Hilary before going to Tours where he continued long and
useful labors for his Saviour. His zeal for the cause of Christ in his preaching, in the
destruction of heathen temples and in the erection of Christian houses of worship, made
him the outstanding Christian in the early evangelization of France.
A. H. Newman gives us a picture of the ferocity of the uprising against Christians in Lyons
and Vienne, in the South of Gaul, in which a large number of Christians were brought
before the authorities charged with incestuous orgies, cannibalism, etc. They were subjected
to the most horrible tortures to compel confessions of these crimes and at last thrown to the
wild beasts or otherwise cruelly slain. The details of this persecution are given in a
beautiful letter addressed by "the servants of God residing at Vienne and Lyons in Gaul to
the brethren throughout Asia and Phyrgia. The tribulation is ascribed to "the fury of the
heathen against the saints." The "adversary" is said to have "endeavoured in every manner
to practice and exercise his servants against the servants of God, not only shutting us out of
our houses and baths and markets, but forbidding any of us to be seen any place whatever.
A large portion of those arrested persisted under repeated and most ex excrutiating tortures
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in denying the charges of criminality and in confession of Christ. Many died in prison from
the affects of the tortures and the lack of food and proper nursing. Some were weak enough
to deny their faith and to make the required confession but even so did they escape further
sufferings. Some who yielded at first after-ward received strength to confess Christ and to
suffer martyrdom,
The Vaudois or Waldesses was the expression used for the Christians of the valleys in the
Alps. The papists used it as a term of general reproach. It is the belief of many that through
the Waldesians the simple Gospel of Christ as the first disciples preached it was preserved.
Preserved in spite of the persecution by the enemies of the true mass of Christ. The pastors
of the Waldesians were called "barba". The same term which was used for "Uncle." We
want
to mention these men in passing for in some respects they were laymen, For they were men
instructed in some trade or profession by which r they might provide, in whole or in part,
for their own living. Very few or them were married; their incessant missions, their constant
strugglings and menaced existence may testify as to why they never had time to take a wife.
In my research I discovered that England offers a number of good examples of the part that
Laymen played in work of the early church. In the second century of the Christian era,
ships sailed to the shores of Britain from the ports of Asia Minor, Greece, Alexandria, or the
Greek colonies in Gaul. Among the merchants would occasionally be found a few Christian
men from Asia, conversing with one another about the birth, life, death, and resurrection of
Jesus of Nazareth. Men rejoicing at the prospect of saving the pagans whom they were
working among. It would appear that some British prisoners of war, having learned to know
Christ during their captivity, bore also to their countrymen the knowledge of the Saviour. It
may be, too, that some Christian soldiers, the Corneliuses of those imperial armies whose
advanced posts reached the southern parts of Scotland, desirous of more lasting conquests,
may have read to the people whom they had subdued, the writings of Matthew, John, and
Paul.
It is probable that the tidings of the Christ crucified and raised again during the reign of the
Emperor Tiberius, later spread through these islands quicker than the dominion of the
emperors, and that before the end of the second century, Christ was worshipped by many in
this part of the world. It was about A.D. 200 that Tertullian wrote thus: "Parts of Britain
were inaccessible to the Romans but but have yielded to Christ." In those mountains,
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forests, - and western isles, which for centuries. were filled with pagan mysteries and pagan
sacrifices, there the Name of Christ was now known and honoured.
Toward the end of the third century came the savage Diocletian persecution, which may
have caused some British Christians to flee into the all but inaccessible lands of the North,
where, doubtless, they strengthened the hands of the few disciples already located, there.
The names of three of the Diocletian martyrs have survived - Alban of Verulam (St. Albans)
who was executed in all probability on the hill where the abbey church of the same name
now stands; Aaron, an otherwise unknown Christian; and Julius of Caerleon. We know
nothing in detail about these disciples of the Lord. In 305 Constantius Chlorus succeeded
Diocletian in the throne of the Caesars, and shortly the persecution ended. In the fourth
century, representatives of the church in Britain attended Councils on the continent, and it is
more than likely that British Christians accepted as truth the creed of Athanasius which
combated the heresies of the period. It is clear that the Christian faith was firmly rooted in
Roman Britain before the departure of the legions early in the fifth century, but information
about Christian communities beyond the Roman frontiers is scanty in the extreme. After
great work, of the Holy Ghost, which had distinguished the apostolic age, the church had
been left to the inward power of the Word and of the Comforter. But Christians did not
generally comprehend the spiritual life to which they were called. God had been pleased to
give them a divine religion; and this they gradually assimilated more and more to the
religions of human origin. Instead of saying, in the spirit of the gospel, the Word of God
first, and through it the Doctrine and the Life - the doctrine and the life, and through them
the forms; they said, forms first, and salvation by these forms. They began to ascribe to
bishops a power which belongs only to Holy Scripture. Instead of ministers of the Word,
they desired to have priests; instead of an inward sacrifice, a sacrifice offered on the altar;
and costly temples instead of a living church. They began to seek in men, in ceremonies,
and in holy places, what they could find only in the Word and in the lively faith of the
children of God. In this manner evangelical religion gradually gave place to Catholicism,
and by degeneration in after-years Catholicism gave birth to Popery. This grievous
transformation took place more particularly in the East, in Africa, and in Italy. Britain was
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at first comparatively exempt. At the very time that the savage Picts and Scots, rushing
from their heathen homes, were devastating the country, spreading terror on all sides, and
reducing the people to slavery, we discover here and there some humble Christian receiving
salvation not by a clerical sacramentalism, but by the wk of the Holy Ghost in the heart, at
the end of the fourth century we meet with an illustrious example of such conversions.
At this period, in the Christian village of Bannavern, a little boy of tender and yet lively
activity lived. He was born about the year A.D. 335, of a British family and named Succat.
His father was Calpurnius, deacon of the church of Bannavern, a simple-hearted good man.
Doubtless his parents tried to instil into his heart the doctrines of Christianity; but Succat
did not understand them. He was fond of pleasure, and delighted to be the leader of his
youthful companions. Then a terrible thing happened. One day as he was playing near the
seashore with two of his sisters, some Irish pirates, carried them all three off to their pagan
clan. Succat was sent into the fields to keep pigs. It was while alone in these lonely pastures,
that the young slave called to mind the Divine lessons which his Christian parents had so
often read to him. The faults which he had committed pressed heavily night and day upon
his soul: he groaned in heart, and wept. He turned repenting toward that meek Saviour of
whom his parents had so often spoken; he fell at His knees in that heathen land, and
imagined he felt the arms of a father uplifting the prodigal son. Succat was then born from
on high, but by an agent so spiritual and unseen that he knew not "'hence it cometh or
whither it goeth." The gospel was written with the finger of God on the tablets of his heart,
"I was sixteen years old," said he, "and knew not the true God; but in that strange land the
Lord opened my unbelieving eyes, and, although late. I called my sins to mind, and was
converted with my whole heart to the Lord my God, who regarded my low estate, had pity
on my youth and ignorance, and consoled me as a father consoles his children." Such words
as these from a pig-keeper in the pastures of Ireland shows us the Christianity which in the
fourth and fifth centuries converted many souls in the British Isles, The pig-boy from
Bannavern was then undergoing those experiences which so many evangelical Christians in
Britain have subsequently undergone. "The love of God increased more and more in me,"
said he, "with faith and the fear of His name, The Spirit urged me to such a degree that I
poured forth as many as a hundred prayers in one day. And even during the night, in the
forests and on the mountains where I kept my herd, the rain, and snow, and frost, and
sufferings which I endured, excited me to seek after God. At that time, I felt not the
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indifference which now I feel: the Spirit fermented in my heart," Evangelical faith even
then existed in the British islands in the person of this slave, and of some few Christians
born again, like him, from on high.
Twice a captive and twice rescued, Succat, after returning to his family, felt an irresistible
appeal in his heart. It was his duty to carry the gospel to those Irish pagans among whom he
had found Jesus Christ, His parents and his friends tried in vain to detain him; the same
ardent desire pursued him in his dreams. During the silent watches of the night he fancied
he heard voices calling to him from the dark forests of Erin: "Come, holy child, and walk
once more among us." He awoke in tears, his breast filled with the keenest emotion. He tore
himself from the arms of his parents, and rushed forth - not as heretofore with his
playmates, when he would climb the summit of some high hill - but with a heart full of love
to Christ. He departed: 7 It was not done of my own strength," said he; "it was God who
overcame all."
Succat, afterwards known as Saint Patrick, and to which name, as to that of St, Peter and
other servants of God, many superstitions have been attached, returned to Ireland, but
without visiting Rome, as an historian of the twelfth century has asserted. Ever active,
prompt, and ingenious, he collected the pagan tribes in their fields by beat of drum, and
then narrated to them in their own tongue the history of the Son of God. Erelong his simple
recitals exercised a divine power over their rude hearts, and many souls were converted, not
by external sacraments or by the worship of images, but by the preaching of the Word of
God. The son of a chieftain, whom Patrick calls Benignus, learned from him to proclaim
the Gospel, and was destined to succeed him. The court bard, Dubrach Mac Valubair, no
longer sang druidical hymns, but canticles addressed to Jesus Christ. Patrick was not
entirely free from the errors of the time; perhaps he believed in pious miracles; but
generally speaking we see nothing but the gospel in those early days of the British church.
In one of the churches formed by Succat's preaching, there arose about two centuries after
him, a pious man named Columba, son of Feidlimyd, the son of Fergus. Valuing the cross
of Christ more highly than the royal blood that flowed in his veins, he resolved to devote
himself to the King of heaven. "I will go," said he, "and preach the Word of God in
Scotland," for the word of God and not an ecclesiastical hierarchism was then the
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converting agency, Feidllmyd communicated his zeal to several other fellowchristians.
They went to the seashore, built a frail boat, which they covered with the skins of beasts. In
this crude boat they embarked about the year 563, and after being driven to and fro on the
ocean, the little missionary band reached the waters of the Hebrides. Columba landed near
the barren rocks of Mull, and lived on a small island, afterwards known as Iona or Icolnkill,
"the island of Columba's cell."
Some Christians, driven out by the dissension's of the Picts and Scots, had already found a
refuge in the same retired spot. Here the missionaries erected a chapel, whose walls, it is
said, still exist among the stately ruins of a later age. Some authors have placed Columba in
the first rank after the apostles. We do not find in him the faith of a Paul or a John; but he
seemingly walked with God; he mortified the flesh, and slept on the ground with a stone for
his pillow. A missionary, who shone with love, and manifested the joy and serenity of his
heart. Although subject to the same passions as ourselves, he wrestled against his weakness,
and would not have one moment lost for the glory of God. He prayed and read, he wrote
and taught, he preached and redeemed the time. With indefatigable activity he went from
house to house, and from kingdom to kingdom. Brude, the king of the Picts, was converted,
as were also many of his people; precious manuscripts were conveyed to Iona; a school of
theology was founded there, in which the Word was studied; and many received through
faith in the salvation which is in Christ Jesus. Erelong a missionary spirit breathed over the
ocean rock, so justly named "the light of the western world". It was the Holy Ghost,
Columba maintained, that made a servant of God. When the youth of Caledonia assembled
around the elders on these savage shores, or in their humble chapel, these ministers of the
Lord would say to them: "The Holy Scriptures are the only rule of faith. Throw aside all
merit of works, and look for salvation to the grace of God alone. Beware of a religion
which consists of outward observances; it is better to keen your heart pure before God than
to abstain from meats. One alone is your head, Jesus Christ, Bishops and presbyters are
equal; they should be the husbands of one wife, and have their children in subjection,"
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Iona, governed by a simple elder, had become a missionary college. It has been sometimes
called a monastery, but the dwelling of the grandson of Fergus in no way resembled
monasteries. When its young people desired to spread the knowledge of Jesus Christ, they
thought not of going elsewhere for ordination. Kneeling in the chapel of Icolmkill, they
were set apart by the laying on of the hands of the elders: they were called bishops, but
remained obedient to the elder or presbyter of Iona. These British Christians attached great
importance to the ministry; but not to one form in preference to another. They did not
require of the servant of Gad, as a warrant of his capacity, a long list of names succeeding
one another like the beads of a rosary; they entertained serious, noble, and holy ideas of the
ministry; its authority proceeded wholly from Jesus Christ its head.
The missionary fire, which Columba had kindled in a solitary island, soon spread over
Great Britain. Not in Iona alone, but at Bangor (County Down) and other places, the spirit
of evangelization burst out. A fondness for travelling had already become a second nature
in this people. Men of God, burning with zeal, resolved to carry the evangelical torch to the
continent, to the vast wilderness sprinkled here and there with barbarous and heathen tribes.
These missionaries were not haughty and insolent like the priests of Italy; but supported
themselves by the work of their hands. Columbanus (whom we must not confound with
Columba) "feeling in his heart the burning of the fire which the Lord had kindled upon
earth," left Bangor with twelve other missionaries, and carried the gospel to the
Burgundians, Franks, and Swiss.
We have turned back the pages of history to take glimpses into the lives of Christian
laymen who were active in the building up of the true Spiritual Church of God on this earth.
What valuable lessons can we learn from these men? Why were they used? How were they
used?
We somewhat hesitantly refer to Emperor Constantine and his famous gesture and reference
to the cross, "By this sign thou shalt conquer." Yet, it challenges our thoughts over the
possibility of having a dynamic national leader who would dare to say and to mean these
words.
Bruce refers to Aquila and Prisca. as leather workers rather than tent workers but regardless
of the differentiation we find here in this story lay people who were willing to identify
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themselves with ambassadors of the cross. They did so in order to help and to encourage.
Christian lay people Flavius Clemens and his wife Flavia Domitilla bore a Christian
testimony in high Roman Society. According to archeological findings Domitilla's family
gave property to be used by Christians for a cemetery. These lay people were able, due to
their financial standing, to provide something for the Christian community that they could
not provide for themselves, These Christian lay people were in a position to produce
children in a Christian home who could affect the destiny of their nation.
Quadratus, Justin, Tertullian and others may not in the strict sense he considered laymen.
And yet history has proven that Christian lay writers can have a dynamic influence for God
and for Food.
In this paper time after time we saw the early Christians, lay people, pictured as men and
women who in dress, speech and custom were just ordinary folk. And Fret in life and deed
they stood out before an unbelieving world. They were of the world but they lived apart
from the heathenism and the Godlessness of the world.
The testimony of one unbeliever concerning Christian laymen was that when Christ is
professed in a life there is a remarkable change. Among the changes that were mentioned
were: wives that were forsaken are now lived with. Those whose primary emphasis in life
was the making of money now viewed riches in a different light. Those who had murder in
their hearts now loved their enemies. Christians always seem to bear a burden and concern
for the welfare of others. These qualities could well be imitated today.
The testimony of the young man Martin of Tours stood out in that one of his concerns was
the construction of houses of worship for those who needed them. Could this not be a good
emphasis for Christian laymen in our day?
Christian laymen in Viena and Lyons during days of persecution wrote letters to other
Christians to encourage them in the things of the Lord. This could be a Spiritually
refreshing lay practice.
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The Waldesians were laymen who were tradesmen and professional men who were so busy
in the things of God that many of them felt that even marriage would interfere with the
progress of God's work so they remained single.
Christian sailors from Asia going to Britain often witnessed concerning the Resurrected
Christ and in this way the Gospel got its early start in this land. Today laymen do much
international traveling and a powerful, consistent testimony is still honored by God today.
It is thought likely that soldiers from the Imperial Roman Army made early visits to the
Southern parts of Scotland and there they told about Jesus.
I believe the lesson we learn from the man Succat is a very valuable one: If anyone had a
reason for having an inferiority complex he surely did. He was a slave and a pig-man. Yet,
he had an insatiable desire to witness for Christ. And Cod used him, God used him... not
because of what he was but because of what he let God do with and through him.
It appears that the entire work of Columba in the Hebrides was activated and led by
Christian laymen. He and his few followers who had shoved off from the shores of Britain
in an animal skinned boat were met by other men of faith in Iona where the spirit of
evangelization burst and spread not only throughout Britain but to distant shores.
The Christian layman of any age is in a unique position to be used of God for the
strengthening and the building up of His Glorious Church, Would to God that more Aquilas,
Clemens, Martins, and Succats might be found in this land of Japan where He could use
their lay testimony for His glory.
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LAYMEN IN THE POST-REFORMATION CHURCH
By Robert E. Fulop
A Roman Catholic priest, Cardinal Saliege once wrote: "The wretched Theologians. They
have forgotten two things - the laymen and the Holy Spirit! 1 This stricture applies to Protestant and Roman Catholic theologians alike as we shall see from our study of the main
branches df the Christian Church. The sweep of history covered by this paper is
exceedingly broad, and many groups will receive a cursory treatment. The main groups,
Orthodox, Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Reformed, Episcopal and Free churches will form
the body of this paper.
The Orthodox Church
The Orthodox Church, composed of organically independent groups called Patricarachates
or Autocephalous Churches, boasts of one Church derived from the Apostles. Unlike the
Western Church she experienced no Reformation and thus lives in an unbroken line of
living tradition.
According to the living tradition of the Orthodox Church all baptized members belong to
the laity. A distinction arises when the sacrament of ordination is conferred on the person
who enters the priesthood. A special charisma through the laying-on of hands by the
bishops is received by the ordinand, entitling him to the right and duty of church
administration, sanctification of the faithful and preaching the Word of God.
Perhaps the unique conception of the unity of laity and clergy in the church is that of the
catholicity of the Church, sometimes expressed by the Russian word, Sobornost. According
to this conception the laity and the clergy form a wholeness which keeps the right faith and
in which each member is in full accord with the other by bonds of love. The duty of the
layman is to verify and certify the dogma of the Church. This is no passive role but an
active and decisive voice such as was demonstrated in the refusal to accept the Synod of
Ephesus (449) and the Synod of Florence (1439) as valid councils of the Church. As late as
1848 the well-known Encyclical Letter of the Eastern Patriarches confirmed the Church's
practice by stating: "the guardian gf Orthodoxy is the body of the church, ie, the members
themselves."

1. Stephen Charles Neill and Hans-Ruedi Weber, The Layman iu
Christian History (London: SCM Press, 1963), p.298.
2. Hamilxar S. Alivisatos T_,g Conscience of The Church (Athens,
1954), pp.31-34, quoted in Neill and Weber, Ibid., p. 281.
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Lay activity, however, is not limited to the Church. The Christian family has the unique
opportunity of providing education to children who otherwise would not receive instruction
in the Bible and Church tradition. This is especially true in Communist countries where
Church education is strictly prohibited. In the field of philanthropy, also, the laity have
made significant contributions. Hospitals stand out as examples of laymen's projects, dating
from 1520 when the first hospital was established in Greece.
The vitality of Orthodox Laymen can best be seen in movements which aim at renewal.
Some of them have been founded by laymen and others have laymen as co-founders and
sustainers of the movements. Apostolos Makrakis (1831-1905) started to preach in the
streets of Athens in 1886, attempting to bring religious and moral awakening. Though he
experienced excommunication, his importance lies in the fact that some of the founders of
later lay and renewal movements were among his supporters. K. Dialesmas, who left the
Makrakist movement in 1887, founded the society of Anaplassis. The aim of this society
was the reformation and organization of society through Christianity. Another important
movement which has its roots in the Markrist and Anaplassis movements is the brotherhood
of the theologians Zoe (1907). Though a monastic community, its members may marry and
leave the group. The Zoe movement has sought to accomplish its purposes through
preaching, liturgical living, publication of the weekly, Zoa, Bible and other publications,
organization of Sunday Schools, summer camps etc. The activities of these movements and
many others not mentioned here indicate a growing interest and participation of the laity in
the Greek Orthodox Church, especially since the 19th century.
Laymen also are very active as theologians. They serve along with clergy on theological
faculties and on synodical committee which are responsible for the theology of the Church.
Westerners- who have contact with the Orthodox Church through the ecumenical
movement, are usually surprised to find all representatives are lay theologians. The reason
for this limitation is the ruling of the Church whereby only lay theologians may represent
the Church at ecumenical meetings. Lay women theologians are numerous and carry
similar responsibilities of teaching mostly in secondary schools, but they also do social,
philanthropic and evangelistic work, largely among women. 2
Though the laymen are active in the Orthodox Church, they are subordinated to the clergy
and in reality become second class Christians, or at least Christians of an inferior order to
the clergy. In spite of the Orthodox insistence that laity and clergy are separated on the
basis of function, there seems to be little question of the hierarchical nature of the Church's
1. Ibid., pp. 291,292.
2. 2. Ibid., p. 290.
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constituency. Although the laity assist in the celebration of the Eucharist, they cannot
participate fully in the mystery and are barred from observing some of the symbols.
The Roman Catholic Church
Father Conger's statement in his popular book on the laity introduces the present Catholic
position and future prospects of the laity. "Lay people will always form a subordinate order
in the Church, but they are in process of recovering a fuller consciousness of being
organically active members of it, with full rights and full performances." l Although the
process of lay recovery has mainly taken place in the 19th and 20th centuries, one may
trace its source to Reformation and pre-Reformation movements and men.
Let us begin with Erasmus of Rotterdam. Although ordained a priest, his life and writings
were aimed at one goal: the emancipation of the layman from the Roman Catholic Church
which had departed from the radical simplicity of the gospel message. Through his writings
such as The Manual of The Christian Soldier, The Praise of Folly and the Familiar
Colloquies, Erasmus aroused the ordinary Christian to live the Christlike life in the
environment of the world in which he worked and played. In order to do this, Erasmus
thought, the layman must have access to the Bible where he would be taught how to live
and witness. In the preface to his translation of the New Testament (1516) Erasmus wrote:
“Perhaps it is right to conceal the secrets of the kings, but the mystery of Christ wishes to
be spread abroad. My desire is that women should be able to read the Gospels and the
Epistles of Saint Paul; that the weaver should be able to sing them at his work, and the
traveler to beguile with them the tedium of his way. Baptism, the sacraments are common
to all Christians; why should doctrinal principles be reserved for those who are called
theologians and monks, who make up but a very small part of the Christian people? ... All
who are inspired and uplifted by the Spirit of Christ are in possession of the true theology,
though they be only ditchdiggers or weavers.” 2
Groups of humanists who lived the Christian life on the Erasmian pattern emerged in
different parts of Europe. Foremost was Sir Thomas More of England, Lord Chancellor,

1. Yves Y. J. Congar, Lay People in The Church (Newman Press, 1951),
2. 2. Neill and leber, loc. cit., p.302.
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practical lawyer and lay theologian. He served the Catholic Church under Henry VIII and
died a martyr's death when he refused to accept the King's supremacy over the Papal power
of Rome.
The Council of Treat increased the clericalization of the Roman Catholic Church and
Erasmian humanism became all but extinct. However, during the first phases of the council,
the laity had been greatly influential. Pope Paul III took a large group of layman and made
them cardinals so that he could implement his desire for reform. Upon the death of Paul III
in 1549, the laity lost the champion of their cause. The Council of Trent's decisions were
distorted in the inflamed atmosphere of the Thirty Years' War and the laity were deprived of
much of their rights which normally they would. have exercised.
In the 17th *century Francois de Sales (1567-1622), designated Bishop of Geneva, led a
movement which sought to make holiness obligatory for all Christians and not just the
religious. According to de Sales, all Christians are to live in the world, performing their
duties as Christian members of society. His devotional writings, especially on prayer, were
not only widely read by both Protestants and Catholics, but they influenced not a few
laymen to understand what it meant to live as a Christian in the world.
One of those 17th century laymen was Gaston de Renty (1611-49). His was a varied career
as a military officer, practicing physician and representative of the nobility in the local
Estates of Normandy. As a layman he found time to lead a discussion with his family each
Saturday on the Gospel lesson to be used in Sunday's Mass. For ten years he was a leader in
the Company of the Blessed Sacrament whose purpose was to help those in need, especially
in hospitals and prisons. Though Gaston de Renty met opposition from the Roman Catholic
clergy for teaching the catechism to poor folks in the hospital, he was well received by
Protestants. His biography was translated into English by Gilbert Burnet and into German
by Protestant translators. A Reformed pastor, Pierre Poiret, in the preface to the French
edition wrote: "There can be no doubt that, if the labors and the words of Monsieur de
Renty were of the highest usefulness to men, this usefulness derived its being and its practical power from his life of ceaseless prayer, and from nothing else."
A movement of the laity away from the Roman Catholic Church characterized the 18th
century. Rationalism, the dominant philosophy, influenced the educated laity who aimed
1. Ibid., pp. 304, 305.
2. Ibid., p. 309.
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at the complete secularization of society. A closer look, however, indicates the presence of
at least three groups of laymen. One group sought to free the Christian faith from the
accretions of the centuries so that obscurantism could not be charged. Emphasis was placed
on developing a pure morality whose practical validity could be denied by none. A second
group of laymen accepted the above purpose but only very nominally the foundation
principles of the Catholic faith. A third group rejected all formalism and endeavored to bear
Christian witness in life rather than thought. They sought to compensate for the lack of
inner spiritual life and outward acts of love which were not evident in the clergy and
religious orders.
In relation to the Roman Catholic Church, the 19th century may be viewed from two
perspectives. The first is that of a spiritual disaster when the mass of the population
apostasized. First the middle class and later the working class in the great cities left the
churches. The rapid advance and vigor of the physical sciences coupled with the Church's
inability to absorb or repel the new ideas produced alienation between Christianity and the
intelligentsia. The Church's theologians were not creative and only in Germany was theological writing of some significance taking place.
The second perspective is that of a development of a vigorous Christian lay movement, so
full of vitality that it undoubtedly prepared the way for the more conscious and clearly
expressed awakening of the lay people which is manifest in the Roman Catholic Church
today. This development, complex with its many facets, can only be described in brief
outline.
The voice of the people became apparent in the writings and actions of several
representatives. Lamennais, for instance, on behalf of the people wrote the following
addressed to the Pope: "You have reigned over kings - now stretch out your hands to the
peoples. They will uphold you with their strong arms, and better still, with their love." 1
Frederic Ozanam (1813-53), professor at the Sorbonne, pleaded for the repudiation of the
"Constantian era" mentality of the Church.
We are dreaming of a Constantine who all in a moment will bring back the peoples to the
fold... The faith prospers only when it encounters governments that are foreign or hostile to
it. Let us not ask God to give us evil governments; but equally let us not ask him to give us
one which will set us free from our responsibilities by taking upon itself a mission to the
souls of our brethren which God has not committed to it. 2
1. ibid., p. 315.
2. 2. Ibid., p. 319.
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A vigorous lay witness developed in the social movement. Worthy of notice is the
emergence of the "associations of comrades" (Gesellenvereine) which was founded in 1846
by Adolphe Kolping (1813-1865), a former shoemaker turned priest. After 10 years of
existence the movement had 11,000 members and concerned itself chiefly with the care and
education of young workers in Germany. This movement had grasped the idea of Christian
witness by laymen to laymen. 1
In the area of intellectual and artistic life, the laymen of the 19th century were very active.
In the realm of higher education Roman Catholics were faced with serious problems. In
England the Catholics were divided on the issue of whether students should attend the
colleges of Oxford and Cambridge or be educated in a Catholic university. Newman, who
supported the first view, was opposed by Maning and Hard who wanted to establish a
Catholic university. The majority of the laymen were on the side of Newman and petitioned
Rome. Manning and Ward, however, were victorious and a Catholic university was built at
Kensington. This experiment proved and before long it became evident that the university
could no longer be maintained.
With the dawn of the 20th century the "Constantian era" of the Roman Catholic Church
came to an end. The Popes of the last 2 decades of the 19th century through means of
enclycals and opening of the immense archives of the Vatican to scholars conducting
historical research were partly responsible for this development. Parallel to this trend was
the steady increase of pressure by the laity to assume a function organic to the life of the
whole Church. The Vatican Council by its recent decisions indicated that the laymen have
been beard and that a balance of clerical and lay participation in the life of the Church will
be the continuing quest.
The Lutheran, Church
As early as 1513 the main elements of Luther' a doctrine of the church can be found in his
lectures on the Psalms. His struggle against papalism and clericalism provided the occasion
for further development, but he was also exploring Holy Scripture for light on the unity and
solidarity of all Christians. "There is neither priest nor layman, canon or vicar, rich or poor,
Benedictine, Carthusian, Friar Minor, or Augustinian, for it is not a question of this or that
status, degree, order, " 2 is his comment on Galatians 3:28. By faith and baptism Christians
1. Ibid., p. 324.
2. Ibid., p. 138.
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are incorporated into the death and resurrection of Christ and therefore into the one
fundamental Christian estate.
Luther's “An Appeal 12 The Ruling Class off German Nationality” written in 1520 contains
his views on the priesthood of all believers.
“To call popes, bishops, priests, monks, and nuns, the religious class, but princes, lords,
artisans, and farm workers the secular class, is a specious device invented by certain time
servers; but no one ought to be frightened by it, and for good reason. For all Christians
whatsoever really and truly belong to the religious class, and there is no difference among
them except in so far as they do different work ...” 1
Luther went beyond mere demolition of the barrier between laity and clergy. Through
baptism and faith the laity possess equal rights with the clergy.
“When a bishop consecrates, he simply acts on behalf of the entire congregation, all of
whom have the same authority. They may select one of their number and command him to
exercise this authority on behalf of the others. It would be similar if ten brothers, king's
sons and equal heirs, were to choose one of themselves to rule the kingdom for them. All
would be kings and of equal authority, although one was appointed to rule. To put it more
plainly, suppose a small group of earnest Christian laymen were taken prisoner and settled
in the middle of a desert without any episcopally ordained priest among them; and they
then agreed to choose one of themselves, whether married or not, and endow him with the
office of baptizing, administering the sacrament, pronouncing absolution, and preaching;
that man would be as truly a priest as if he had been ordained by all the bishops. and the
popes. It follows that, if needs be, anyone may baptise or pronounce absolution, an
impossible situation if we were not all priests. The fact that baptism, and the Christian
status which it confers, possess such great grace and authority, is what the Romanists have
overridden by heir canon law, and kept us in ignorance thereof.”
To the question if all are priests why don' t all receive ordination, Luther replied:
1. John Dillenberger, Martin Luther: Selection* From His Writings (New York: Doubleday
and Company, 1961), p.407.
2. 2. Ibid., p. 408.
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Everyone who has been baptized may claim that he has already been consecrated priest,
bishop, or pope, even though it is not seemly for any particular person arbitrarily to
exercise the office. Just because we are all priests of equal standing, no one must push
himself forward and, without consent and choice of the rest, presume to do that for which
we all have equal authority. Only by the consent and command of the community should
any individual person claim for himself what belongs equally to all... It follows that the
status of a priest among Christians is merely that of an office-bearer; while he holds the
office he exercises it; if he be deposed he resumes his status in the community and becomes
like the rest. 1
Luther taught no essential difference between laity and clergy just one of function or office.
Unfortunately, the doctrine of the priesthood of believers did not eventuate in a Lutheran
Church where the laity was granted equal voice. Rather as Harkness remarks" . in general
one may say that the priesthood of all believers was stillborn." 2 The reasons for this are
clear. First, Luther did not differentiate between a "believing" and a "nominal" Christian.
The "nominal" Christians did not find meaning in the concept of the priesthood of the laity
or in the sense of a divine calling in daily life. Secondly, the priesthood of' believers did not
take hold because the laity had been kept in subjection to the clergy for centuries and
suddenly could not leap into the new role of committed laymen. Thirdly, the doctrine of the
Church itself prohibited the laity from exercising their responsibilities. The marks of the
true Church were accepted as the pure preaching of the Word of God and the right
administration of the sacraments. Who but a highly educated clergy were capable of "pure"
preaching and who, but the ordained could "rightly" administer the sacraments? The old
stratification between laymen and clergy naturally persisted along with the doctrine of the
priesthood of the believers. 3
Luther's teachings on the priesthood of the believers bore notable fruit in the mountainous
district of Salzburg where a Lutheran layman's Church was established. When the
Reformation teachings reached this district, the archbishop, not unfavorable to Lutheran
ideas, permitted the people to read freely. By 1527 he had changed his mind and this
1. Ibid., p. 409.
2. Georgia Harkness, The Church and Its Laity (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1962), p. 71.
3. Hendrik Kraemer, A_ Theology of The Laity (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1958),
pp.64-67.
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Church,sometimes in the open but mostly underground, maintained its existence until 1734.
With no clergy the peasants led their own worship. Joseph Schaitberger (1658-1733) not
only encouraged the reading of Luther's books, but also wrote appendices to them. When
finally these people were expelled from their territory into Germany or Georgia, they
astonished the pastors by their extensive knowledge of the Bible and Luther's Catechism. l
In the 17th century Lutheranism had its advocates for the laity in those called the
"spiritualists". Representative cf them was Joachim Beatke (1601-1666) who taught that
there was no difference between layman and minister. Though Beatke carried this to the
extreme of refusing to grant diversity of functions, he began a movement which enlisted a
number of important laymen.
On the heels of the German "spiritualist" movement came that of Pietism. Philip Jacob
Spener in tae earliest of Pietist writings, the Pia Lesideria (1675), demanded the elimination
of "... the monopoly of the spiritual order." 2 He felt that preaching alone was insufficient to
bring the gospel to the people. Pastor and people must work together, each supplementing
the others' imperfections. he pastor' s position should be that of director or eider brother.
Spener, like Luther before him, recognized three areas of human life: the. clerical, the
public and the private. He then went on to analyze the duties of the Christian man as he
finds himself in each of the three areas of life.
While August Herman Francke (1663-1727) did much to enlist the layman in active
participation in Christian activities such as orphanages and Bible classes, it was Count
Nikolaus Ludwig von Zinzendorf (1700-60), lay theologian, who along with Christian
David (1691-1751), laid the foundations for a truly lay community at Herrnhut. Here
joiners and masons, bakers and cobblers were ordained as bishops, and sent off as
missionaries to foreign parts. At Herrnhut it was generally felt that the layman was as near
as possible to the example of those fishermen, shepherds and tax-gatherers by whom the
gospel was first preached. The Pietist movement, by opening up new and dynamic activities
and possibilities for lay action, became the classic period of the Protestant layman's service
in the Church. 3
1. Neill and Weber, Joe. cit., pp. 160-162.
2. Ibid., p. 166
3. Ibid., pp. 166, 167
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The 19th century brought various shifts in thought regarding the layman. Richard Rothe l
published Christian Ethics in 1848-9 in which he developed the idea that the Church,
having completed its task, must allow the State to carry on the moral education of the world.
Consequently the ordained ministry must be displaced by the laity whose task was to build
the kingdom of God.
At the same time that Rothe was defending secularization, ie. the identification of the
Church with the world, Johnn Wichern began developing his idea of the status of the
layman. If the Church was, not reaching those groups in society which were excluded or
neglected because of inferior status, the laymen, as representatives of the people of God,
were to go out and reclaim these people through charitable work in training institutions,
welfare homes, hospitals and other institutions. Early in the 20th century new insights in
thought regarding the layman emerged. Instead of considering the clergy and laity as two
mutually exclusive bodies, it became popular to think of the layman as a member of the
people world in which various ministries exist. The layman is the representative in the
world and his ministry brings the Church to the place of his occupation. Church and laity
are intimately united in the common task of bringing the Lordship of Christ to bear on
secular life.
The lay academy movement, which originated in Lutheran countries, is a result of the new
understanding of the layman in communicating the Gospel. In Sweden the earliest of the
lay "academies" was founded in 1914. The purpose of this lay center was to relate the
whole life of the people to God and the Church. After the Second World War in 1945 The
Evangelical Academy at Bad Boll, near Stuttgart, became the for-runner of 18 similar
academies in Germany. During the war Eberhard Muller, the present director of Bad Boll,
and Helmut Thielicks became concerned about the divorce between German Protestantism
and the actual problems of the world. To bridge the gap the academies were established.
Today Christian and non-Christian laymen meet and discuss problems of mutual interest
and concern. Bible study and worship form much of the program though not in a way that
would be embarrassing to the non-Christian. Another layman's movement is the German
Kirchentag which brings together hundreds of thousands of laymen each year in mass
meetings.
1. F. Lichtenberger, History of German ,Theology in the 19th Century (Edinburgh: T, and T.
Clark, 1889), pp.492-526.
2. Neill and Weber, loc. cit., p. 179.
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The Reformed Church
The Reformed Church traces its origin to the life and labors of John Calvin. He was a
lawyer by training and a theologian by profession. Calvin never was ordained nor was he
accepted as the pastor of the Church in Geneva by the laying on of hands. He was simply a
layman dedicated to the service of God and his fellow man. Early in life, at the age of 26,
he demonstrated his theological acumen by writing the Institutes of The Christian Religion
which became the classic Protestant compendium of theology. Although in general
agreement with Luther on many doctrines, Calvin differed from Luther in several respects.
Calvin differed from Luther on the matter of capitalism. Luther's outlook was chiefly in
terms of the personal relationships of the farm and small village. He wanted life to be
simple and interrelated as each man dutifully kept to his own station in life, and he fought
against the corrupting influence of the great financial houses, like the Fuggers, who were
the Pope's bankers. Calvin, on the other hand, was faced with capitalism in Geneva which
had already begun replacing the medieval feudal basis of .society. He saw that new
economic structures were inevitable and he conceded at the point of sanctioning the taking
of interest on loans which formerly had been banned as usury. Calvin's action did not create
capitalism but he modified and furthered it by giving Christian sanction, not only to the taking of interest, but to the discipline of hard work, diligence in business, and frugal living by
which money was saved for reinvestment. This meant that the layman in the Reformed
tradition could assess greater wealth and exert more authority in the affairs of the State as
well as the Church than was true in the other religious traditions.
Calvin also differed from Luther on the place of the layman in the Church. In the
organization of the Geneva Church, Calvin gathered laymen around him in the consistory to
carry responsibility both in the Church and in the community. Perhaps they went too far
with the "blue laws" but it marked a crucial development in the assumption by laymen of
responsibility for both Church and city. The organization of the congregation in the
Reformed tradition presented a different pattern of the ministry from that of Lutheranism.
In fact there was not just one ministry but four-preaching ministers, elders, teachers and
deacons. Laymen assumed duties in the Church which made not the minister but the
congregation the Church. This accounts for the fact that in the Reformed tradition, "the
ruler who is the father of his people and the great shepherd of the Church is almost
unknown." 1
1. Ibid., p. 157.
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The laymen conduct their activity not as individuals but as the corporate witness of the
community.
In spite of a broader participation of the laity in the life of the Church than in Lutheranism,
there were several outstanding laymen in the Reformed tradition. A distinguished lay leader
of the Huguenots was Gaspard de Coligny, Admiral of France, and one of the victims of the
massacre of St. Bartholomew in 1572. From Coligny onwards the laity of the Reformed
tradition possessed a certain political and militant character which did not always serve
well the Christian cause. In the Netherlands Hugo Grotius (1583-1645) stands out as a
layman who made himself master of the whole range of intellectual pursuits. His basic
Christian conviction was by far the strongest influence in his thinking. Repelled by the
doctrinal controversies and, especially, the orthodox point of view, he restated his own
Christian position in the book entitled, On The Truth of The Christian Religion. His
Christian convictions also took concrete form in his efforts for Christian unity.
In the Netherlands the Reformed tradition produced a famous layman in the field of art.
Rembrandt (1606-69) was head and shoulders over his contemporary artists. Although he
took a mistress after the death of his wife, he was deeply religious and devoted much of his
artistic ability to the painting of religious pictures. Christ at The Fountain, Christ and The
Woman of Samaria and the Descent from The Cross ware only a few paintings on Biblical
themes. This is not strange for Rembrandt " ... was not a cultured man of the world, like
Rubens. He read little, hardly anything but the Bible."l Hiss work indicates the gift of
determining the significant features of the scene and translating the whole into living
movement which makes its immediate appeal to the eye and draws the beholder into itself.

The Episcopal Church
The laymen in the Church of England did not emerge in the same way as their Continental
counterparts. In England the crown had much influence over the Church, but parliament
passed the acts which paved the way for reform. Gradually, the laity assumed more and
more power and by the 17th century gained control of the Church. Stephen Neil's comment
is to the point:
1. Will and Ariel Durant, The Age of Reason Begins (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1961), p. 490.
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The Church of England, though happily not any other part of the Anglican
Communion, is a Church that has fallen completely under lay control. The control is
not generally very exactly or tyrannously exercised; but this does not alter the fact the victory of the laymen in the seventeenth century was almost complete, and the
consequences of it endure till the present time. 1
Lay control of the Church may be seen in parliament's actions of 1927 and 1928 when it
refused to approve the changes in the Prayer Book.
Of the 17th century, laymen John Evelyn (1620-1706) may be singled out as a lay Christian
who lived steadfastly and hopefully through the dark days of the Commonwealth. We know
him through his diary in which is revealed Evelyn' s loyalty to Anglicanism in spite of
opposition and hostility.
The evangelical movement of the 18th century was, to a large extent, a layman's movement.
Selina, Countess of Hungtingdon (1707-91) and the second Earl of Dartmouth (1731-1801)
were of the higher class and had money to spend on evangelical causes. Selina built chapels
and appointed evangelical ministers to their charges. The Earl of Dartmouth also provided
money to help students and pastors of evangelical convictions to secure pastorates. The
most illustrious of those who were helped was the ex-slaver and writer of hymns, John
Newton. 2
John Wesley (1714-1791) was instrumental in awakening a new personal religious spirit in
England and America. Although never seceding from the Church of England, Wesley never
was accepted and led his societies as an ecclesiola in ecclesia. Preaching all over England,
Wesley found thousands who whole heartedly responded to his heart religion. Chapels were
erected beginning in 1739 and soon the problem of providing preachers to serve the chapels
became urgent. As early as 1738 a lay preacher was helping Wesley and by 1742 extensive
use was made of lay preachers. Other lay officers were appointed such as "stewards" to care
for property and teach in schools, and "visitors of the sick" for the duties which their names
implied. Wesley was unsuccessful in obtaining episcopal ordination for his preachers.
Nevertheless, he did not allow unordained men to administer the ordinances. Though most
of his religious activity was outside the established Church, he died a loyal son of the
Church of England. 3
1. Neill and Weber, loc. cit., p. 197.
2. 2. Ibid., pp. 208, 209.
3. A. Skevington Wood, The Inextinguishable Blaze (Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Company, 1960), pp. 162-175.
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With the advent of the industrial revolution Christianity faced a now challenge. When in
1780 a rapid increase in population and a shift of population from country to town occurred,
the thousand year old grip of the Church on the nation began to weaken. The Church, still
organized on medieval lines, failed to reorganize itself to meet the new day. Something like
a proletariat was developing in Britain. To this class the Christian laymen, driven by the
compassion of Christ to work outside the Church, brought the gospel of Christ. The
evangelical revival came at just the right time and injected a dynamic vigor in action and a
certain freedom from convention which allowed them to experiment without paying too
much attention to criticism and opposition.
An evangelical layman who imaginatively met the crisis of the industrial revolution was
Robert Raikes (1735-1811), founder of the Sunday School movement. At the time when
children were required to work long hours six days a week, there was little opportunity for
them to acquire even a basic education. In their rags hey hardly would have gone to
Churches. Raikes, together with a parish priest, set to work to improve the children's lot.
They began a school on Sundays and with four teachers they began teaching 90 pupils.
Although this school was not like the Sunday Schools of ].star times, it was heavily loaded
with Christian instruction 1.
Another evangelical Anglican layman who deserves notice is Granville Sharp (1735-1813).
Sharp was drawn into a legal battle over an African slave whose master was trying to
recover possession of him. Sharp, almost single-handed, fought the case from court to court
and finally obtained a decision in 1772 which prohibited the existence of slavery in
England. When the Society for the Abolition of Slavery was formed in 1787, Granville
Sharp was elected its first chairman. 2
A rather large part was played by laymen in the work of the evangelical "Clapham Sect". Its
members included William Wilberforce, the eminent member of the House of Commons,
Zachary Macaulay, the African merchant, and Henry Thorton, the banner. This sect was
especially influential in abolishing the slave trade. William Wilberforce was perhaps the
main figure. Converted in 1784 he began three years later his lifelong battle with slavery.
As a member of Parliament he was instrumental in securing parliamentary acts abolishing
1. Neill and Weber, loc. cit., pp. 210, 211. 2. ltd; d. , pp. 212, 213.
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the slave trade in 1807 and of slavery itself throughout the British dominions in 1833.
Unfortunately, the "Clapham Sect" and the High Church counterpart, the "Hackney
Phalanx" were largely upper middle class and failed in its relations with the working class.
1
Although the Anglican Church was less affected by the second Evangelical awakening in
the 19th century than the non-conformists Churches, Anglicanism underwent its own lay
revival during the second half of the 19th century. The Oxford Movement made its
contribution in the form of sisterhoods for women. In 1841, at the instigation of the
Tractarian fathers, Newman and Pussy, a drive began to revive the religious orders in the
Church of England. In 1845 the earliest sisterhood was established in Regents Park and
others followed. Although these women withdrew into their strictly run organizations, they
withdrew only for the purpose of helping in practical ways. They ran industrial schools,
lodging-houses for poor families, and "rescue" homes for prostitutes. In 1861 Deaconesses
were introduced into the Church of England.
During the latter half of the 19th century the Anglican Church began to find ways of
winning back to the Church the lower middle and working classes. Two proposals were
made. The first would have provided a lay diaconate who would be responsible for
evangelism among the workers. The second proposal was that of the office of Reader which
had existed in the Church during the reign of Elizabeth I and afterwards became extinct.
The bishops rejected the diaconate but decided in favor of instituting Readers. In 1866 the
Bishop of Bristol and Gloucester admitted the first Lay Readers. It should be noted that a
this time the Lay Readers were more like Salvation Army Captains and went out to the
mission chapel or schoolroom and preached. This, however, did not last for more than a few
years. Gradually the Lay Readers began to take their places in the services of the parish
Churches. 2
The Anglican Church, sharing with the Free Churches the general decline of public interest
in the Church in the 20th century, has entered an ecumenical phase of cooperation. In 1944
the industrial Mission in the diocese of Sheffield was launched. Here an attempt was made
to discover potential leaders among the workers and managers of the great steel works and
set out to train such men to spread the Christian approach to the problems of living and
working.
1. Ibid.,, p. 219.
2. Ibid., pp. 227, 228.
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The Free Churches
There are a number of Churches and groups of Churches which fall under the heading of
"Free Churches". The term is rather ambiguous but has come into use as covering the Mennonites, Baptists, Congregationalists, Methodists, Disciples, Quakers and many of the
smaller groups found especially in America.
At the vanguard of the "Free Churches" is the Anabaptist movement of the 16th century.
Their principle of restitution as against merely reformation led them to reinstitute a Church
along the lines of the New Testament pattern. The early Church to the time of the "Fall"
under Constantine became normative for them. This was a Church of believers, a voluntary
fellowship of brothers in Christ.] The Bible became central to their movement, and they
interpreted it more literally than Calvin did. In Zurich, Switzerland, Bible study and prayer
formed the background of the Anabaptist movement. As it emerged in the struggle between
Zwingli and the Roman Catholics, Zwingli appealed to the Town Council as the highest
authority. The Anabaptists were unwilling to accede to Zwingli's demand. During the
Second Disputation of the Anabaptists with Zwingli, Simon Stumpy objected to Zwingli's
proposal to refer the program of reformation to the Town Council. Stumpf argued that the
decision had already been made in the meetings for Bible study and prayer where earnest
Christians had considered and reached a common mind on these matters. "The Spirit of
God decides. And, if my Lords intend to recognize and maintain a position which is against
the judgment of God, then I will pray Christ fur his Spirit and teach aced act against it." 2
This statement has prompted some state-churchmen to accuse the Swiss brethren of being
enthusiasts and individualists, denying the reality of the Church. But Stumph's plea was
nothing else but the demand" that decisions on such matters are made by brethren who
follow the pattern of apostolic decision-making, that is, by the Holy Spirit in the midst of
his people. The decision was made in the Church where responsible Christians through
Bible study, prayer and discussion on the part of all concerned perceived the leading of the
Holy Spirit. In this sense the Holy Spirit had decided, and the conclusion was "It seemed
good to the Holy Spirit and to me"(Acts 15:28).
1. Fritz Blanke, Brothers, in Christ (Scottdale: Herald Press, 1961) passim.
2. Cited in Neill and Weber, loc. cit., p. 268. 3. Ibid., pp. 268, 269.
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If Zwingli wanted to refer the reformation to the Town Council, it was wrong because
authority in matters of faith lay in the Church. The Anabaptists were not individualists or
enthusiasts but free churchmen in the fullest possible sense of the term where each member
was competent and called to make decisions in the Church.
Their freedom, however, did not allow for anarchy. Discipline was the responsibility not of
the government or pastors but all the members of' the Church. This was done on the basis of
Mat. 18:15-19. Ordination was also in the hands of the congregation. Littell remarks; "The
minister or theologian held his office, and it was an honored one, in trust from the whole
Church." 1
The Mennonites were not the only ones to pattern their Churches after the 16th century
Anabaptists. The Congregationalists and the Baptists held essentially the same ideas and
vested authority in the laymen of the Church. In this way radical Puritanism in England
also elevated the laity. Peter Forsyth wrote:
“Independency erased the distinction between the theologian and the layman more
completely than any other. No church was so little a church of its ministers, influential as
these were. It was influence they had, and not power. The priesthood of all believers here
first became practical and effective for church life... the voluntary principle became the
whole principle of English Nonconformity.” 2
Congregationalists and Baptists stressed the competency and necessity of the lay people to
govern their churches. John Owen wrote:
“The Church is a voluntary society. Persons otherwise absolutely free, as unto all the rules,
laws and ends of such a society, do of their own wills and free choice coalesce into it. This
is the original of churches..It is gathered into this society merely by the authority of Christ.”
3
The Quakers went beyond both Congregationalists Baptists in their estimate of the laity.
Led by George Fox (1624-1691) the Quakers rejected all outward forms of
1. Ibid., p. 267.
2. Peter Taylor Forsyth, Faith, Freedom and The Future (London: Hodder and Stoughton,
1q2 ), p. Quoted in Neill and Weber, Ibid. , pp. 267-8
3. John Owen, Thy True Nature of _a Gospel Church and Its Government PP-44,45 quoted
in Neill and Weber, loc. Cit. p. 266.
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worship including the ordinances of the Lord' s Supper and baptism and substituted the
"Inner Light". No ordained ministry was permitted for all men were considered equal under
God. Women as well as men could speak at their services.
In America the Disciples, otherwise known as the Christian Church, was founded by
Thomas and Alexander Campbell in the 19th century as an offshoot of Scottish
Presbyterianism. They originally aimed at instituting a brotherhood of disciples in which
laymen and clergy alike were equal. Laymen have consistently been given the authority and
opportunity of administering the Lord's Supper and conducting the baptisms which,
incidentally, are by immersion.

Conclusion
Two observations may be made as a conclusion to the study of the laymen in the
Post-Reformation Church. The first is that the laity have been most active when the Church
has been permitted freedom from the control of the State. The Roman Catholic writer, Jan
Grootaers, wrote:
“A survey of church history since the Edict of Milan (AD 313) suggests that the vigour of
lay activity in the Church varies inversely with the intimacy of the links connecting Church
and State. This is confirmed by the history of the eighteenth century, during which
Erastianism was one of the great evils that afflicted the Roman Catholic Church.”
Secondly, wherever in the history of the Church the Bible has been earnestly read and
studied by individuals and groups of Christians, laymen have exercised their discipleship as
more than second class Christians. The Anabaptists, Pietists and the English evangelicals
stand out in this respect. 2
1. Neil and Weber, loc. cit., pp. 310, 311.
2. Harkness, loc. cit., p. 65.
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LEARNING FROM MODERN LAYMEN'S MOVEMENTS
Henry D. Jones

IN A VERY REAL SENSE this paper follows on the theme which I presented last year that evangelism in Japan today and tomorrow will be done most effectively by lay-folk. In
their various walks of life they can and must share the joy of living with Jesus Christ with
their fellow students, workers or neighbors.
From this staring point, what then can we learn from modern laymen's movements - in
other lands, as well as here in Japan? Brief descriptions of only a few selected movements
will be given here, specifically to help us to learn some lessons from them.
Scotland. Ralph Morton of Iona Community, formerly a missionary in Manchuria, writes of
the training of the Laity in Scotland. "The Reformation (400 years ago) meant for Scotland
the declaration of the Lordship of Christ over all life and the formation of a national church,
the people's church. In organization as in worship the dividing wall between priest and
people was broken down." But "reassessment of our obedience to the Lordship of Christ
and a re-examination of the idea of a people's church in the light of today is necessary."
Today even in Scotland 'the laity' is talked about in the Church - the clergy and the laity, the
dividing wall is re-building. John Knox was so afraid of the "monstrous regiment of
women" but today women are equally educated as men and share in the social and
economic life of the nation such as John Knox could not have imagined. In the past two
hundred years industry and commerce have grown up without any acknowledgement of the
Lordship of Christ. Today industry determines our economic and political life and yet work
and politics are the two subjects which have found no place in the life of the average
Scottish congregation.
The layman today is quite willing to undergo training for ecclesiastical duties but is blind to
any need for training in Christian obedience in his vocation. This is the new laity. Iona
Community is pledged to the Reformation conviction that the Church can never be the
Church of the people unless it acknowledges the Lordship of Christ over the whole of life.
This is the task - the creation of a new-type church member for this day.
Germany. Just at the end of World War II in 1945 in Germany when there was no rail nor
postal communications available for civilians, one hundred fifty earnest German citizens
met together for fourteen days to discuss "Where now for Germany?" It was the first time
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in years that they could speak freely about what they had on their minds. They sought to
find true direction in the light of conscience.
It was at this session that the movement known as the Evangelical Academy was born. It
has grown to include eighteen Academy Houses, five of them in East Germany. About
seven hundred conferences averaging sixty persons each are held in a year. They bring
together people from a wide range of vocation, in an industry or occupation, office boy,
worker, foreman, top-management to discuss the purpose, the place of the industry in
society, in God's plan. Other meetings- of from one to eight days each are spent on general
social problems such as, rearmament; the meaning of jazz; visual arts; re-unification of
Germany.
The statement of purpose of the Academy is this: "In a society where division of labor is the
rule and where everybody depends on everyone else, freedom can only be maintained if
each individual and every group develops a strong moral determination to assume
collective responsibility. The maintenance of freedom today, and indeed the continued
existence of humanity demands more than ever the ministry of the Church. To pioneer and
develop this ministry is the fundamental aim of the Evangelical Academies." (Eberhard
Muller, Bad Boll Academy, from "Signs of Renewal").
CHURCH OF ENGLAND Growing out of the rather longer and intensive study and work
E.R. Wickham ("Church and People in an Industrial City") in Sheffield, England, the
Church Assembly in 1959 issued a report on "The Task of the Church in relation to
Industry." Risking an unfair interpretation due to brevity I shall quote parts of the
conclusion of the report.
"We are of the opinion that there are four levels at which work should take place if
the Church is to discharge her task responsibly in relation to industry. They are the
levels of the laity; the parish clergy; the diocese; and the national administration
of the Church.”
"The role of the laity is primary. The ultimate test of any planning and work must be
its capacity to energize the Christian laity, and augment its size and influence. It
should aim to make men and women more aware of their society, more critical and
enquiring, more willing to scrutinize their assumptions and to recognize the
perennial temptations to self and group interest. It should lead them to more active
participation as a Christian duty in the hurly-burly of politics, of professional and
social organizations, of employers' and management associations, and Trades Union
activity and so on, in all those places where policies are worked out and decisions
taken. We should take not that the great bulk of work-places are small ones. Of
230,000 factories in Britan, 210,000 employ less than fifty people. Only
five-hundred employ more than 250, and only 750 more than 1000.”
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A parish priest member of the Report-writing Committee, who, over a long period in the
same parish has created a close personal relationship with the factories in his parish says:
"The Church's task in industry is beat tackled in very large works and factories
which house vast concentrations of plant in heavy industry, by those who work
full-time in the industrial Mission. Yet, as times are today in England, by far the
largest number of industrial workers are, in the aggregate, employed in smaller
establishments situated within known and recognized parish boundaries. We are
therefore bound to consider the relationship between the parish priest and those who
work within the bounds of his parish . . ."
The Report goes on to say "The necessity for special work in this field is not due to the fact
that people engaged in industry are a separate or distinct class, but to the fact that the very
conditions of our modern civilization are constantly dividing us into separate groups."
Therefore, it recommended two types of ministry; the parish ministry and the especially
trained Industrial Missioner.
Peter Berger in the book entitled, "The Noise of Solemn Assemblies" states his belief that
the most urgent tasks of the Church today in its encounter with the world may have to occur
in "supra-parochial" settings. He writes,
"The local congregation can then be left to what it has always done and perhaps will
always do in the future, liturgy, preaching, administration of the sacraments and
whatever educational activities seem plausible. Essential tasks of the Christian
mission in our society can then be undertaken (radically if need be) outside the local
congregation."
Don Benedict of Chicago puts it this way,
"Everyone recognizes that the local congregation is a limited instrument designed for
earlier times, and cannot cope with modern society. The reason for this obsolescence of the
geographic parish is that it serves only one of four worlds inhabited by modern man, the
world of his residence. But he also lives in his world of work, the world of leisure and the
world of public (or citizen) sector.
Granted that all of these illustrations have been taken from the old world, the older
churches, those who are said to be living in the post-Christian era. Never-the-less what are
all these illustrations saying to us here in Japan today?81
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It seems to me that they are saying to us, the conventional parish program does not meet the
needs of even our Christian lay-folk in this urban-industrial society. Somehow the program
of the Christian movement must become untied from the residential pattern. This does not
mean that the Church should not be in the residential community - it means that it should
not be there exclusively. Gibson Winter's book "The Suburban Captivity of the Church"
describes the danger. This is the first lesson, as I see it.
My descriptions of the next group of laymen's movements will be sketchy and possibly
unfair though not intentionally so.
United Presbyterian Men in the United States. Local chapters are promoted in all local
churches of the denomination, for some work-projects, for supper-speech and fellowship, to
draw in new men in the congregation. Occasionally teams of men from one area visit
another area to share their personal testimony. But the big event is the annual week-end,
hotel-centered convention, now held in six different regions of the country with thousands
drawn to each place. The pervasive atmosphere has been described as "The Rotary Club at
Prayer". I cannot speak for Methodist Men, or United Church Men, etc., but I think we
should all ask ourselves, what do these denominationally-centered laymen's movements
really mean? What is their effectiveness? Is it “we belong to the biggest church club?” Is it
to build denominational loyalty in a society, as in the U.S. where 20% of all families move
every year, so that they will join a Presbyterian and not a Methodist Church in their new
community? Or is it really more than this?
Christian Business Men's Club (CBMC) now International. I em prejudiced for this idea that Christians in business should meet together to discuss the question "flow to be
Christian in my business." But read the articles in the magazine. Rarely do they come to
grips with this question. It too often degenerates into a "Holy Club" a Pharisaical "How
good WE are, O Lord, and little is accomplished. I attend such a group in Tokyo and needle
these fine men frequently to try to get them to make some genuine demonstration of their
faith. But it gives them more ego satisfaction to just blame the ministers for lack of action.
In a letter from a devout layman in Tokyo, there is this: "As to the before-the-office-hour
service of lay workers in industrial fields, we have a breakfast prayer-meeting once a week
at seven o'clock in the morning, in six places in the city; i.e. Kanda, Marunouchi, Aoyama,
Edogawa, Waseda and Ikebukuro. We observed the 200th meeting at Ikebukuro on
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Nov. 28th and the 100th at Marunouchi (Tokyo Central Station) on December 8th. These
must be one of the features in Japanese lay activity." Add to this the Gideons; the Y's Men's
Clubs; Holiness Christian Men; Full Gospel Christian Men; Immanuel Church Laymen just in Tokyo alone.
What do all of these laymen's groups meeting for Bible Study and witness and fellowship
with one another during the week mean? There seems to be an unsatisfied hunger on the
part of these men - to have God near them and understand them in the midst of the activities
of business - "which our pastor just does not understand." Surely this is the meaning of the
many groups of Christians who meet together in business offices, and factories all over this
country. They feel the need for fellowship with other Christians in the work-a-day world.
Gibson Winter in looking at the American Church puts it very sharply while looking at
these small groups of laymen who, "in reaction against the meaningless activism of the
organization church" have formed these fellowships of prayer and study. But there is
another aspect of this which I would like to explore with you.
Democracy in Action (D.I.A.). An earnest Christian layman, an engineer, set up a
management-consultant firm in Chicago some years ago. Through years of experience in
advising company-management about how best to operate, he came to a deep spiritual
conviction. He told top-management, "Unless you are clean and honest you cannot expect it
of your employees. Unless you are right with God, you cannot be right with your men."
Melvin Evans drew men into a genuine spiritual search for God's guidance in business
management. Stanley Jones brought him to Japan and D.I.A.. was established here to help
non-Christian management in this search. D.I.A. does not claim to be Christian. One day on
the train from Osaka, I sat next to a young Japanese management-consultant sent out to aid
small businesses by Japan Management Association. We talked about his York. I mentioned
my friend Melvin Evans. His reaction was, "His books are famous in Japan, we try to
follow his principles." This young man has recently been International Labour Advisor to
business management in Korea and soon he will be going to Kenya. D.I.A. publishes a
magazine in both English and Japanese. I also find the magazine Praying Hands helpful.
This is available free of charge on request to Praying Hands, %The Praying Hands
Charitable Trust, 28 Church Street, Room 14, Winchester, Mass. 01890, USA.
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What is God saying to us? I am completely responsible for the selection of illustrations
which I have used here. Also I alone am responsible for the interpretation, but earnestly I
feel that God is speaking to us through them. HE is not limited to churchcentered Holy
Clubs. God works in manifold ways his wonders to perform.
Let us look further into what some Japanese laymen are doing. In a fish-canning factory on
northern Honshu I met a retired school teacher. One of his many pupils had become a
prosperous man, owning many canning factories and other enterprises. The owner
remembered his old teacher and when he retired asked him to come to be in charge of
personnel in the factory I visited. The workers were mostly farm women who worked in the
factory a few days each week. You all know the kind of morning exercise which is a part of
the routine here in Japan. As a part of this was this pledge or declaration, here is the
translation:
"We pledge to create the best company following after God our Creator and pray to Him for
His eternal guidance; We practice the following toward the realizing of this pledge: We do
our best for the development of our company. We make effort to love our Creator and our
neighbors. We do our best to make the beat products and sell at lowest cost. We work today
with our best capacity."
In the south of Honshu is a very large company where the man in charge of training of all
personel for their respective jobs is a theologically educated man. His view-point is shown
throughout the training manual of the company, which includes Scripture teaching. His
Christian attitude is reflected in his concept of company responsibility for the leadership for
youth groups for the community. Another illustration is his request for a missionary to teach
a three-months course on, "The Individual in Present Day Industrial Society."
It was astonishing to hear recently of a company in Japan calling together all of its key men
from all over the country for their annual business gathering - and this convention turning
into a vital revival service. No pastor nor missionary was invited to be present - this was the
work of the Holy Spirit working through laymen. Truly do we know what is going on in
this country today? Much more is happening than we know. But one thing gives me great
concern - that is all the men whom I know who are actively involved in making their
Christian faith a reality in the companies where they work, are older men. I may
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not be correct in my observations here but men of this post-war generation do not seem to
interpret their Christian faith into the kind of action described here.
Sometime ago I was invited as a guest to the 50th Anniversary of the founding of the labor
organization Sodomei. Enlarged pictures of all the founders were in the front of the hall.
One old-timer spoke and a long list of younger men acknowledged their debt to the
founders. The fact, which no one mentioned but which struck me forcibly, was, that all the
dead founders and the one old-timer who spoke were Christians. And not one of the
younger men, the top leaders in the Labor Movement of today in Japan is a Christian.
Frankly, as I look at the Laymen's Groups in Japan today, plus such illustrations of men in
industry such as I have just mentioned, I am concerned as to whether we as missionaries (or
the pastors) are speaking to men of this generation in such terms as to make the Gospel
truly relevant to this day. Gayraud Wilmore feels that the time may be ripe for a movement
within the Church today, not in the direction of post reforms and revival that propose to
make the Church less secular, but a movement of those who would have the Church
become radically secular in terms of its mission to the world.
Briefly let us look at what some others are saying in recent books. Robert Raines in "New
Life in the Church" comments on the loss of mission which appears in the local church
because it is content "to grow in physical stature, and in favor with its immediate
environment." It is afraid "to lose its life in the world that the world's life may be saved."
"The Church must prepare her people for a lifetime of growth. With one hand it reaches_
out to awaken persons to decision for Christ, with the other hand the Church guides persons
to grow up in every way into Christ. It is both evangelist and educator, both obstetrician
and pediatrician."
Gayraud Wilmore has a book called, "The Secular Relevance of the Church" in which his
final chapter is concerned with "equipping the saints for the work of the ministry."
Robert Spike speaks of two steps in "'Tests of a Living Church". First, is to resist the
temptation of keeping so much activity going on inside the walls that there is no time to
look outward. Second, to develop an awareness of parish responsibility, a continuing sense
of identification with the common life of the community. Here evangelism and social action
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are the same process. There is no more potent evangelistic witness than the Church's
concern and action in behalf of justice or in meeting a critical need of the community."
May I share with you the best example I know of training for lay leadership. In Inchun,
Korea for the past two years there has been a Nehemiah Club, a monthly meeting for
Christian workers. Over a hundred men and women from factories in the city, members of
various churches meet together in this fellowship. In each of their work-places Bible Study
groups and discussion groups are carried on. But a great deficiency became apparent,
"Leadership ability may be natural but its development obviously is not". So they decided
to select those people with demonstrated ability for further training aimed at developing
this lay leadership. Nine men and two women were chosen. The two women are textile
workers, one man is a longshoreman and the others represent eight of the largest factories
in Inchun. All were active church members and lay leaders, such as Sunday School teachers,
stewards, etc. All were recommended by their pastors before they were accepted in to the
Training Class. There were two meetings a month for six months. The first two periods
were given over to explanation of purpose and a biblically centered study of the layman's
call. At the end of this second period, the eleven candidates were given an opportunity to
withdraw, if they wished to do so. All chose to stay and for six months they attended
without fail. The first meeting of each month began with supper at 6 PM on Saturday night
and continued until 11 PM. The second session was held two weeks later with quite a
different schedule. They came at 7 PM and continued in study until 11 PM; from midnight
until 5 AM they slept in two rooms at Inchun Social Center; from 5 until 6 AM Sunday
morning was prayers; from 6 to 8 AM experiences of the past weeks were shared, plans
made, assignment of "home work" for the next two weeks. At 8 AM breakfast and then
dispersal.
What was the content of this study? There were four main subjects:
1. Bible Study in which the present problems of the workers were related to the biblical
teachings of creation, the fall, Kingdom of God, Christ and the Church.
2. A study of labor problems. Such things as labor history, central points in labor law,
collective bargaining, organization of industry and anion operations.
3. Each student was given a project of his own to research. "Study and outline your
company's organization." "Visit and report on your union's officers and activities."
"Make a study of attitudes of your fellow workers about the church." "Learn the names
and addresses and positions of other Christians in your factory."
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4. Throughout the six months heavy emphasis was laid on the students personal sense of
calling as it related to his factory life. Not only in the Bible Hour, but especially during
the Sunday morning prayers, the meditations and prayers centered around each
individuals personal and corporate witness and experience. For the six-month period
everyone shared in the same daily Bible readings and prayer concerns. As the first six
months was a training period, the next months will probably be a time of proving. Only
if the disciples can be proved in experience and action will the training class be a
success."
May I summarize:
1. In Japan's urban-industrial society we are failing to meet the people if we carry on the
Mission of Jesus Christ only to the residential areas. To meet men today, we must also
move into the worlds of work, leisure and citizenship.
2. The Laymen's Clubs, Prayer-Breakfasts, Bible Study groups can be very helpful IF they
do not become Holy Clubs, but action groups in personal evangelism, social action. The
Church must reach out through its laymen into secular society.
3. TRAINING - serious training of the laymen, not as assistants to the pastor inside the four
walls of the Church building, but as CHRISTIANS IN THE WORLD is essential.
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LEARNING FROM NON-CHRISTIAN LAYMEN'S MOVEMENTS
Robert L. Ramseyer
(Preface)
In preparation for this paper, interviews were held with leaders of various religious groups
in Miyazaki City. Some of the material in this pacer may thus reflect the views of on- one
particular leader of a. group and may not be representative of the group as a whole. It
should also be remembered that when a Christian leader is interviewed by someone outside
the church, he is more likely to emphasize his triumphs than his failures. It would seem
reasonable to assume that this same tendency prevails among leaders of other groups as
well.
While I do not believe in public apologies before presenting a paper, I feel compelled to say
that I have felt keenly the lack of time and resources necessary to pursue this study in a
really useful way. I hone that in the future someone can take up this type of study
adequately, analyzing modern Japanese society and the place which religious groups
occupy in it.

Introduction
in this paper, as the title indicates, an attempt is made to investigate various non-Christian
religious groups in Japan with regard to the work and place of laymen within these groups.
It will be a basic assumption o. this paper that it is at least theoretically possible for the
Christian church to learn from these grouse in this particular area.
Six chapters form the basic part of this study. Two of these deal in a rather general way with
the older end traditional established religious groupings in Japan - Shrine Shinto and
established Buddhism (kisei Bakkyo). The other four chapters attempt to describe four
more clearly defined groups, usually listed as new religions -- Tenrikyo, Rissho Kosei Kai,
Soka Gakkai, and Konkokyo. The selection of these four is purely arbitrary based primarily
on availability of information and the length allotted to this paper. It is not assumed in this
paper that these represent a scientific cross-section of Japanese religion, All six chapters are
based on written sources plus interviews with leaders of these groups in Miyazaki City in
southern Kyushu.
Because this paper is based on an extremely limited investigation, its usefulness lies not in
a set of definite conclusions which may be drawn, but rather in the hints that it gives of the
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usefulness of further investigation in certain areas. Certainly it is not possible on the basis
of the following study to isolate a few factors end assert that since modern Buddhism fails
to use laymen creatively it is declining, or that since Soka Gakkai is principally a laymen's
movement it is prospering. Rather, it is to be hoped that after studying the evidence,
Christian leaders will be led to say, "Here is a role for laymen which seems creative and
seams to work in this group. Is there something here which the Christian church could learn
and use? Or, is there some reason which prevents the Christian church from working in this
way?

Shrine Shinto
Traditional Shrine Shinto has no conception of the group of believers separate from the
total population of a given geographical area, thus there is nothing which could be defined
as a religious group as distinct from a social group. The Shinto shrine is related to the total
community, to an entire area; in contrast to the Buddhist temple which is related to the
individual household within the community; and in contrast to other religious groups which
are unrelated to any primary social group and find it necessary to form new secondary
groups around which religious activities may he centered.1
Until the and of World War II, the community organisation end the shrine organization were,
for all practical purposes, identical. The leading man in the community was also the head of
the ujiko, the parishioners of the shrine. The shrine festival was the community festival.?
Today, the area of a shrine is still clearly defined and the priest considers all residents of
that area his parishioners. The deity of the shrine may be a figure out of Japan's ancient
mythology, selected as the local patron deity, or he may be a figure of more strictly .local
significance, perhaps a particularly notable local ancestor.
Because shrines are traditionally thought of as non-sectarian institutions supported by all
residents of the community, shrines until quite recently have not kept lists of members or
tried in any way to differentiate between those residents who support the shrine and might
be considered believers and those who do not. However at the present time, many shrines
do keep records of those ujiko who are active supporters as well as of sukeisha, - those who
no longer lint within the shrine district, but still support the shrine. Under the Religious
Juridical Persons Law, the shrines are organized as religious juridical personas and have
responsible officers who represent the parishioners. These officers also work with the
priests in planning festivals and other shrine activities. Today the shrine organization is
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often used by local politicians for their own purposes. Relative social status within the
community is usually reflected within the shrine organization. 3 Other than this, there
seems to be nothing that could really be called layman's activities.
Evangelism is a new idea for Shrine Shinto. Before the war it was both unnecessary and
forbidden by law since shrines were officially non-religious. After the war, particularly in
cities-where population are relatively fluid, support for the shrine has fallen off rapidly with
the result that one priest may be responsible for two or more shrines. This falling off of
support is attributed in large measure to the fact that as people move from place to place
they fail to assume an active relationship to the shrine in the area to which they have moved.
The shrine in the new area does not seem important enough to the newcomers for them to
go to the trouble of locating and supporting it. Thus as the proportion of old residents in an
area decreases, the support for the local shrine decreases at about the same rate. The head
priest of the Hachiman Shrine in Miyazaki said that he has been much concerned about this
and discussed it with his ujiko representatives at their annual meeting last year. They
particularly discussed the need for tracts which ujiko could distribute to new people. He
further stated that he hopes to have something for this purpose soon and that in some areas,
particularly where there are young priests, much has been done in using laymen in this way.
Laymen, of course, support the shrine financially. This support is by free-will offering,
although in many rural communities it is pro-rated per household. Three hundred yen per
household per year is considered an average contribution. Laymen also play an active part
in festivals and their accompanying parades. Active parishioners in the immediate vicinity
of the shrine take responsibility for cleaning the shrine area and for making minor repairs.
The only other significant activity of ujiko as ujiko is the service performed for the
god-shelf in the home,
The Hachiman Shrine in Miyazaki has a childrens's club where entertainment is the main
activity and a young people's group centered around recreation and preparation for the
shrine festivals. A women's group is planned but is not functioning yet.
The Shinto shrine some to be facing a serious crisis at the present time. A new conception
of the layman and his relationship to the shrine and its functions is being seriously
considered by Shinto leaders as one way to resolve this crisis.
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BUDDHISM
Like Shrine Shinto, Buddhism in Japan is centered around the professional clergyman and
there is very little that could legitimately be called lay activity. Also like Shrine Shinto,
most Buddhist temples lost their financial base in the land reform at the close of World War
II, and many have faced and are facing financial crises.
Traditionally the Buddhist temple is supported by the dance, (supporting household). The
Yohakuji in Miyazaki, a temple of the Jodo sect has 250 danka and 50 shinto (believers
who have not become danka). These supporters take full responsibility for the support of
this temple. The representatives of the supporters meet once a month to take care of temple
business, hear a sermon by the priest and have fellowship together. The priest plans
spiritual retreats two or three times a year for the supporters. In addition there are special
evangelistic campaigns two or three times a year, planned by the priest. The laymen's
activities are confined to inviting their friends to the meetings. There is a women's group
which meets occasionally, always led by the priest. According to this priest, it would be
unthinkable for these ladies to meet without his leadership.
The danka at the Yohakuji are increasing at the rate of about twenty a year, largely through
funerals. When there is a death in the family, or as older people begin to think seriously
about death, if they have not been affiliated with a temple, they often seek some such
affiliation.
Although the priest at the Tohakuji reported that his danka provide the total financial
support necessary for his temple, this is not true for most temples. Many temples have had
to take up the operation of nurseries end kindergartens, and the teaching of flower
arranging, tea ceremony and calligraphy to supplement temple income. Nationally the
biggest single source of temple income is fees received for ceremonies performed, chiefly
officiating at funerals. However, whereas before the war a priest could count on ten funerals
per year per 100 supporting households, this has drooped to six in recent years due to the
drop in the national death rate. 5
A major problem in Japanese Buddhism is the almost total lack of knowledge and
understanding of Buddhism on the part of the laity. Kasahara Kazuo in Kakumei no
Shukyou (Revolutionary Religion) says, "The connection between the temple and the danka
is not faith, but merely habit handed down from one's ancestors. Many supporters not only
do not know the teachings of their religion or its founder, they do not even know to what
sect their temple belongs." In a survey among adherents in Ishikawa Prefecture, the mission
bureau of the Higashi Honganji found that when the question, "Why is it
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necessary to have a priest at the temple?" was asked, almost half answered, "To perform
ceremonies for ancestors," Only 23% answered, "To guide in faith," and only 2% replied,
"For spiritual counseling," The total result of the survey showed that Buddhism was seen
primarily as a ceremonial service for ancestors. Nation-wide -studies have shown
repeatedly that doctrine as studied by Buddhist scholars is totally unrelated to the ordinary
worshipper. In a survey taken among priests in Tokyo and Osaka, education of the laity was
listed as the most important task facing priests at the present time.
One practical result of this lack of understanding of and interest in religious matters is that
relative standing within the organization of temple supporters has no relationship to faith or
to zeal in religion. The head of the supporters' group is not likely to be the man with the
most faith, but rather the man with the most financial and political power, Many priests
report that this acts as a hindrance to their activities as leaders of the temple. They are
bound, in a sense, by the most conservative elements in the community.
Perhaps the most significant activity of the laity in Japanese Buddhism at the present time
is the service which is presented before the Buddhist altar in the home. In the above
mentioned survey in Ishikawa Prefecture, 55% of those surveyed listed the Buddhist altar in
the home as the most important element in Buddhism. Only 7% listed the temple and only
6% listed the priest.
Other writers feel that more is needed than just better education of the laity. They express
the feeling that laymen lack interest in and understanding of modern Japanese Buddhism
because modern Japanese Buddhism itself is irrelevant to man in present day society and
that major changes must be made, not only in organization, but also in the interpretation of
Buddhism's major tenets. Sasaki Kenryu in an essay on "Buddhism and the Labor Problem"
in Modern Buddism points out that Japanese Buddhism grew up in a peasant society and
was designed to meet the needs of peasants. Since Japanese villages are no longer peopled
by peasants, unless there is a reformation in Japanese Buddhism, it will no longer have a
place in Japanese society. l0
Yanagida Kenjuro in an essay entitled "Post-war Morals and Buddhism" also in Modern
Buddism goes into more detail concerning the type of reformation which is called for. He
says that the temple and the priest as they are known today are on the way to certain
destruction because they are powerless to meet the needs of modern can. Each age has its
own demands and Buddhism is not equipped to meat those of this age. 11 He states that in
present-day Japanese society there are only two groups which are really trying to win men's
hearts (1) the new religions that capitalize on unrest and anxiety and promise blessings in
the present world and (2) Marxists who promise social change based on a scientific
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understanding of the world. Buddhism is caught between these two forces with no clear
sense of where it is going. l2
Yanagida goes on to list six major teachings of Japanese Buddhism which he feels must be
reinterpreted if Buddhism is to have any meaning for men in modern Japanese society.
1. Rejection of the present world - otherworldliness, asceticism, escapism. This is the
biggest reason for the lack of interest in and the lack of growth in present-day Japanese
Buddhism. Men now have the power to change the world in which they live. Buddhism
must work out some kind of rapprochement with modern social theories if Buddhism is to
be able to offer salvation to modern man.
2. Rejection of the human desire for material things. Men in depressed social classes are not
impressed by sermons which stress the virtue of the denial of material desires and leave
them as economically depressed as before. Buddhism must provide an economic foundation
for men if it is to lead them.
3. Negative, passive living. The uncertainty of lifeless always been a fundamental principle
of Buddhism, but this should not be an excuse for a negative, passive type of living. Rather,
Buddhism needs to emphasize that the universe is changing and we must change with it.
Basically the foundation of Buddhism is the same as the foundation of modern science and
dialectical materialism.
4. Self-denial. This is not just a negative concept. It must be emphasized that Buddhist
self-denial is only realized in full participation in life for the purpose of helping others.
5. Mercy and love. Perfect mercy is an ideal which is impossible for man to attain. Man has
to choose sides. If he loves the working people he must hate the industrialists who oppress
them. Buddhism must stop preaching an abstract love and mercy which has no meaning in
reality.
6. Peace. The indiscriminate teaching of peace merely re-enforces the hold of the oppressor
over the oppressed because it supports the status quo. Buddhism must align itself with the
people's peace movements, those movements which include social revolution. 13
The above are only a few examples of the extent to which some scholars would be willing
to go to reinterpret Japanese Buddhism in order to make it relevant and attractive to man in
modern Japan.
In summary, it is apparent that modern Japanese Buddhism is, for the laity, largely a matter
of the observance of ceremonies, and there is little or no dace for laymen's work in the
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usual understanding cf that term. That this is not necessarily inherent in Japanese Buddhism
is testified to by the role of the laity in the spread of the Jodo Shin sect under the leadership
of Rennyo in the fifteenth century. Special features of this rapid growth were the
organization of classes and lectures for the laity, most of whom were illiterate farming
people; emphasis on the ideal that priests and laity together stood on an equal level as
followers of Shinran; and a rather careful organization into small groups following the
personal ties along which the faith had been spread. The small groups were to meet at least
once a month to talk over their problems, give testimonies of their faith, and plan further
evangelism and engage in simple recreation. There were also regular ladies' meetings where
women shared their problems and spiritual experiences. Laymen carried the brunt of
evangelism, calling on their neighbors and making themselves fully as obnoxious as
members of some other groups do today. 14
In Tenrikyo, most of the responsibility, including the responsibility for evangelism, rests on
the professional worker rather than on the layman. When a follower of Tenrikyo decides
that he would like to become an evangelist, he first goes to Tenri City for education and
training. Those going from a distance spend two periods in formal training there. After the
formal training is completed, the evangelist returns to his own area and probably resumes
his previous occupation. Then, while continuing his job, he works at evangelism, building
up a new church around himself. When this new church becomes large enough to support
him, he at that time leaves his other work and becomes the _full-time salaried clergyman
for that particular church. According to the leader of the Miyazaki district, this is the principal way in which new Tenri churches are begun in new areas.
The relationship between churches in
geographical areas. When a convert
automatically a daughter church of A,
closer to B. However, for lectures
geographically-based divisions.

Tenrikyo is along conversion patterns rather than
from church A begins a new church B, B is
even though there may be another church C much
and other educational activities there are also

The activities for laymen which Tenrikyo emphasizes are witnessing and practical service.
The majority of Tenrikyo, believers were converted when they were in distress either
because of illness or some other serious trouble and witnessing tends to be limited to those
who are in similar circumstances. The recommended pattern is for the layman to witness to
his own experience in similar circumstances and then to bring his clergymen to actually
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teach and lead the men to faith. There has been no appreciable increase or decrease in the
membership of Tenrikyo in Miyazaki Prefecture over the past few years.
Practical service is emphasized in Tenrikyo as a demonstration of faith„ It receives a great
deal of prominence in Tenrikyo literature and propaganda. According to the leader of the
Miyazaki district, this practical service is more of a. goal to be proclaimed than it is
something actually carried out in practice. In Miyazaki this service seems to consist chiefly
of cleaning the park around the peace tower once a year.
Within Tenrikyo there are both women's and young people' s organizations at both the local
and district level. The young people &tan plan their programs entirely by themselves and
on their own initiative. Recreation and movies (both religious and general) are the principal
features. In addition the young people also sponsor lecture meetings ',o which they invite
their non-believing friends, A Tenri teacher is asked to come to lecture at these meetings.
Recently the percentage of young people in Tenrikyo has increased rapidly and now forms
about one-half of the total membershinp. 15

Rissho Kosei Kai
The teachings of the Rissho Kosei Kai are founded on the Lotus Sutra, the writings of
Nichiren, and on the belief that this age is the period of the decline of the Buddha Law, a
period of trouble and chaos. The chief characteristic of this period is individualism and
self-centeredness, every man looking out for himself. It is to man in this condition that the
Rissho Kosei Kai endeavors to speak.
Rissho Kosei Kai emphasizes the equality of all man, and in a sense, that all man are laity;
it is Buddhism by and for the laity (Zaike Bukkou). It holds that only men who are living in
society and experiencing the same sufferings that all man experience are qualified to preach
to others in this situation. "If you haven't gone through the same things you can't speak to
them; only a farmer who knows the troubles of a farmer can speak to a farmer." This same
general attitude holds true for work with all other classes of society.
At the present time Rissho Kosei Kai claims about two million members. There are 171
training centers scattered over Japan. According to the leader in Miyazaki, the only
professional leaders employed by Rissho Kosei Kai are the district leaders, one at each of
these district centers, and at the headquarters in Tokyo. These men or women stay at the
training center all day counseling with believers and teaching the faith. All local leadership
under this district leader is voluntary. Under the district leader there are any number
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of kanbu (local leaders) who are each responsible for about fifteen, kumi (groups). Each
kumi is further divided into about five han (smaller groups) composed of about ten
members each.
The most important duty of the professional district leader is the teaching and direction of
these voluntary or lay leaders who are under him. In other words, he is occupied in lay
leadership training. The voluntary lay leaders are either employed people who devote their
evenings to the work of the Rissho Kosei Kai, or they are housewives who can devote some
of their days to this work.
The typical way for new believers to be won to Rissho Kosei Kai is for a believer to make
an initial contact with a friend, usually when that friend is in distress or has some special
problem. Next he introduces the head of his han or kumi, a layman who has had special
training, to his friend and this trained layman persuades this friend and leads him into the
faith. Interestingly, Rissho Kosei Kai makes a point of not criticizing other faiths and recognizes that all faiths have validity. Rather than abuse a man's present faith in leading him to
Rissho Kosei Kai, it is taught that in this age men are wall enough educated to understand
and accept the faith if it is logically explained to them. In theory at least, this is the way that
evangelism is carried out.
Besides his role in bringing the han or kumi leader to prospective new members, activities
for the ordinary member seem to consist of thirty-minute devotions each day and a
minimum of once-a-month attendance at a lecture on the faith. If a member loses interest or
begins to fall away from the faith, the han and kami leaders are there to provide pastoral
help and bring him back.
This careful organization from the top down to the small terminal group, and the training of
lay leadership necessary to maintain this organization, give great strength to the Rissho
Kosei Kai. As mentioned above, the Rissho Kosei Kai is organized nationally into 171
branches which are then divided into smaller groups down to terminal groups of about ten
members. Each group has its own leader trained to look after the affairs of the group. Thus
rather than having one professional worker responsible for several hundred or thousand
people, no one parson has direct responsibility for more than ten or fifteen people. Thus, In
theory at least, it is possible to give pastoral care in abundance. In addition, each lay leader
at each level has his own leader at the next level to whom he may go for counsel and
direction.
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Soka Gakkai
The Soka Gakkai has received so much publicity during the last few years and so much has
been written and publishad that it hardly seems necessary to go into much detail here.
It is well known that Soka Gakkai prides itself on being a laymen's organization staffed by
non-paid non-professional workers. Two features of the Soka Gakkai merit our attention
here - the organizational structure of the Soka Gakkai, and the leadership training program
set up to staff that organization.
The Soka Gakkai is a tightly organized body from its headquarters In Tokyo where all
major decisions are made down to the small terminal groups In the local areas. Even
requests for detailed statistics on the movement in Miyazaki were first referred to Tokyo.
The organization is broken down into progressively smaller units through regional
headquarters, branches, districts, squads, down to the kumi which is the terminal group.
This terminal group may have from five to twenty members. While these divisions roughly
follow geograhical lines, they are not strictly geographical, but rather follow lines of
conversion. Thus when a man converts enough people to form a group, this is organized
under the group in which he was converted and the whole organization develops in this way.
Parallel to this organization is another which is strctly geographical and is utilized chiefly
for education purposes.
One of the most distinctive features of the Soka Gakkai is its education department under
which the leadership for this vast organization is trained. After entering this deparment, the
member takes various courses of lectures on the writings of Nichiren, the Lotus Sutra, and
the various published works of the Soka Gakkai leadership. By diligent study and the
passing of rather stiff examinations, the member can rise up throught the ranks of assistant,
instructor, assistant professor and professor. As of March, 1964, there were 141 professors
plus 6933 candidates; 75,179 instructors and 424,780 assistants. 16 The examinations by
which members move up the ladder are held once a year in centers throughout the country.
In 1962 there were 1400 centers where education department members were giving regular
instruction and counseling help. The education department publishes a magazine to aid in
study and the monthly magazine the Soka Gakkai also contains many study aids.
Those who take these lectures end devote their time to study in an effort to pass
examinations and move up the ladder can be almost any type of person from any stratum of
society. An assistant professor at the University of Tokyo relates this incident. "In February
of this year (1964) I went with two or three friends to a Ginza cabaret for a second farewell
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party for a friend going to study in America. One of our hostesses was a Soka. Gakkai
member. She had just recently passed her examinations to become an instructor. She
seemed to possess detailed knowledge not only of the doctrines of Nichiren Shoshu, but
also of Soka Gakkai. A young girl who has just turned twenty who works in the barber shop
where I regularly go is also an instructor." l7
The place where the work of laymen receives its most crucial test is at the local level in the
terminal group. This group meets regularly in believers' homes for the singing of Soka
Gakkai songs, informal, testimonies, teaching and answering questions and for worship.
The discussion itself is usually led by a member of the education department who has
received training for this purpose. He is prepared to answer any question which may come
up and to keep the discussion going in what seems to be a free and open way. Prospective
members are brought first to this meeting and this is the place where most make the
decision to become members.
Since the terminal group is rather small, the leadership at this level - group leader, women's
leader and education department member fiats it rather easy to follow up prospects and also
keep track of members who may be facing problems and be tempted to fall away from the
faith.
The Soka Gakkai has a very active youth organization which has spear-headed many of
their greatest advances. It also is a highly centralized organization, organized down to the
small terminal group at the local level. It emphasizes strict discipline at all levels and
carries out preparations for large Soka Gak'cai meetings, marches, picketing, etc. In recent
years huge athletic meets have been a prominent feature.
A student department was organized in 1957 and groups are found on most university
campuses. They often go under the name of Lotus Sutra Study Group and emphasize that
they are engaged in objective study of the Lotus Sutra as true Buddhist teaching. There are
also women's groups and children's groups.

Konkokyo
Konkokyo.is a religion which is centered around its professional workers. The major
features of this religion are owabi (confession) and toritsugi, (mediation). Believers come
individually to the church at any time of the day. The professional minister hears their
confessions and acts as mediator in carrying them on to the deity. In the Miyazaki church
there are two professionals to carry on the work of a church which was founded 61 years
ago.
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If a member of Konkokyo wants to become a professional minister he goes to the national
headquarters and takes a one-year training course. He can then go back to his local area as a
full-fledged minister.
Rather than having regular weakly or monthly meetings, Konkokyo activities center around
festivals throughout the year. There are minor festivals three times a month. Only the most
serious believers come to these. There are larger festivals to which a few more come, and
two major festivals per year to which most of the members come. These are in the spring
and fall.
Members are urged to bring their friends and help to spread the faith. When a. believer wins
a new believer, he becomes his spiritual father and is responsible for that person ever after.
Since a believer receives salvation from the deity, he is obligated to do something for him
in return (orei). One way to do this is to lead new people to the faith. He has been saved,
now he ought to save others.
In the Miyazaki church there is a young people's group which meets twice a month, a
believers' group for middle-aged men which meets once a month, and a women's group
which also meets once a month. Some churches also have a children's group. The adult
men's group emphasizes the sharing of testimonies and fellowship, The women's group
concentrates on practical service - serving when there are special meetings, repairing the
paper in the doors, etc. The professional minister serves as the leader for all these groups
and also does most of the planning.
In Miyazaki the local church is not further subdivided into smaller groups and the
professional minister is directly responsible for all of the believers. The organization seems
quite similar to that of many Christian churches. The membership of Konkokyo has been
showing a slight decline over the past few years.

Conclusions
1. Traditional Japanese religion, whether Shinto or Buddhist, as it exists at the present time,
depends on a professional class of priests for leadership of most of its significant religious
functions, except those carried on within the family. This seems due in large measure to the
fact that these groups, in the popular mind, exist primarily for the performance of certain
ceremonies. Whether these ceremonies are weddings or funerals, purification rites or
memorial services for the dead, they must be conducted by someone who is trained and
who is endowed with the necessary charismatic qualifications. In other words, the
performance of these religious ceremonies depends on a professional priest or clergymen.
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In both Shrine Shinto and in Buddhism, there is very little that could be called lay activity
as that term is used in Christian circles.
2. In both Shrine Shinto and in established Buddhism, lay followers show very little interest
in or understanding of. the specific teachings of the particular groan to which they belong.
Since these groups are associated in the popular mind primarily with the performance of
ceremonies, interest seems to extend only to the adequate performance of these ceremonies
at the appropriate time; i.e. harvest time, death, marriage, construction of a new building,
etc.
3. Among the groups studied in this report, it is those which are most intimately related to
and in mast ways identical with the primary social groups - the family and the community which seem the least vital and least understood and supported by laymen. This is true both
as to time devoted to the religious activities of the group and to financial support. On the
other hand, that group which most emphasizes its separateness from other groups, either
social or religions, the Soka Gakkai, also seems the best supported by its membership and
the most prosperous.
4. Tenrikyo depends on a modified version of the professional ministry for most of its
church growth. It is a. flexible plan in which the professionally trained minister supports
himself by some other occupation until his evangelistic efforts have resulted in a church
group large enough to support him. Under this plan, trained personnel can be placed in
churchless areas for evangelistic outreach without becoming a financial liability to the
church at large.
5. Rissho Kosei Kaai and Soka Gakkai, the groups in this study which have experienced the
greatest growth in recent years, have many points of similarity not only in their
organizational patterns and in their use of trained lay leadership within that organization,
but also in their doctrinal position.
a) Organization: Both groups are centrally organized with a strong headquarters and on
organization which extends downward in progressively smaller units to a terminal group of
from ten to twenty members. The most important regular activities are carried on at this
terminal group level.
b) Lay leadership training: This system of training is most carefully worked out in the Soka
Gakkai with its elaborate education department and system of graded examinations.
c) Doctrine: Both Rissho Kosei Kai and Soka Gakkai base their doctrine on the Lotus Sutra
and the writings of Nichiren.
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In addition their view of modern society is essentially the same. The possibility must be
considered therefore that organizational factors may be less important than doctrinal ones in
determining group growth. The content of the religious teaching and its relevance for man
in modern society is very important, as the writers who demanded a complete
reinterpretation of Buddhist teaching have pointed out. Thus, while it is not likely to be
merely coincidence that the most rapidly growing groups have very similar organizational
patterns and use laymen in much the same way, it would be a mistake to ignore the content
of the doctrine which these two groups also hold in common.
6. Among the groups studied., those which most emphasize the teaching of doctrine to
laymen in a systematic way, also seem to have the beat and most active participation on the
part of laymen.
7. Among the groups studied, those groups which have active lay participation are growing
most rapidly. This is true even of Tenrikyo where, although the general membership
remains at relatively the same level, the young peoples group, where there is active lay
participation both in planning and carrying out group activities, is growing very rapidly.
The question remains however, is rapid growth a result of lay participation, or are both
rapid growth and energetic lay participation results of another factor, such as a religious
teaching that has especial appeal and relevance for men in modern Javanese society?
Further study in this area would seem to be called for.
8. Given the proper training, it is possible for laymen in some religious groups to carry on
many of the functions which other religious groups reserve solely for a professional
ministry or priesthood. Laymen can lead meetings, they can do pastoral counseling, they
can teach, they can plan evangelistic outreach and they can begin new churches without the
help of a professional clergy. However, to say that laymen can do these things in Rissho
Kosei Kai or Soka Gakkai, is not the same as to say that they can do these things in any
religion, or more specifically, that they can do these things in Christianity. There might
conceivably be something in Christianity, for example, that would make it impossible for a
layman to carry on these functions within the Christian church.

Questions which Christians might consider and discuss
1. Is there something inherent in Christianity which makes it necessary and desirable for the
worship experience of a Christian group to be led by and center around a well-trained
professional clergyman?
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2. Is there something inherent in Christianity which makes it desirable for Christian
congregations to try to grow indefinitely, rather than to keep splitting into groups small
enough to meet in members homes?
3. If, instead of trying to least church meetings end-work with all his parishioners, a
professional clergyman devoted his time to lay leadership training and left the leading of
local meetings, the teaching and preaching and pasturing of local members in the hands of
these trained voluntary leaders, what would be the advantages and disadvantages?
4. Is there any particular reason why an ordained priest or minister should be financially
supported by his congregation? Would a plurality of ordained men, each self-supported and
responsible for the care of a small group of Christians, be unthinkable from the standpoint
of our understanding of the church?
5. Would it be possible to reinterpret basic Christian doctrine to make it more relevant to
the situation of modern man? How would such a reinterpretation affect lay participation in
the Christian movement?
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TRAINING LAYPEOPLE FOR CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
Gordon Chapman

Christian Stewardship has had its greatest development and elaboration in North America,
which has been the chief source of supply of missionaries and missionary monies. In the
light of the experience of the China debacle, not to mention others, it appears quite evident
that when mission subsidies from the West are withdrawn, local support is often not
forthcoming and Christian enterprises are greatly weakened or collapse. This suggests that
the stewardship rootage of the younger churches in their native economies is rather shallow.
Dr. Arne Sovik of the Lutheran Church has stated that:
Examples abound to illustrate the tendency for a heavily subsidized, heavily
institutionalized church to become a dependent church, and for a dependent church to
become an evangelistically uninterested church. Christians have too often come to look
upon church and mission as meant to serve them rather than to provide a channel through
which they can serve their fellow men. In a word, experience would seem to indicate that a
heavily foreign supported welfare program would be an extremely heavy handicap to the
development of healthy stewardship - without which Christianity will never capture Africa
or Asia.
The late Kanzo Uchimura on one occasion told the writer that he regarded foreign subsidies
as the principal hindrance to the establishment of a truly indigenous church in Japan. The
late Paul Sawayama, founder of the first church in Osaka and also the Baika Girls School,
was an advocate of scriptural stewardship principles. He found that "self-support is
beneficial to the Church and school, particularly as it leads the Christians to look upon the
work as their own." Pastor Yoshiaki Akaishi of Nagoya, in an article on Christian
Stewardship, stated that the subsidization policy of mission is partly responsible for the low
rate of giving in the Japanese churches. Bishop Stephen Neil has observed that when "new
groups or churches are aided from the beginning by subsidies from the outside or abroad,
with pastor's salaries and the construction of the first church edifices dependent upon such
financial aid, Christians are encouraged to believe that the Christian Gospel is a matter of
receiving help, without corresponding emphasis on the joy of sacrificial giving from the
beginning of the Church life .... which is the natural expression of a grateful heart."
In citing these references to the problem of subsidization of the younger churches, the
writer does not mean to imply that stewardship is mainly concerned with the use that we
make of our material possessions. However, he does suggest that this is a very good point
from which to begin the consideration of the problems of stewardship education at a
Missionary Seminar.
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The Meaning of Christian Stewardship
It has been the privilege of the writer to serve as the missionary representative on the
Christian Stewardship Committee of the United Church of Christ in Japan. It was
immediately recognized that the primary problem of stewardship education is one of
semantics. All were agreed that the transliteration of the English word, "stewardship," into
Japanese syllabary was hardly meaningful; especially in view of the modern application of
the word, "steward," to those serving in various capacities. Yet, strange as it may seem, the
transliterated word is used in most Japanese publications on Stewardship.
Very properly, the Committee engaged in an exhaustive study of the biblical terminology
and a comparison of the various renderings in Japanese and other modern language
translations; with the missionary responsible to prepare the study of biblical usage.
Meanwhile, a questionnaire was sent out to a select list of ministers and laymen to ascertain
whether the Scripture concept of Stewardship had become meaningful to them; and asking
each to contribute an expression which best summed up his ideal of Christian Stewardship.
Though a large number replied, there were only a few who used the Japanese Scriptural
equivalents of the original Greek words for steward (oikonomos, epitropos), which are
rendered as "kanrinin","karei," "tsukaeru mono," in the Kogotai; "ietsukasa," "shihainin,"
and "kokennin" in the Bungotai; "shihainin," "shitsuji," and "koukennin" in the Catholic
version. The same more or less applied to he Japanese equivalents of the Greek word for
stewardship (oikonomia), rendered as "tsutome" in the Kougotai; "tsutome" and "cairn" in
the Bungotai; and "shokumu" in the Catholic version. '..'hen one of the scriptural words was
used it was usually qualified with a suitable adjective. Many of the expressions were most
significant and clearly indicated that the individual had a good ;rasp; of at least certain
aspects of stewardship as it is set forth in the Scriptures. Incidentally, many of the lay
suggestions were moat encouraging and fully matched the ingenuity of the ministers. Some
of the best Japanese expressions of the essence of stewardship are as follows: "chuboku
seishin" (spirit of a faithful servant); "karei seishin" (spirit of a steward); "shitsuji shoku"
(stewardship); "kanrinindo" (the way of the steward); "yoki kanrishataru michi" (the way to
be a good steward); "Kirisutokyo hoken hoshi" (Christian service of offering); "ho-ken no
seikatsu" (the life of dedication or offering); "hoken hoshi" (dedicated service);
"Kirisutosha hoshi" (Christian service); "shinja no arikata" (the way believers should be);
"kenzai h'oshi" (service by offering money or treasure); "kanzen hoshi (perfect service);
"sutemi seishin" (spirit of self-denial ; "oikonomia-shoku" (stewardship); "chujitsuna
kanri-shoku" (faithful stewardship); "tsukaeru kokoro" (the serving heart or spirit);
"tamamono no katsuyou" (practical use of God's gifts); "ai no jikko" (the practice of love);
"yorokobi tsukaeru seiketsu" (the life of joyful service); "yorokobi no kenshin" (the
devotion of joy); "kansha no gutaisei" (the concreteness of thanksgiving).
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A lay member of the Committee suggested that it womsld be best to devise a compound
word to express the concept of stewardship, using the following elements: "jikaku" (self
awakening), "genri" (principle in the sense of basic theory) "taido" (attitude), "shugi"
(moral principle), "shinri" (truth , "nengan" (ones prayerful wish), "kannen" (innate idea),
"rinen" (idea), "seishin" (spirit), "jissen" (practice)', "ishiki" (sense); which should be
combined with "kan-on" (gratitude),"seiboku".(God's servents), "seito" (saints), "seido"
(God’s slave) and "chuboku" (faithful servant). After careful consideration of all
possibilities, the Committee decided that "Okei" (response to God's grace) is the best
explanation of the deeper meaning of Christian Stewardship.
In etymological studies there is always the danger that the root meaning of a word like
"oikonomos" will be broadened to include such a large sphere that it becomes
over-spiritualized and therefore somewhat meaningless. A good example is the definition of
stewardship as "the practice of the Christian religion." The Committee gave assent to the
standard definition of Stewardship , which has become rather popular in America, which
reads as follows: "Christian Stewardship is the practice of systematic and proportionate
giving of time, abilities, and material possessions, based upon the conviction that these are
trusts from God to be used in His service for the benefit of all mankind in grateful
acknowledgment of Christ's redeeming love." (Constitution, National Council of Churches
of Christ in the U.S.A.). However, the Committee felt that this definition unduly limits
stewardship to giving and does ngt stress enough some more basic considerations. As the
term "Okei" reveals, stewardship is the believer's response to the grace of God and joyful
obedience to His will, who entrusts to man the management of life and possessions, that the
world may know Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. This response is always to be with
thankfulness as by word and act we perform God's will. Such a view of stewardship gives
due erphasia to the responsible individual or group, with a definite entrustment from God,
for which there will be an ultimate accounting. This concept was also seen to be quite in
accord with Pauline usage, viz.: "yudanerareta tsutome" (1 Cor. 9:17); "megumi no
tsutome` (L+phes.3:2); "Kami no kotoba o tsuge hiromeru tsutome" (Col. 1:25); "Kami no
okugi o kami shite iru mono" (1 Cor. 4:12); "Tsukaeru mono" (Titus 1:7); with Peter
speaking of "Kami no samazamana megumi no yoki kanrinin" (1 Peter 4:10), etc. Attention
was also called to the fact that both "oikonomia" and "epitropes" sign to be entrusted with a
responsibility or mission (inin sareru koto , which is basically the proclamation of the
Gospel of God's grace in Christ. Christians are entrusted with time, talent and possessions
which must be used rightly and wisely in accordance with God's will.
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The Need for Stewardship Education
The implementation of the principle and practice of Christian stewardship in the Japanese
churches is primarily a problem of Christian education. The Westminster Dictionary of
Christian Education (pp. 627ff.) states that "the purpose of Christian education is to develop
persons who in all the relationships of life are guided by an awareness of their particular
relation to and dependence upon God as revealed in Jesus Christ. Stewardship is thus listed
as a subject matter item to be included in the curriculum of Christian education." As one
pastor, who had recently visited America, reported to the amazement of some of his hearers,
stewardship education is implemented in the life of the Church through curriculum
materials for all age groups in the Sunday School; elective courses on stewardship are
available for the programs of all the organizations of youth and adults; and materials are
also provided for special schools of stewardship, with education courses available to assist
lay leaders in teaching stewardship. In Japan Church schools are chiefly for children and
there is little provision for adult education or other systematic Christian nurture. Most
ministers in America do not hesitate to preach on Stewardship, especially on Stewardship
Sunday and in connection with the Stewardship Commitment Visitation or Every Member
Canvass, which is the focal point of the year-round stewardship program. However, in
Japan, as a prominent Japanese minister frankly stated, "many pastors regard it as indecent
to speak about money matters. Also, members of the church committee have the same idea
and do not cooperate with the pastor in promoting the spirit of giving nor do they plan
suitable occasions when members can receive training in Christian stewardship. In fact
there is a popular idea that pastors, like monks, should live ascetic lives and not be
concerned about money matters." In place of stewardship commitment campaigns many
churches resort to holding bazaars and other commercial methods, which apparently were
introduced from the West. The rather prevalent impression that Christian stewardship is just
another American scheme for raising money leads many to think of it as a practical method
for a rich country, but ill adapted to a country poor in natural resources like Japan.
Generally speaking, Japanese Christians are not familiar with the Scriptures, especially the
Old Testament, with the result that the biblical basis of Christian Stewardship is little
understood. There are also certain paradoxical elements in the present situation in Japan
which make people reluctant to undertake anything which may involve them in new
financial responsibilities. Though the country is enjoying unrrecedented economic
prosperity, the margin of bare subsistence is rather narrow for the average family, due to
low income and steadily advancing prices. Many seek to mitigate their grave anxiety about
the future through the hedonistic pursuit of pleasure. Suffice it to say that as the problem of
security becomes more acute it becomes more difficult to promote anything which bears on
the stewardship of material possessions, the Japanese head of a well known Christian
agency, which has depended heavily on foreign subsidies since the war, when chided for his
failure to become more self-supporting replied, "this is no time for us to become beggars."
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Christian Stewardship and Church Growth
Stewardship education and practice is most urgent because of the extreme slowness of
Church growth in Japan. Protestant Church members or professing Christians comprise
only about one half of one percent, with many churches barely holding their own. Even
mission and Church groups which devote themselves almost exclusively to evangelism
report comparatively few church members. This lack of growth is in spite of much
excellent work of a kind by both churches and missions. Furthermore, this lack of growth
seems often to be taken for granted and excites very little critical comment. In fact, there
are said to be some pastors who are quite content with a congregation of less than one
hundred, lest the pastoral care of the flock become too difficult. In many cases, as before
intimated, churches are unduly dependent upon financial aid from abroad and there is little
reciprocal sharing in the great task of evangelizing the nations. All too rarely are Christians
encouraged to exploit to the full the natural channels of Gospel witness - the family. the
wider circle of relatives, the local community, the place of employment; not to mention the
responsibility to share in the great work of home and overseas missions. Obviously no
church will grow as long as the pastor is expected to bear the burden of evangelism and
Christian nurture alone. And one of the very encouraging developments, at least in the
denomination with which I em affiliated, is the increasing participation of laymen in
visitation and occupational evangelism. However, the great need is for whole-hearted
commitment to the Lord who has called us to be stewards of the manifold grace of God,
combined with effective training in all the phases of stewardship responsibility, with
provision for believers of all age groups. Commenting on the lessons to be learned from the
China debacle, Bishop Leslie Newbigin calls attention to the fact that a false conception of
leadership had developed in the churches, with undue dependence on highly trained
professional ministers and too little training of lay leaders for the work of the Gospel. This
took place at a time when the great need was for saints and servants in the churches, rather
than highly trained intellectuals with little or no spiritual power. As the Bishop further says,
"genuine Christian training is more akin to an apprenticeship, for learning the art of
Christian service must largely be by doing. This apprenticeship must be served in the
atmosphere of spiritual fellowship and companionship, as when Christ our Lord trained His
disciples."
The Nevius Principles and Stewardship
For many years before the war, it was the custom of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign
Missions to present to each new missionary a copy of a book on the "planting and
Development of Churches," by the late Dr. J.L. Nevius who was a missionary in Shantung
province, China, during the latter half of the 19th. century. The writer received his copy in
1921 and often referred to it during the years before the Pacific War, together with
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"The Nevius Plan of Mission Work in Korea by Dr. Charles Allen Clark; for it was in
connection with the Presbyterian Church of Korea that the Nevius principles received their
clearest exemplification and their validity amply justified. The most striking feature of the
methods, as adopted in 1390 by the Presbyterian U.S.A. Mission, was the emphasis upon
the participation of Korean Christians in the spread of the Christian message and upon the
financial self-support of the churches from the very beginning, with the church buildings
constructed only when the Christians could pay for them. The Bible was centric in every
part of the work, with much emphasis upon training classes in the Bible for all laymen,
with a view to training them for evangelism and other church activities. Absolute principles
of self-propagation, self-government and self-support were enforced from the very
beginning of the work. The Methodist Church undertook work in Korea at about the same
time as the Presbyterians, with about the same number of missionaries, with equal
consecration and ability. However, the Nevius principles did not appeal to this group, which
followed the same plan which was characteristic of their work in Japan, not to mention
most of the other Japan missions. It was the writer's privilege to visit Korea at the tire of the
50th. anniversary celebration of the founding of Protestant work in Korea. By that time the
Presbyterian. Church of Korea enrolled about 80% of all Protestant believers, with six
times the constituency of the Methodist Church, and also a larger membership than the total
number of Protestants in Japan at the time. With 341,700 Presbyterian believers in Korea,
344,268 were regularly enrolled in the Sunday Schools; 178;313 adults were enrolled in
2,344 "Bible Classes", meeting all day long for from six to ten days each; and 3,685 lay
leaders attended a Bible Institute session of from six to ten weeks, at their own charges.
Though the modern stewardship movement, as such, had not become known as yet, the
strong emphasis on Bible study and the practical application of its teachings had
contributed to the formation of a Church which was fully comitted to scripturally sound
stewardship principles. In analyzing the reasons for this truly remarkable growth, it is not
necessary to take into account considerations of Korean religion, or even political,
social .and economic factors, for obviously the two major denominations of Korea were
subject to the same environmental conditions. Though it is not my intention to refer to the
postwar Church of Korea, it is a significant fact that even the refugee church groups who
fled from the Communist area to the Mouth, have not only survived but continue to
demonstrate great vitality. A good example is the great Central Church in Seoul which has
from six to seven thousand people in attendance on Sunday morning in three services. In
the time which remains I will call attention to certain stewardship principles of church
growth which have been abundantly demonstrated in Korea and even in Japan to a more
limited extent; especially in the earlier days of the Christian movement. In fact, the little
experience that the writer has had in applying these same principles in Japan has convinced
him that they are of equal applicability here.
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THE INDISPENSABILITY OF THE SCRIPTURES IN STEWARDSHIP EDUCATION
At the time of the Semicentennial Celebration of the Presbyterian Church in Korea, both
Church and missions recorded the "conviction that the unique and dominant place given to
instruction in the Scriptures has been the outstanding factor in the evangelization of Korea
and the growth of the Church. The mission of the Church is to proclaim the supernatural
revelation of God's plan of salvation from sin and Redemption through grace, and it is for
this reason that the Bible should have the preeminent place in all the work of the Church.
Without doubt, the very large development of the system of Bible classes and Conferences
and the short term Bible Institutes for laymen have been a prime factor in the conservation
of the Church and its extension throughout the land." It is all too common in the seminaries
and churches of Japan to study about the Bible, or to study the latest ideas of modern
theologians, and thereby to neglect the study of the Bible itself; with the result that laymen
and even some ministers have too little familiarity with the great scriptural verities of the
faith. The Old Testament, for example, has special relevance for an Oriental church which
is emerging in the midst of a population which is predominantly pagan. Thus, when a
certain pastor first realized this fact, he invited the writer to give a series of O.T.
expositions to his people; and this has been going on for several years, with several taking
tape recordings for future publication.
This biblical emphasis of the Korean Church led to the strong conviction that scriptural
standards of living should be asserted and maintained in the Church; and that those
believers who fall short of these standards should be dealt: with sympathetically, but
without lowering or compromising the standards. Along with the emphasis on the Bible
was the recognition of the Holy Spirit as the inspirer and illuminator of the Scriptures, who
empowers Christians for Christlike living and effective witness to the grace of God in
Christ. Thus, the heading of the first chapter in the book used to teach catechumens was,
"The Believer and the Holy Spirit," calling attention to the work of the Holy Spirit in
regeneration and sanctification or Christian growth; the dependence of the believer on the
Holy Spirit for teaching, leadership, protection and power; and how to receive the fullness
of the Holy Spirit for victorious living and fruitful witness. The reason why so many
Christians fail and go out from the churches is that they try to live the Christian life in their
own strength, never experiencing the help and power of the Holy Spirit for a life of faithful
stewardship.
THE BIBLICAL BASIS OF CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
It is important to recognize that the basic theological presuppositions of the Old Testament
concerning God and man's relation to Him are carried over into the New Testament, where
the Church or New Israel displaces Old Israel as the people of God, (Gal 3:28,29; Col. 3:11;
Rom. 10:12; 1 Cor. 12:13; Ephes. 2:11-22) As the late Dr. G. Campbell Morgan wrote two
years before his death, "I am now quite convinced that all the promises made to Israel have
found, are finding, and will find their perfect fulfillment in the Church ... the new and
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spiritual Israel! Moses was designated as the steward who is entrusted with all the house of
God (Nu. 12:7,3); i.e., the one who is responsible to God for the management of the affairs
of the people of God. And his faithfulness as a servant with stewardship responsibility is
confirmed in the New Testament (Heb. 3:2-6), though in contrast to the Servant-Steward
Christ who "was faithful as a Son in charge of His own household." It is significance that
Moses' service as a faithful steward included both material and spiritual responsibilities.
Thus Jesus Christ, the greater than Moses, emphasizes the importance of being faithful in
the administration of money and material goods and makes this the acid test of spiritual
ability.
The early narratives of Genesis, and other passages of the O.T., make it clear that God the
Sovereign Creator of the universe and Owner of all things, has entrusted to man the
utilization of the resources of earth; but as subject to God in all things, and in obedience to
His will (Gen. 1:26-28; 1 Chr. 29:10-16). However, it was to Israel, the chosen people of
God, to whom He entrusted the special servant-steward responsibility of loyalty and
obedience in the administration of the things of God; which was perfectly fulfilled in the
great Servant-Steward, who finally entrusts it to the new Israel, the Church (Ex. 19:5,6; 1
Pet. 2: 9); together with the gifts of the Holy Spirit by way of enabling grace.
It is significant that this peculiar relation and covenant bond between God and Israel was
based upon the act of deliverance from the house of bondage (Dt.7:6-8). The great
redemptive act of the Exodus typifies God's final and complete act of deliverance through
Jesus Christ; with the Passover lamb, slain the night before the Exodus (Ex. 12:21,28),
becoming the symbol of Jesus Christ, the Pascal Lamb "who takes away the sin of the
world" (Jn. 1:29). Israel's response to God's gracious act of redemption was that of gratitude
and thanksgiving; which was acknowledged in the offering of the first fruits of the field, the
flocks, and the increase of all property; the tithe in particular being a recognition of God's
ownership and abundant provision for the needs of His people. As the Jews at the Passover
meal called to remembrance and gave thanks for the mighty intervention of God at the
Exodus, so Christians, remembering and celebrating their redemption as a present reality,
like Christ give thanks as they celebrate the Lord's Supper, making it a Eucharistia or
occasion of thanksgiving to God for all His wondrous gifts. God's gracious election of
Israel, as with the New Israel also, demonstrated in the great Exodus deliverance, and His
continuing relationship, eras perpetuated in the form of a covenant between God and His
people. Though God would lead them, defend them and provide them with security or
material endowments, Israel as God's steward was bound to administer these in faithfulness,
loyalty and obedience; but not as a meaner of salvation. The Law was never given to Israel
as a means of salvation but rather as the revelation of their responsibility as the Covenant
people to render loyalty and obedience.
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The Mosaic laws regarding property all reflect the basic conditions of God's sovereignty
right as Owner and man's consequent stewardship obligation. Though these laws are not
literally applicable to the complex conditions of modern society, they do indicate that
private ownership is not an unlimited right which must be exercised in the light of God's
original creation and ultimate ownership. In this relation man is steward and not absolute
owner and always has an obligation to consider the welfare of his fellow men. Thus the
ownership of property carries with it an ethical responsibility, especially toward those in
less fortunate circumstances.
The central teaching of the Old Testament regarding stewardship is found in the Law of the
Tithe. Tithing was an acknowledgement of God's creating and sustaining providence and
may be interpreted as an act of worship and praise, prompted by an awareness of the
continued mercies and gifts of God. The Law did not limit giving to a tenth, for after the
settlement in the land of Canaan a second tenth came to be recognized as an act of worship
and thanksgiving to God (Dt. 14: 22-23); a special occasion of joy and family reunion (Dt.
12:5-7). Yet the giving of the faithful Hebrew steward did not necessarily end with the
general tithe and the thanksgiving one, for every third year the people were asked to bring
another one to care for the needy, "that the Lord God may bless you in all the works of your
bands that you do" (Dt. 14:28,29). This custom was a challenge to self-sacrifice and
dedication and was regarded as the only adequate measure of the stewardship of material
goods. 1t was a means of religious devotion, a way of expressing appreciation to God for
all His benefits, and of acknowledging man's dependence upon the creative and sustaining
providence of God, (Dt. 26:7-11). The offerer was required to give the best that he
possessed, without blemish and perfect (Lev. 22:18-21). As King David said, "neither will I
offer to the Lord my God that which costs me nothing" (2 Sam. 24:24). And over and above
the tithes were the free will offerings, such as on the occasion of the great offering of
valuable materials for the building of the temple; when David offered a prayer which
beautifully sums up the significance of such offerings to God (1 Chr. 29:14ff.). The O.T.
makes it clear that tithing abounds in both spiritual and material benefits to the offerer
(Prow. 3:9-10; Mal. 3:10). On one occasion the elder of a new church which had adhered to
self-support principles from the beginning called at the missionary home to share his
conviction that financial independence was a rather heavy burden and to explore
possibilities of getting some aid. During our united prayer for guidance he asked the Lord
"to pour out a blessing that there shall not b room enough to receive it" (Mal. 3:10). When
he was asked whether he was familiar with the context of this passage (3:8-12), he admitted
ignorance and proceeded to read it, with the result that he was utterly confounded and threw
himself on his knees to confess to God that he had taken pride in giving 5%, when he was
able to give much more. Then he confessed this sin to the Church Committee others were
convicted, with the result that they saw their way clear to adopt a much larger budget,
including a raise in the pastor's salary.
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The Gospels
The teachings of our Lord concerning the stewardship of possessions was rooted primarily
in His concern for the spiritual development of His disciples; especially in view of the fact
that life in this world is a Period of testing and preparation for the life to come, (Mt. 6:
19-21). These teachings are given to us in precepts and in some of the personal interviews,
such as those with the rich young ruler and Zaccheus, but especially in the Stewardship
Parables. The Parable of the Rich Fool (Lk. 12:16-21) is a warning against covetousness
and disregard of the needs of our fellow men. The Parable of the Unrighteous Steward (Lk.
16:1-15) reveals that the handling of our material possesions is the test of our capacity of
spiritual growth or our fitness for the Kingdom of God. The Parable of the Talents (Mt.
25:14-30) reveals that each individual is endowed with abilities, "according to his
capacity," and is responsible to his Master for the use of what has been entrusted to him.
Faithful stewardship in the use o` capabilities is rewarded with enlargement of opportunity,
increase of capacity, and the joy of our Lord's fellowship in service. The Parable of
Judgement (Mt.25:31-46) reveals that a faithful stewardship ministry to the needs of even
the most unimportant of men is accepted by the Master as if it had lean rendered to Him in
person. All of us "must appear before the judgement seat of Christ (2 Cor. 5:10) and give an
account of our stewardship. The Parable of the Workers in the Vineyard, (Mt. 20:1-16) is an.
exposition of the unmerited grace of God, for no man can merit salvation. It further
indicates the peril of refusing to undertake the stewardship committed to us; and also the
danger of the commercial spirit which seeks rewards for oneself. The Parable of the
Pharisee and the Publican (Lk. 10: 9-14) teaches that the true steward of the manifold grace
of God must be humble in every estimate of himself and in his approach to God. Though
Moses' Law exempted certain things from the tithe, the Pharisee tithed everything to the
extreme, thereby seeking self-justification. However, the life of a true steward must begin,
as it did with the publican, with an acknowledgment of guilt, a yearning for pardon and a
cry to God for mercy, with full acceptance Wore God. In the Parable of the Good Samaritan
(Lk. 10:30-37), we see how_ even those who minister in the house of God may become
indifferent to their stewardship responsibility; especially when compassion for human need
reaches out across the barriers of race and religious faith. The story of the Rich Alan and
Lazarus (Lk. 16:19-31) reveals how easy it is to shut oneself off fro- the knowledge of the
needs of destitute people and to live a protected life in which we spend selfishly on our own
personal comforts. Finally, the Parable of the Ten Virgins (.Mt. 25:1-13) demonstrates the
need for spiritual preparedness through the conservation of present time and opportunity,
when reserves of strength and fortitude may be laid up for the time of need. Others cannot
transfer to us their "oil" of garnered time, conserved strength, reserve power and spiritual
preparedness. We are stewards of time and must be ready at all times for the coming of the
Lord when an account will have to be rendered. Because of' the eschatological urgency of
this stewardship, Christ always stressed the necessity of being ready at any time, of
counting the cost, of exercising great diligence in the administration of the gifts entrusted to
us.
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The Epistles
In the Epistles, stewardship is especially referred to the ministry of the Gospel or God's
provision for man's salvation (Ephes.1:10; 3:9); and thus Paul and his co-laborers regarded
themselves as stewards of the mysteries of God (1 Cor. 4:1,2; 1 Cor. 9:17; ,plies. 3:2; Col.
1:25; 1 Cop. 4:1,2; Titus 1:7). The idea is that the Gospel steward takes scrupulous care of
the truth that is entrusted to him, and shares it with others faithfully and as directed by his
Master, Jesus Christ. A bishop or presbyter, "as God's steward must be a man of
unimpeachable character" (Titus 1:7). An unusual use of the word is found in 1 Tim. 1:4,
where it seems to refer to the discipline and training of the Christian in the realm of faith.
Peter considered himself and all Christians as receiving special gifts, which are to be used
in service to one another, "like good stewards dispensing the grace of God in its varied
forms," (1 Pet. 4:10). The requirement of stewards of God is faithfulness, i.e.,
administration of trust according to directions, (1 Cor. 4:2).
The Practical Application of Scriptural Stewardship Principles,
As before intimated, the Presbyterian Church of Korea from the beginning was fully
committed to the authority of the Scriptures as the Word of God and the all-sufficiency of
the salvation wrought by Jesus Christ. Thus, to an unusual degree, the Christians took their
responsibility as stewards of the Gospel very seriously. thus evangelism was regarded as the
primary task of the whole Church, with each believer responsible to win souls for Christ. It
was customary to refuse baptism to any person who had not demonstrated his desire to win
his household and neighbors to a like commitment to Christ. Thus, by far the greater
number of church were founded by individual laymen who preached to their relatives or
friends or business associates and won them to Christ; with ministers or missionaries
coming to the new group later to clinch the decisions and instruct new believers. Often an
old believer who had moved out to a non-Christian town or village for business reasons,
preached to his new neighbors and when a group of converts were gathered would send for
a full-time worker to instruct the group. Sometimes, when there was no other way, a single
Christian family would be "colonized" or settled in a non-Christian village for the express
purpose of getting work started; their home Church supporting them temporarily until they
could get established. Christian itinerant merchants often combined Gospel witness with
their business activities. Believers not only gave sacrificially of their substance but would
dedicate a week or ten days a year to preaching in neglected areas. In one country circuit 45
laymen voluntarily devoted themselves to prayer and direct preaching of the Gospel for ten
days at their own expense, leading many to Christ and forming hew Christian groups. In
reading the life of Dr. J.D. Davis, co-founder of Doshisha University, I was interested to
note that in the early days of the Christian movement in Japan, there was much of this kind
of voluntary lay evangelism; and such laymen were shocked to hear that mission boards
would be glad to pay them for such activity. Christians were encouraged to remain in their
respective callings and therein to serve as active witnesses. Each Church was responsible
for the evangelization of its immediate community and the outlying unreached area. Thus,
lay evangelistic activity was not spasmodic but was carefully planned. The Korean
Presbyterian Church not only sent missionaries to other Asian countries to evangelize their
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own people, but also to establish churches among people of other races; all this without aid
from Western mission boards. In fact it was against Church rules to utilize foreign subsidies
in helping with pastors salaries and all Church buildings were financed by the Korean
churches without aid from abroad. The degree of dedication on behalf of the extension of
the Gospel to unreached areas is most significant in that 40% of the denominational budget
was allocated for foreign missions and 25% to home missions.
A Practical System of Lay Training
The laymen of the Korean Presbyterian Church were participants in a system of
Bible-centric religious education and training in the various methods and skills of Christian
service at all times. A new convert was obliged to submit to a catechumenate of six months
to two years, during which he not only received instruction but was on probation to live a
consistent Christian life and engage in Gospel witness. The Lord's Day was set aside as a
special time for instruction in the Word, with the emphasis on teaching rather than
preaching. The Sunday Schools included classes for all ages, with emphasis on the mastery
of the Scriptures for application to the daily life and teaching it to others. S.S. attendance
was practically the same as the total number of adherents. The Japanese Church suffers
great loss because little more is expected of a believer on the Lord's day than attendance at
the main service, with little opportunity for the special training of adults for Christian
service.
Mention has already been made of the system of Bible Glasses, which unlike most
exercises which bear that name, were held for a week or two weeks at a time; usually at the
lack season in rural areas and at holiday seasons in the cities, at the principal centers of
church population. Such classes begin with an early morning prayer meeting and culminate
in a revival meeting at night, with classes in Bible study, evangelism, church methods and
other subjects during the day. About 800 of these seasonal classes were held each year with
a total attendance of about 50,000 laymen; with all paying their expense and bringing their
food and fuel with them. Supplementing this program, for those not able to attend, was the
Bible correspondence course, with about ten thousand enrolled. The various classes were
taught not only by Korean ministers, evangelists, Bible women and missionaries, but also
by laymen who had received special training in the Bible Institutes.
The Bible Institutes, one to a Presbytery, were for the lay leaders of the churches-elders and
other office holders, S.S. workers and so on - with attendants paying their own expenses.
The training course for men was usually five or six weeks a year, with six years to
graduation; and for women ten weeks each year. Though the curriculum was also mainly
Bible study, there were also courses in evangelism, religious education, homiletics, Bible
doctrine and church administration. Attendance at Bible classes for several years and
graduation from the correspondence course were prerequisite for matriculation in a Bible
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School. The majority of the theological students were recruited from the Bible Institute
graduates, and therefore had been well tested in lay service. With this thorough system of
lay training, it is little wonder that in one year as many as 18,968 voluntary lay workers had
supplemented the work of pastors and missionaries in one year. This made possible the
division of many congregations into groups of ten, with a competant lay leader looking
after the spiritual interests of the group. These groups of tens become the training schools
for the development of lay leadership and the principal base for community evangelism.
How Do We Begin?
During the past forty years, the writer has heard it often said that the policies and methods
which have proven successful in Korea and several other lands are not applicable in
sophisticated Japan, where the mold of Church development has been long fixed. This was
also true of the Anglican Church, which had long chiefly depended on support from
endowments and government aid; with little effort to secure the support of laymen for
parish and outside mission causes. However, once attention was called to stewardship
responsibility and the imperative needs even of the local parish, not to mention the broader
mission of the Church and budgets were projected to meet the needs, many laymen were
ready to take hold and one Church was able to triple its budget in one year. Though the
writer's experience is somewhat limited, he is convinced that much more could be done if
the laymen were really presented with the challenge of the great need and the stewardship
responsibility.
The existing media of the Church could be utilized as training opportunities, together with
the pulpit ministry, the Church school, the adult and youth organizations, prayer meetings
and cottage meetings. However, most ministers and leading laymen have little conception
of their responsibility and special training institutes for these leaders take first priority; for
until they are won over it will be difficult to awaken the ordinary laymen. The little that has
been done to date in Japan is largely limited to efforts to utilize stewardship concepts to
strengthen existing programs of the Church which are for the most part quite minimal. The
fully dedicated missionary in Japan can contribute much by example and wise counsel,
especially if he administers his own means and talents and special gifts in humility and love,
taking care that his beneficence does not become a stumbling block to the Japanese
brethren.
The churches of both Japan and Korea have enjoyed the greatest periods of growth when
they advanced on their knees in self-denying prayer, when nationals and missionaries were
united in one accord at the Throne of Grace.
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THE LAYMAN IN THE WORLD
by Robert R. Boardman
INTRODUCTION
In this presentation of "The Layman in the World," the layman is given the position of one
who has not been called to give all of his time to the work of Jesus Christ. He must either
by his own choice or God's command, as the man in Hark 5 out of whom legions held been
cast, go back to his friends and live among them revealing Jesus Christ by word and deed.
This is in contrast to the twelve apostles who continued with Kim.
It is also recognized that God has given certain men to be apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors and teachers that these might perfect the saints or laymen in order that they, the
saints, might do the work of the ministry.
. The layman is first viewed in this presentation in his Strategic Position. Next his
Responsibilities are enumerated; then we see his many-sided Dilemma. Fourthly, and
perhaps most important, certain solutions are presented under the title of his Needs. Finally
in his Demands we see him waiting for action to be taken that he might be reinforced,
equipped and perfected for the spiritual battle in which he is now engaged,
For those of us who are in the position of clergy or professional Christian workers it is en
exceedingly solemn thought that when Jesus Christ came to the earth, He chose twelve men
to become His companions and disciples. But not one of them was chosen from among the
religious leaders of the day. He singled out twelve recruits from among "the laity." They in
turn turned the world upside down.
It is necessary to ask ourselves this question: If He were to come and choose twelve men
today would it be necessary for Him to go outside of the "religioius leaders" of the day to
recruit His disciples from among laymen again?
I. THE LAYMAN'S STRATEGIC POSITION
Two pastors were talking one day on the grounds of one of their churches. The visiting
pastor asked, "Where is your church?" The other stuttered with amazement and pointed
around to an elaborate layout of buildings. "Why here, of course," was his answer. The
questioning pastor went on to explain that these were buildings where the other pastor's
church met several times a week, but that his church was now scattered all over the city.
A. THE " LAYMAN IS THE CHURCH IN THE WORLD
His position is unique. As leaven leavens the lump, as salt gives flavor, the layman is
uniquely permeating the world and does not have to be commanded to physically go among
the non-Christians.
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Today, however, as with the aforementioned true incident of the confused pastor, the
building-on-the-corner attitude prevails in much of Christendom. It permeates the layman
so that if he were asked, “Where is your church?" his response would be a certain address
of a building. But when people are not occupying that building, where is the church?
The church is in the world and occupying a potentially strategic position of witness and
influence.
The layman is in the world. He has gone into tie world, but he has not gone in the burning
spiritual sense with which Jesus Christ commanded, "Go! He and his spiritual lender are
still trying to figure how they can bring non-Christians to a small worship building.
lie does not yet see that he is already in one of the most strategic positions that could be
desired and that collectively laymen living and speaking for Christ where they are, could
change the face of cities, nations, yea, the entire world.
The kind f vision this calls for often seams the breaking of the chaff of hard, restricted
denominational thinking. Thin frees men to join other Christians in more effective outreach
in a particular area of operation. This does not call for disloyalty to a denomination, but
vision that sees beyond its confines and if necessary works there too.
The layman in the world is the Church in the World occupying a potentially strategic
position of witness and influence.
3. THE LAYMAN IN THE WORLD IS THE PASTOR AND MISSIONARY IN THE
WORLD
We have seen that the layman's position in the world is potentially strategic and unique just
because of where he finds himself in his vocation. The position of the pastor and
missionary is unique also because of being able to give all his time to the various functions
of the ministry. But consider the physical limitations that are his in being able to reach only
a limited number of people.
However, if his people are envisioned, led and trained to vitally affect those with whom
they are in daily contact, this gives them a uniqueness in contact that the pastor cannott
have personally.
"So has He given some t be apostles but others to be prophets; some to be evangelists but
others to be pastors and teachers, to make the saints fit for the task of ministering toward
the building up of the body of Christ.
Eph. 4:11, 12 Berkeley
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pastors and teachers, according to this portion have the responsibility to equip end prepare
their congregation - to make them fit for the ministry and all that it involves. Vicariously,
laymen who are properly fitted for the task of ministering toward the building up of the
body of Christ become the pastor and missionary in the world.
C. THE LAYMAN IN THE WORLD IS CHRIST IN THE WORLD
Not only have we attempted to present the layman's position as strategic and unique, but
also here we see that it is without parallel because of the person that dwells in him
supernaturally.
In Jesus Christ dwells all the fulness of the Godhead bodily and yet this wonderful Savior
and Creator of all things has chosen to make His dwelling place in the lives of common
men. The laymen who has experienced this indwelling is Christ in the world.
In the uniqueness of God's infinite plan, He has chosen finite man to reveal His Son by
deed and word. The first glimpse that most men outside of Christ will receive of His person
is through the lives of believing laymen. The Christian layman is a living epistle. He is the
fifth Gospel.
“ ...Christ, in you, the hope of glory.”
Col. 1:27
II. THE LAYMAN'S RESPONSIBILITY
A. TO REPRESENT
We have seen that the layman in the world is the church in the world, he is the pastor and
missionary in the world and he is Christ in the world. He is all of these and the eyes of the
multitudes are upon him daily. His judges are legion and wait for him to make the slightest
slip so that they might convince themselves that if this is what a follower of Christ does
they themselves do not now have to become one. The moment the layman believes in the
Name of Jesus Christ he becomes His representative:
Most of the religions of the world have separate compartments for that which is secular and
then for that which is religious. The two are seldom supposed to mix except where it will
benefit the man himself before those looking on.
In contrast, the Scriptures teach that whatever we do it must be all for the glory of God. If
there is compartmentalized thinking about the secular and the religious, consciously or
subconsciously, it is out of focus. Only when the two become one and the image is sharp
and clear will the man and the church come on target.
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B. TO RESPOND
Jesus Christ found a response among the laity to His message and to His personal call. The
religious leaders opposed Him. Today of the most fruitful fields for recruiting full-time
laborers for the Gospel is also from among the laity.
Because the layman has the responsibility to exalt the Lord daily in his home,
neighborhood and at work, does not mean he is immune from the call of God to serve as a
professional Christian worker. He may be called upon to leave his place of work to follow
Christ just as Peter, Andrew, James. John, Matthew and others were.
It is the pastor's responsibility to present this possibility to his laymen. It is the layman's
responsibility to respond.
C. TO RECRUIT
How many laymen today have suppressed even the urging of the Holy Spirit to be a witness,
because of the mistaken idea that this is not their vocation - or because they're truly not sure
what they should say or how to say it?
But has the layman been taught that he is a recruiter for Christ? ... and how to recruit or
witness for Christ? This matter of recruiting men for Christ comes about not just by what
a man says, but also how he lives.
C. Hallesby in his book, "Under His Wings" points out that, "There is a large and steadily
increasing number of people who, practically speaking, never hear the Word of God and
who, therefore, never come in contact with Christianity, except through the Christian men
and women whom they employ in their homes, their factories, their stores, or their offices."
D. TO CONSOLIDATE
By consolidate is meant that the layman is to do the most conscientious job that could
possibly be done in whatever profession he is engaged.
'And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as unto the Lord, and not unto men."

- Col. 3:23

If a man is a shoe cobbler he ought to so give himself to this that he has a place of influence
in the community as a reliable, honest cobbler. His position ought to be above reproach. His
daily task ought to be looked upon as the most important part of his work for the Lord. His
position under the hand of God will be consolidated because he did all for the glory of God.
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E. TO EXPAND
"All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing."
- Edmund Burke
It does not perhaps fall to many laymen to be able, after consolidating their work, to expand
it for the glory of God. On the contrary there aree some who keep their business small so
that they will have time to devote to working for Jesus Christ outside of their business.
Yet the possibility in some cases should not be overlooked. The balancing factors are
always whether this expansion can be for the Glory of God. Then whether it is the will of
God to do this expansion in that particular layman's case.
A feature article in Time Magazine quoted one theologian as saying, "Too often the church
has refused to become incarnate in the world, with the result that everything connected with
the world's development and progress was left to the people whom we call infidels and
unbelievers."
F. TO INFILTRATE
To pass through or into as in filtering; as, to infiltrate troops, into or nearer to hostile
territory by sending single men or small groups through gaps in the enemy's line or in his
position. - Websters dictionary
The strongholds of the enemy are numerous, but so are the gaps in his positions. Yet it
seems that it is not necessary in many cases to post sentries because of little danger from
infiltration by aggressive Christian laymen.
The laymen must find out where publicans and sinners are and where they go - and then go
there. What are their interests? Join them without compromising any personal convictions.
There are Rotary, Lions, Merls Garden Clubs, Kiwanis, etc. Deliberately infiltrate those
for the sake of reaching and influencing men for the glory of God.
This cannot be under a church umbrella, but usually means individual quiet penetration.
What would happen if a pastor researched the various clubs that could be infiltrated in the
community, then chose men from among his hard-core laymen to deliberately infiltrate - at
the same time giving a target date by which to bring into the church at least one man from
each infiltrated organization?
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III. THE LAYMAN’S DILEMMA
Although the layman might agree that he has a Stategic Position and manifold
Responsibilities, his response could be less than enthusiastic and even shattering to the
presentation of his case so far.
“Look, Revered, (Chaplain, Sensei) this all sounds good and I realize I’ve got to be doing
more, but, frankly speaking, I’m not sure you really understand . . . .”
Don’t understand what?
Given the chance of free expression in one way or another, the Dilemma of the layman
would unfold. There is one word that might best describe all that is within the layman’s
heart:
Limitations
LIMITATIONS WITHIN HIS OWN CHURCH
The layman is acutely aware that he is a part of two societies, the secular society and the
religious world. He is perhaps more gognizant of this than his spiritual leader. The pastor
can usually withdraw from the society of the secular when he pleases but not so the layman.
He, in a sense, leads a double life. A part of the world’s system and a part of the spiritual
life called the church. Unless the church is an exception, too often it presents an image of
weakness and sterility.
The limitation of his church and thus the limitation of his own influence plagues him. He is
torn by the concept of the church held by the world (which is the other half of his life), as a
strange set=apart place all its own, to the extent that he sometimes does not want to
completely identify himself with its people.
In many churches there is no effective bridge of intercouser and potent witness between this
religious world and that of the secular world. Unless a bridge is built, not from compromise,
but from a dynamic outreach, the layman will continue in his dilemma constantly being
torn between the two.
LIMITATIONS IN LEADERSHIP
The barrier between the layman and the traditional position of the clergy is very real. This
is a true dilemma that oftentimes cannot be forthrightly expressed because the layman is
torn between loyalty to leadership and the knowledge that the leadership is not
Christ-centered.
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Spiritual leadership that insists on exercising the traditional Gentile position of master over
servants is bound to ultimately fail, as it produces tensions and barriers between pastor and
the laity. Jesus Christ Save the formula to true and successful leadership in Mark 10:43-45
by both precept and example.
This limitation in leadership probably forms more of the layman's dilemma than can be
discerned or accurately formulated.
Why can't leadership help the layman cope with his problems as he ought to be helped?
Tragically, the answer is often because the leader's problems have never been dealt with. He
is covering a multitude of needs by the smokescreen of propagating some petty doctrine.
The key to effectively dealing with laymen is to meet them on their own level. This
involves a complete willingness to share ones life with them - and that in turn means the
sharing of personal failure. To guard a position by refusing to confess failure is to
ultimately alienate thinking and perceiving men.
This sharing of life and failure also means going down into the habitations of the layman. It
means knowing what kind of an environment that he works and lives in, what kind of
problems he faces, what kind of people he is involved with, what kind of opportunities the
layman could exploit for the gospel's sake. How many spiritual leaders have this "feel" or
grasp of the secular world in which their laymen spend most of their time?
LIMITATIONS IN OVER-ALL PENETRATION
The entire church has been equipped with a dynamic that is life changing, the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. Yet the discerning layman-sees, that this gospel is not penetrating with power
in his community and in his nation.
He sees traditional church strategy and tactics that have not changed and have very little
chance of changing as all about him there is continual change.
Some laymen today have the ability to adapt themselves to the realities of the situation not
being satisfied with the complicated theories thrown out by theologians. But too often they
find that when they strike out in a direction that seems reasonable, they meet with prejudice
against innovations. Or they are given no help or guidance or no interest is shown at all.
Perhaps because of this rigid inability to accept innovations, among the religious leaders of
the day, Jesus Christ chose laymen who could be taught from the start as little children.
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LIMITATIONS IN HIS PERSONAL MINISTRY
In many, many cases of laymen in the world there is contentment to serve only in the
church world, so the time spent on an 8 to 12 hour job is not redeemed. There is not the
belief that every action and every word will bring glory to God if consciously done as unto
aim.
This man, moving among the masses, sees their overwhelming numerical superiority and
thoroughly entrenched position - nothing has been done that he knows of and so who is he
to make an impact or change in all of this that he faces? He has seldom personally seen real
results and, therefore, is strictly limited.
LIMITATIONS IN HIS PERSONAL LIFE
The layman is tempted by doubts, inferiority complexes, discouragement, complaining over
the routine drudgery of life, comparison with others, self-sufficiency, self-exultation,
arrogance, fleshly weaknesses, fear of people, lack of formal training, etc. Any one of these
weaknesses can cause him to allow Satan to side - track him and render him useless for
Jesus Christ.
It seems that in the over-all position of the layman there are three stances, only one of
which he can take.
1. To fall into worldly temptation as he walks in the secular world. He becomes so
immersed in the world that it penetrates his pores to the extent that he has no effective
testimony. He is so worldly minded that he is no heavenly good. This is the World in the
Layman.
2. The second position obtained by many laymen is to become so immersed in traditional
church life and activities that he has little if any concept of reaching his secular world. He,
in contrast to position one, is so "heavenly" minded he is of no earthly good.
3. The third position is that which must be obtained. A man in the world, but not of the
world. One who has somehow learned to make friends of publicans and sinners as our Lord
did, without surrendering any spiritual conviction. But more than not just surrendering - he
must take the offensive to reach and bring men captive to Jesus Christ.
IV. THE LAYMAN'S NEEDS
As the layman sees first his Strategic Position (I), and in order to help him fulfil his
Resoo.sibilities (II), and overcome his many faceted Dilemma (III), we need to face his
needs head on.
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What are some of the resources that will help-the layman to take. and hold the position just
reiterated - that of a man in the world, but not of the world? One who is effectively
reaching men in the secular world because he is a true friends of publicans and sinners?
The key phrase to this section might be Planned Discipleship Centered in a Person.
A. THE LAYMAN NEEDS VISION
"+There there is no vision the people perish..." Prov. 29:18
The vision that must be shared with and imparted to the layman is several fold.
1. A Vision of the Present. He needs a New Testament vision of the potential that is already
his in the (secular) industrial, business, political, professional or military area in which he
now operates.
He himself is now in touch with non-Christians that his pastor or probably no other
religious worker is likely to reach with the prolonged effect that his permanent position
affords.
2. A Vision of the Future. He needs a vision of the potential that can be his through a
dedication of his limited resources. Teamed with other believers sprinkled in the area and
with the vision that his pastor must also impart - the impact will be far-reaching.
3. 'A Vision of Himself. He is strictly limited from any viewpoint because he is a human
being and he is one of the first to recognize this. Yet as Z. M. Bounds has stated: "Men are
God's method. The church is looking for better methods; God is looking for better men.
What the church needs today is not more machinery or better, not new organizations or
more and novel methods, but men whom the Holy Ghost can use."
As the layman sees a vision of what God wants to do and will do through his life he
becomes a candidate for an effective outreach in his secular world.
4, A Vision of Jesus Christ and His Word. It is the written Word and its promises, quickened
by the Living Word, and wielded by the layman of God in the power of the Spirit, despite
his limitations and weaknesses, that will bring men to a place of repentance and dedication.
A vision of these four things will help give ordinary men extraordinary dedication and
usefulness.
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B. THE LAYMAN REEDS LEADERSHIP
The right kind of leadership is an absolute must in this strategic era of unparalleled
opportunity. He does not need, above all, the kind of leadership that looking down from
some lofty pinnacle attempts to superimpose upon him a theoretical solution to his pragmatic needs.
The spiritual leadership that laymen need today as they slough through the mud of this
world to come to grips with the firmly entrenched enemy, who outnumbers him by
overwhelming odds, is the kind that says, "Follow Me!"
Are we asking men to do what we have not done or are not doing ourselves? How many of
our sermons and messages going forth are challenging people to do certain things that we
ourselves are not really engaged in?
Paul said, "Those things, which ye have both learned, and received and heard and seen in
me do:" Phil. 4:9
The first century church not only heard Paul's messages, but they saw him in action and
they went with him to engage the enemy. The best way to send men into battle is to take
them This is the kind of leadership the layman needs and wants and searches for today.
Jesus Christ the Master-leader of men was able to form a hard-core of men who took the
gospel into all of the then-known world because He taught them by example, by setting the
pace.
C. THE LAYMAN NEEDS HOLINESS
What missionary and pastor living in this gripping land of Japan has not experienced at
certain seasons the almost overpowering temptations of compromise and uncleanness,
which coupled together with the weakness of the flesh, cause him to question how God
could ever use him. However, there are certain sanctuaries of refuge for the clergy.
But not so for the layman. Day after day, he faces the same people and the same
temptations. When he slips, unless he is the head of his company or has a place of top
leadership, he cannot retreat like you and I. He has to live with it. Furthermore, because of
his routine position and because he is often constantly surrounded by those eager to help his
decline, a slip today, though only seemingly slight, can lead to a defeated life that will bear
the scars to the grave.
But how can we help him to obtain holiness and daily victory?
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As the life-cleansing and victory-giving Word of God is applied to the life daily, the
holiness of Jesus Christ will be imparted. Daily devotions must become a part of the life of
every layman to help him be an overcomer, delivering him from his dilemma.
D. THE LAYMAN NEEDS MUTUAL SUPPORT AND CONFIDENCE
Many a Christian salaryman, businessman, laborer, craftsman, shopkeeper, clerk who wants
victory finds himself after work rushing from the untouched multitudes among whom he
labors to the refuge of his church because he feels himself completely alone. There seems
to be no mutual support, no help from other Christians, especially in the big cities.
Morning after morning he rides the trains, buses and subways with countless other silent
ones, a few of whom become familiar, but who mostly prefer to be anonymous in the midst
of the throngs. the question in the heart of the Christian, repeated consciously or
subconsciously is:
I completely alone? Aren't there other believers among these masses? This faith that I have
embraced, isn't it dynamic enough to make an impact on these people?
As he commutes to and from work he is torn between the influence of his denomination
which may tend to teach that he must bring these people to a building on a corner and the
fact that they will never come to that building. Yet the thrust of the entire New Testament
message is to reach these people. This is part of his dilemma. This leads him to extreme
loneliness and to diversions to escape the reality of the problem.
There is a partial answer within the parish proper that can have its effects into all of the
surrounding areas. That is, the training-- by the pastor of a band of key laymen within his
church.
The select band of men principle dates back to the Old Testament to at least I Chronicles 1
and 12 where it describes David's band of men and the chief among them who did mighty
exploits. Also when Saul was first chosen king of Israel it says:
" ..and there went with him a band of men, whose hearts God had touched." I Sam. 10:26
Jesus Christ ministered to the multitudes and had great compassion upon them, but time
after time He made it clear in their presence that to be a true follower of Himself it would
cost all they had. His major accomplishment in three years of public ministry before His
death was to prepare twelve men to carry on.
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This neglected and oftentimes missing principle of a band of men is a vital key to giving
mutual support and confidence to laymen within the church and sending them out to make
an impact upon the world.
E. THE LAYMAN NEEDS PERSONAL TRAINING
'"Admittedly there are certain things to be learned-from battle experience that can be
absorbed in no other way. On the other hand, any commander who permits a unit to enter
battle lacking any advantage, any needed instruction, or any useful understanding that could
be imparted to that unit beforehand is guilty of a grave crime against the soldiers he leads."
- D. Eisenhower
"The best form of 'welfare' for the troops is a superlative state of training, for this saves
unnecessary casualties." - Rommel
Mere following is one of the top problems in the church today: the busy and often
overworked pastor or spiritual leader tends to bypass laymen who are walking on their own
two spiritual feet. He is so busy tending to the multiplied problems of his flock that he is
glad to see one or two who have no negative outward problems and so he completely
neglects them. Oftentimes, the spiritual leader is only a nursemaid to chronic problems that
never will change.
To train spiritually healthy laymen into a hard-core cadre or band and to spend time with
these individually, necessitates a long-range vision. It means taking time from activity
which has oftentimes been substituted or stepped up to replace true spiritual productivity.
This then is one key to helping the spiritual leader make the layman fit for the task of
ministering toward the building up of the body of Christ as brought out in Eph. 4:11,12.
To what degree is the layman being given a 'superlative state of training' in order to save
unnecessary casualties? Or are we guilty of grave crimes against the soldiers we lead by
failing to help supply all possible advantages, needed instructions and all useful
understanding to most fully equip him for deadly combat with an enemy who gives no
quarter?
Personal training is spoken of in this section as contrasted to the aloof attitude that feels
long-range bombardment from the lectern or pulpit is sufficient by itself to supply incentive
and leadership to the layman.
TWO PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS ON TRAINING LAYMEN
1. The Small Band of Men Principle. This has been briefly touched upon in His Need for
Mutual Support and Confidence (IV D). Suffice it to say here that in each local
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congregation there are probably without exception two or more laymen candidates waiting
and even longing for the kind of concentrated training that will more perfectly fit them for
battle.
3. Individual Training or Man-to-Man.
Moses had Joshua, Elijah had Elisha.
Jesus Christ ministered to the multitudes; He had the seventy, the twelve, the three - Peter,
James and John; then there was the disciple whom Jesus loved.
Paul knew his time was limited according to II Tim. 4:6. The Holy Spirit preserved one
letter - a letter addressed to one man, Timothy. Paul ministered to the multitudes, he
established churches, he had his band of men, but he had only one Timothy of whom he
said, "I have no man like-minded."
Paul's key instruction to Timothy in this last letter regarding the perpetuation of his
God-given ministry was: "And the things that thou :last heard of me among many witnesses,
the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to teach others also." II Tim. 2:2
,May our prayer be that God would give the patience to find a Timothy, then the long
suffering to see him develop - then the vision to see him impart to faithful men who would
in turn instruct and bless others.
'The vital need today is to find and train Timothies. It is in many places a completely
missing link in the chain of Christianity - or it is in other places a weak link that can only
be strengthened by determined sacrifice on the part of spiritual leadership. A chain is as
strong as its weakest link.
F. THE LAYMAN NEEDS KNOW-HOW AND TOOLS
In our churches the layman is being given doctrine and this is the basis for every practical
move of his Christian life. What a man believes in relation to doctrine will determine his
course as the keel and rudder does to a ship. H. A. Ironsides said, "Loose doctrine makes
for loose living."
But inside of these great doctrines of the Scriptures there are what we might call 'principles'
which can help make the doctrine live. These principles mixed with the doctrine and taught
the layman can become something tangible and something relative to the practical problems
of his own life and potential ministry. For instance, there is the great doctrine of
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Redemption. But what does this word mean to the layman who has no theological training?
He believes in it because he trusts his pastor. But practically speaking, it is all too vague
and mysterious.
However, if he is given a skeletal Plan of Salvation with accompanying verses to memorize,
plus a practical Bible study on the subject and shown the value of this in equipping his own
life plus the results that are possible in helping others, then the mysterious doctrine of
redemption begins to make sense.
Redeeming the time might not be classified as a doctrine, but is a Scriptural principle which
when taught and stressed could change the entire life of a man who might spend up to two
hours or more a day on public transportation.
Scriptural principles are not only necessary to help a man personally understand and grasp
doctrine, but to give him that which he in turn can pass on to others. Not only must he be
challenged to find a Timothy himself, but he must be given the necessary know-how and
up-to-date tools.
V. HIS DEMANDS
Today the layman in the world is not standing before us arrogantly with feet planted apart
demanding his rights. Rather he is like a soldier just out of the front lines who has
experienced enough combat - and has enough ahead of him - that he stands quietly in bewilderment wondering what the end of it all will be. The very presence of the layman is a
demand in itself.
His strategic position has been defined and his responsibilities posted. But if his needs are
not met he remains in a dilemma - as one who must fight a hopeless rear-guard action with
few reinforcements, and no up-to-date training, tactics or weaponry to meet the onslaught
of the enemy.
In conclusion, the very presence of the layman in the world in his precarious position
demands the following:
1. Dedicated Leadership. The burden of bringing the layman to maximum effectiveness
falls on spiritual leadership. They must find and personally train men even as the Lord
Jesus Christ spent three years with twelve men.
2. Flexibility and Rethinking. The leadership, in its dedication, cannot give full guidance to
men if it is not able to think big – that it, beyond the traditional “this is the way we have
always done it confines. But not only that, it must take imaginative action
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to go outside the bounds of its own denomination representing Christ to the whole world,
rather than just those its own laymen might reach for that particular denomination.
3. Mobilization. Along with the flexibility and rethinking there must be carefully laid
and coordinated plans for mobilizing the maximum number of laymen within certain areas
of outreach. It also involves up-to-date know-how and weaponry that as quickly as possible
can be brought to bear on the entrenched enemy.
4. Practicality. Whatever the layman is given, put it on his level, in his words. Make it
simple and pass-on-able avoiding complex theological terms.
5. Recognition and Confidence. More from his actions perhaps than from his words, the
layman in the world demands recognition of what he is now attempting to do oftentimes
with very little backing from his pastor or church.
THE TRAINED AND VICTORIOUS LAYMAN IS GOD'S MASTER KEY TO THIS
GENERATION.
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DISCUSSION GROUP SUMMARIES
Lay Leadership in the Church
Marlin nook
In the entire discussion the lay leader was assumed as serving with an ordained pastor, even
though some wanted to be able to put all of the church activities under the direction of lay.
leaders. A lay leader, then, is not simply a layman, but one who actively directs the life of
the church (probably with a pastor). He is not just one of the leaders in evangelism; every
layman should be a leader in this area of church life. He will be a leader in the
administration and worship aspects of the church.
Working under this definition, the discussion centered around two problems, namely: "How
to find leaders" and "How to develop leaders."
Fairly early in the discussion it was noted that age is an important factor in the selection
and development of leaders. If we begin with young man who do not have an occupation,
they will ;,ant to make this their occupation-and we have failed to produce lay leaders. lie
need older people who already have an occupation but are also willing to help in the life of
the church.
One suggestion for finding leaders was: "Ask the church people to tell you which five
people they most often talk to and you will find the one or two to whom they most often go,
that is, the real leaders.
Tests for leadership were also suggested. Two lists of questions taken from A .Spiritual
Clinic by J. Oswald Sanders (p. 89) were especially helpful. The first is by the late John R.
Mott:
-Does he do little things well?
-Has he learned the meaning of priorities?
-How does he use his leisure?
-Has he intensity?
-Has he the power of growth?
-What is his attitude toward discouragements?
-How does he face impossible situations?
-What are his weakest points?
The second is Field Marshall Montgomery's list of seven ingredients for military
leadership:
-He should be able to sit back and avoid getting immersed in detail.
-He must not be petty.
-He must not be pompous.
-He must be a good picker of men.
-He must have the power of clear decision.
-He should inspire confidence.
-He should trust those under him and let them get on with their jobs.
"Get people involved," was repeatedly suggested as a way to develop leaders. They must
feel needed. Systematic training is imperative. Respect their ability to lead. Be ready with
patient guidance when requested.
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GROUP SESSION ON COUNSELING
William Conrad Cessna, leader
This group considered both theoretical aspects of counseling and the practical application
of counseling theory. Some concern was voiced about how to apply counseling theory to
Oriental conditions. It was pointed out that although the cultural milieu in every counseling
situation must be weighed, counselors in Japan can advantageously use counseling theory
as it has been formulated in the West, since the aim of counseling - to help others help
themselves - applies in every cultural context.
Specific problems were discussed, some at length; for instance, feelings of insecurity
among pastors, anxiety, depression, counselor inflexibility, the need for empathy and
absolute confidentiality. Pastor-missionary relationships were explored in an effort to
determine why some laymen prefer the missionary as counselor. Possible reasons
mentioned were the pastor's inflexible approach and lack of confidentialty.
Conditioning factors needing further exploration by counselors in Japan were considered,
including the place of the individual in social institutions, the authoritarian attitude, the
paternalistic environment, and the need to express negative feelings in the interview. The
relationship between counseling for a religious problem (for instance baptism, or becoming
a Christian) and counseling for the emotional and social problems was compared. The
consensus was that though the content may vary, the listening approach of empathic
understanding must be emphasized in all types of effective counseling, though the content
of the former may be largely prescriptive in nature.
The availability of professional counseling for missionaries in Japan was surveyed. Among
those present, no one was able to recommend a full-time Christian professional counselor
or psychiatrist, although some missionaries have had considerable training in counseling,
but presently are not serving primarily as psychological counselors. One member of the
group suggested that it might be of great service to the missionary community if a
psychiatrist approaching retirement age could be induced to practice in Japan on a
short-term basis. Currently, general policy among missions seems to require that a
missionary with severe emotional disturbances be treated in his homeland.
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STEWARDSHIP
Sam Archer

The special interest group on stewardship began with formulating a working definition of
the word stewardship. This word should be thought of as involving a total commitment of
the individual Christian to God. It was suggested that this included oneself, his talents, his
time and possessions. It was also suggested that Christians have a stewardship of the
gospel; or that they are trustees of the grace of God.
Next the group considered how to apply this definition practically. It was decided that
education is an important clue. Christians do not know what their stewardship
responsibilities are toward God until they are taught. Many Christians are ignorant at this
point. It was felt that one reason for this is a lack of systematic Bible teaching in the
average church. For example, many Christians assume that the biblical meaning of the
"tithe" was giving exactly one-tenth of one's income to God. However, systematic study
reveals that the term is more comprehensive than commonly assumed.
Several concrete examples were mentioned of how Christians in Japan have fulfilled their
stewardship commitment. The visitation evangelism program of the Kuramochi
Shimizuoka Church in Yokohama was cited. Also, responsibilities carried on by lay
workers in several Tokyo churches were considered.
It was also mentioned that the present Transportation Minister in the Japanese cabinet, Mr.
Matsuura, is a prominent Christian layman from Hokkaido who has found various ways of
making an effective Christian witness.
Lastly, a recommended reading list of books on stewardship was discussed. The following
are published in Japanese:
V.S. Azariah. Christian Giving (Also in English)
T.A. Kantonen. A Theology For Christian Stewardship (Also in English)
Shoko Matsumura. Christian Stewardship
Various denominations also have special brochures and pamphlets. Publications in English:
A. C. Conrad. The Divine Economy
Roswell Long. Stewardship Parables
Glenn McRae. Teaching Stewardship
Association Press. Stewardship and Theology
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VISITATION EVANGELISM
Victor Springer

In two days of lively discussion the place of visitation evangelism in the evangelization of
the Japanese was considered. Two matters were given special consideration: (1) the means
of reaching people in their homes; (2) the pitfalls to avoid.
In the opening remarks, it was pointed out that many churches in America have been built
up by using visitation as the main thrust; and every church that has faithfully worked at it
has experienced definite growth. Secondly, the advances made by Jehovah's Witnesses even
in Japan through this sole means were presented as a proof that there is a place in Japan for
visitation evangelism. It might be mentioned in passing that their approach could well be
used by the missionary or pastor: "Wouldn't you like to learn more about the Bible?"
In the initial contact, it is helpful to know the name of the person. Maps can be obtained in
each town with the individual homes shown, giving the name of each family. Also, they are
usually found at each door, so insofar as name reading is possible, the person can be
addressed by name on the first contact. A friendly greeting which includes the person's
name very often provides a good opening. The first visit should be brief, just enough to
establish rapport, and to leave a tract on which the church guide has been stamped or
printed.
One visit is rarely enough to persuade a person to come to church. Five or ten or perhaps
many more visits will be needed before most nonchurch people will darken the door of a
church. In covering any area, you will always find some who seem a little more interested
than most. Concentrate on these, and real profits can be reaped from a regular weekly
visitation program. Visiting the regular believers has also helped to keep them faithful in
their attendance, and helps to build up their confidence in you. You may also find that they
will be more free then to bring up any grievances they have, before the minor problems
become major ones, and result in a lost church member.
Where the wife or child can be taken along as a visitation partner a warmer welcome is
often experienced. It is wise at any rate to have two visiting together, especially if the
visitation goes beyond the genkan [entrance to home] type. Visitation by appointment is
often helpful, especially if both husband and wife are to be dealt with together. Some have
found also that "katei shnkai" - meetings in different believers' homes - can be an excellent
meams of making new contacts (the believer's neighbors and friends).
Dangers to avoid in this type of work. The use of unkempt and inexperienced workers is
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worse than not visiting at all. Visiting at an inopportune time should also be avoided, as it
makes your visit unwelcome. Where the person is obviously about ready to go out, or
where others are there on a visit, it is best to just excuse yourself and leave, even though out
of politeness you may be invited in. One other thing that might be considered less than
tactful is to go in too great numbers. For all ordinary visitation, two visitors should be the
maximum, as the hostess may feel obligated to serve tea and refreshments.
The key to success in visitation, it should be remembered, is tact and persistence. A single
visit will rarely bring fruit. Also, prayer before the visit may well be used of the Lord to
break up the fallow ground.
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OCCUPATIONAL EVANGELISM
Hugh Harris
Introductory:
Current rutted thinking of so many. The Church and the building where the Church
worships are used synonymously. The Church and what goes on inside a building are often
identified in popular speech.
Need to think more and more in terms of the Church as it exists in its conflicts with the
problems of everyday life, irregardless of where these problems exist. Need to think of the
Church in the world, "out there!' where people live and work and struggle, rather than what
goes on "in here."
The nature of the Church. Jesus told His disciples "ye are salt, Light ... you have the keys of
the kingdom..." Compared His work to that of bread and water. The Kingdom like leaven.
He came to cast fire on the earth. Trueblood mentions that each figure represents some kind
of penetration. Salt must penetrate the meat to preserve it; light penetrates darkness, thus
dispelling it. Bread and water penetrate the body, sustaining its life. The key penetrates the
lock, leaven penetrates the dough-each accomplishing its intended purpose. Fire penetrates
and consumes the material upon which it feeds.
Very often our people believe in God, support the institution
of the church and enter into its activities, but do not see the necessity of being light, salt,
leaven. This is natural, for we have educated our people to come and witness a
"performance" staged largely by paid professionals.
The need for PENETRATION
A note of encouragement. God has penetrated every level of society with those who are His
own. What can we do to make the actual penetration of companies, societies, etc. more
effective?
A. Creation of fellowships within. Makes for a group witness. Encourages the individual to
growth and witness to those around him.
Special training sessions for those desiring to be more effective in this witness. These
should be held "on the spot," that is, at the factory, school or office, rather than "at church."
Needed: special training for those who might lead such groups. This could be carried on by
the pastor.
C. Importance of personal example. Setting the pace for this kind of "infiltrating" ministry
of concern for fellow workers.
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Question: Should the Christian Deliberately seek to penetrate (or infiltrate) already existing
societies, political parties, and so forth for the glory of God?
The need for INVOLVEMENT
Difficult. All of us guard ourselves from deep interpersonal relationships. Especially is this
true in the Orient. We shun involvement with others because of attendant responsibility
A. How can we become effectively involved with the layman?
1. Must be willing to be misunderstood, to become the target of backbiting, jealousy,
gossip.
2. Need to take an interest in people for their sakes, not just to add church members, gain
"scalps,"etc.
3. Make the person feel important. He is, you know. Pay special attention to his personal
interests, ask about them, participate with him. This may mean golf, go, noh, kabuki, tea
ceremonies, diversified interests.
4. Let him know that you want to give something, rather than get something from him. Men
hunger to receive, are auspicious of those who make friendships in order to curry favor of
any kind, even though on the face it may not seem so. Be willing to give yourself to
people--Christ through you will do the winning.
5. Get him to do something for you. (See Dale Carnegie's "How to Win Friends...")
6. Whenever possible &o where he is. Most important It is foolishness to expect people to
come "to us" or "to church" if we in the name of Jesus have not gone to them in love and
concern and become INVOLVED!! What did Jesus do?
B. Objectives
1. Become involved with men.
2. Get men involved with others. Christians with other Christians, with non-Christians.
Non-Christians with Christians, etc.
Examples of work with men in the business world in Tokyo. Visiting offices, factories,
business houses. Lunchtime and coffee-cup evangelism.
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SEMINAR EVALUATION
(Summary and Critique)
by John Heeselink
In the initial Bible study it was shown quite conclusively that recent attempts to abolish any
distinction between clergy and laity cannot be substantiated biblically. It was seen that
although the common understanding of these terms - and their historical development - is
not directly related to the biblical terms from which they are derived, viz., "kleros" and
"laos", a distinction can often be made here. Contrary to the claims of scholars who have
written in this field such as H. Kraemer, A. Come and T. Gill, the terms "kleros" and "laos"
do not generally refer to the same people.
Exegetical Difficulties
This exegesis was generally accepted, but it then became apparent that it is difficult to say
precisely what the nature of this distinction is. A basic issue was raised at this point and was
unfortunately never resolved. The participants acknowledged that there are usually two
classifications of Christians within the church, but no agreement was reached as to how to
designate them: is the distinction one essentially of full-time workers as over against
part-time workers, or better leaders and followers or simply pastors and laity? In any case,
however we may describe them, there are those who have special responsibilities in the
church. But wherein lies the basic difference between those who have special
responsibilities and those who do not? Are the pastors or leaders recognized as such
because of special gifts which are acknowledged by their fellowship, either local or
regional, or by their spiritual maturity or their special training and ordination? This is not
simply a semantic problem, for if the pastoral ministry is conceived of as only functional
and not as an office, the distinction is a dubious one. The biblical evidence, admittedly,
presents no clear, unified picture, but many biblical scholars maintain that God intended for
his church to have something corresponding to an ordained ministry. (See Ephesians
4:7-16; I Thessalonians 5:12; Romans 12:6-8; I Timothy 5:17; Hebrews 13:7,17; James
5:14; I Peter 5:1-5. Many of these references are to "elders;" the presbuteroi. Cf. the following references which are to bishops, the episkopoi : Philippians 1:1; Acts 20:17; Titus
1:5-7, 7-9; II Timothy 3:1-7.) They insist, moreover, that this is an office (or offices) which
is a gift of God to his church, an office which possesses a certain authority. This authority,
however, is always derivative since Christ is the Lord of the Church and rules by his Spirit
and his word (Luke 12:42; I Corinthians 4:1; Ephesians 4:11). Granted, our concern was the
so-called layman not the clergy; but unless some understanding of this distinction is
achieved - unless there is none! - our discussions of the role of the layman will always be
confused. This was patent in many of the subsequent discussions. The meaning of
ordination, the authority of the church or ministry, the rights of the layman and related
questions were never cleared up. This confusion plagued us throughout the seminar.
The Question of the Church
Later it became apparent that moat of these questions could not be solved apart from an
understanding of the nature of the church itself. For our under standing of the church
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determines to some extent our view of the role of the laity. Too often differences of
background and tradition hindered us from profiting from the biblical evidence. Our
ineffectiveness at this point, however, may be due not so much to a denominational or
traditional pre-judging, of these issues as to an unwillingness to come to grips with the
biblical data. This may be partially due to a lack of preparation. But it also points to an
intellectual sloth and a reluctance to let the Word correct and judge some of our cherished
customs and assumptions. What we need above all is ears to hear, open minds and receptive
hearts.
The Function of the Layman
Another fundamental question which was raised but not settled was the function of the
layman. In one discussion group this question was pursued by asking what functions of the
(pastoral) ministry could not be given up to laymen. (One honest soul suggested that he
would be willing to give up everything but his salary!) The assumption here, however, is
too often that the goal of a layman is to become a junior version of his minister. Related to
this is the tendency on the part of many pastors and missionaries to think of laymen as their
assistants. They use the layman rather than free him to realize his God-given calling. Mere
activity on the part of church members is not the answer, for in many American churches in
particular these activities are only remotely related to the real mission of the church. They
simply help to keep morale up and the club going, a club which exists for its own
amusement or edification, a club which is content to ignore the lost world around it.
Two Types of Witness
Fortunately, despite all this semantic, biblical and theological ambiguity, there was still a
general consensus concerning the responsibilities and privileges of all the members of the
church. Two somewhat different aspects of the ministry of the laity were emphasized, but
when put in perspective, they are complementary not contradictory. The one is the duty of
all Christians to witness to their Lord and the joy of their salvation at work and at school, in
the home and in the neighborhood. Here the witness is conceived of primarily as verbal, a
testimony to the saving power of the gospel.
The other type of witness is through the quality of our work and our dedication to the job
which happens to be ours. It is the duty of the church both to train people how to testify
effectively with their lips and also how to be obedient to Christ and exemplify His Lordship
on the job. The test of a church is its ability to energize their laymen and make them more
sensitive, critical and concerned about crucial areas of community and civil life where
policies are formed and decisions made. Christians are called upon to do their jobs as effectively and joyfully as possible to the glory of God, even where no direct witness can be
made.
But alas! The church, as many laymen know it, is often more a hindrance than a help in
witnessing in the world. It prevents its laymen from being truly in the world as those who
know it from the inside, share its weal and woe, and yearn for it with the love of Christ. It
gives the impression that the only valid Christian activities are those which take place
within the confines of the church (building) and are directed toward it. Yet the layman, in a
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sense, is already the church in the world. He has already gone into the world. He has
thereby a wonderfully unique opportunity because he is already there.
On the other hand, his being in the world does not guarantee a real and effective witness.
He must be on the offensive constantly or eventually he will be of the world and hence
worthless. Either he infiltrates the world, recruiting, expanding and consolidating, or the
world will infiltrate him! In order to fulfil this very demanding and difficult task he needs
the aid and support of a church which is alive to its responsibility. The gospel is not
penetrating noticeably most communities and nations because traditional church strategy
and tactics have not changed to meet the challenge of a rapidly changing world. The church
has accordingly continued to retreat, withdrawing itself from the modern world. But when
the church moves out and direct& itself to people where they are, boldly and relevantly,
then it may be able to thaw out its "frozen capital," that great army of uninstructed,
unchallenged and unarmed laymen waiting to be released.
Lessons of History
The lessons of history, both past and present, were often illuminating and inspiring in
showing us what dedicated laymen, sometimes despite their churches, can do for Christ and
his church. A study of the pre-Reformation church, however, reveals that the sharp division
of Christian people into two classes, clergy and laity, was a colossal error in the history of
the church. The laity were usually only second-class Christian&, nor* passive recipients of
the means of grace. We have yet to bridge this breach, even though the Reformers asserted
the parity of all the ministries of the church ("primus unter pares") and the priesthood of all
believers. For some of the vagaries that have occurred in Reformation churches in later
centuries by high omnipotent clergy make the last two popes look like jolly good fellows at
a local Kiwanis meeting!
Historically, the Anabaptists represent quite a different approach. And yet these dangers
have not been entirely escaped by some of the Free churches either. Even where local
congregations are supreme and the voluntary nature of the church is the ideal, it is possible
for some strange things to take place. In any case, in no church, however free, voluntary or
how it may be, is there satisfaction with the overall witness and service of its laymen.
But, God be praised, in almost every branch of the Christian church today, including the
Roman Catholic, there is a new appreciation of the necessity for another reformation - or
perhaps revolution - the revolution of the role of the laity which will result not only in
greater participation, more effective witnessing and larger churches, but ultimately in a
spiritual renovation of the whole church.
Discouragement was frequently expressed concerning the difficulty of breaking down the
barrier between clergy and laity, particularly in Japan where feudal patterns aid sad abet the
natural proclivity for those in authority to preserve and enhance their authority at all costs.
This trait may be due not so much to Japanese feudalism as original sin. But again the
historical record, both ancient and modern, is often comforting. For even in the so-called
Dark Ages of the medieval period and in the corruption of the Renaissance Church there
were great heroes of the faith, lam, who, 'acid .ag learning and support, evangelized tribes
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and nations. The Laymen's Hall of Fame would include such unsung heroes as Martin of
Tours, who evangelized Gaul, St. Patrick, the pig keeper and captive who was largely
responsible for the conversion of Ireland, and Columba, who witnessed later in Scotland.
According to the noted historian, Latourette, the expansion of Christianity was largely
accomplished by laymen: soldiers, traders, etc., not by professional missionaries.
A witness of a different kind has been given in the realms of art and music, literature and
politics through Christian laymen such as de Coligony, Hugo Grotius and William
Wilberforce on the one hand, and Bach, Rembrandt and Milton on the other. And this is
only the beginning. Their number is legion.
We were also reminded that in Japan as well, its minister-centered churches
notwithstanding, there are striking and stirring illustrations of laymen who courageously
and wonderfully witness to their faith wherever possible. One of the distinct blessings and
benefits of a gathering like this is the reminder that the influence of the church and spread
of the gospel is far greater, and often the prospects far brighter, than our limited experience
and associations would indicate. Also, in reflecting on the-blessings of a Hayama
experience, let us not discount the power and effect of the fervent prayers which were frequently offered. This could be the haystack from which a great revival might begin:
Required of Us
In various papers and discussions it became apparent that there is much we as missionaries
can and should do to prepare the way for this new day in the church. What then is required
of us in our respective places and responsibilities?
I. To think of the church dynamically, i.e., not just as a building, but as God's people
worshipping, serving and witnessing wherever they gather and wherever they work. The
"church in the house," perhaps should not be regarded as a temporary expedient, but as a
quite normal pattern. We are partially responsible for making church buildings and their
activities the center and goal of Christian existence. By thus inverting and perverting the
gospel we have confused our laymen (and pastors) as to the nature and point of their
witnessing.
II. That we so proclaim and present the gospel that it will not be necessary first to convert
and then to convince believers of the nature of their continuing responsibility as disciples of
the Lord. As we lead people to Christ we must also seek to give them a vision. But the
problem may well be that our proclamation of the gospel is defective. We bemoan the
failures of so many of our converts or charges to assume responsibility, to give and to
witness; but is this due perhaps to a truncated presentation of the gospel? If we present the
soul's salvation as the all-in-all, then it is inevitable that new converts will sit back and wait
for the church to serve them. But if we and our colleagues emphasize the following, we
might see some surprising changes: a. That becoming a Christian is only the beginning of a
great new adventure in God's love and grace; b. That at the center of the Christian life is a
cross - hence we must count the cost; a. That holiness (or wholeness) is a prerequisite of
involvement in the world; and that finally, d. We have this high and holy calling not for our
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own self-glory and satisfaction, but in order that we "may declare the wonderful deeds of
him who called (us) out of darkness into his marvelous light" (I Peter 2:10).
III. That we be alert and open to every leading of God's Spirit to new means and methods of
providing laymen for dynamic ways of service. Some of these are available to us within the
church: the Iona Community in Scotland, the Academies in Germany, the men's movements
in the American churches. But we may also learn much from the very successful new
religions in Japan, for the children of darkness are so often wiser than the children of light.
IV. That we train our pastors and laymen systematically and thoroughly. They must know
certain techniques for without the principles and tools of evangelism they will flounder. But
this requires more than the memorization of a few texts and the mastering of the steps of
the way of salvation. With only this the one who is witnessing may soon run out of
ammunition as he is questioned and challenged by a sharp skeptic. He needs, therefore, also
a comprehensive understanding of the message of Scripture. Toward this end catechetical
instruction in the great doctrines will be of inestimable aid. In the last analysis, however,
we must keep reminding our laymen - and ourselves - that all the knowledge and
know-how in the world will not avail if the power of the Spirit is missing. We do not
convert; God does. We are only God's servants or agents. We may plant and water, but God
gives the growth!
V. That we inculcate biblical principles of stewardship. Here we are again at fault in that we
emphasize the doctrine of redemption to the exclusion of the doctrine of creation. Hence
our Christians are not sufficiently aware that the earth is the Lord's, that Christ is not only
Savior but also Lord, and Lord over the world as-well as the church. Proclaiming and
demonstrating the Lordship of Christ is basic to the whole program of stewardship. The
Lord is sovereign over all of life, not merely over our souls and our churches. This truth has
relevance not only for giving, but also for witnessing.
VI. Finally, are not we, "the pros," called to repentance and a new resolve? Have we not
frequently acted like little kings instead of like servants? Instead of imitating the pattern of
our Lord, who washed his disciples' feet, we have lorded it over our colleagues. What is
required of us is that we give not only of our wealth, wisdom and time, but above all of ourselves. Both with our fellow clergy and our laymen we must be more humble and honest,
patient and persevering. We must seek to stand where they stand, however difficult that
may be. This will help us to appreciate the demands and threats which they face but which
are rarely ours. We must also be willing to confess our failures and ark for their help.
As unworthy servants let us remember our Lord who humbled himself and became
poor that we might become rich. May the life of Christ be reproduced in our ministry so
that "always carrying in the body the death of Jesus ... the life of Jesus may also be
manifested in our bodies" (2 Cor. 4:10). If we are not domineering over those in our charge,
but are "examples to the flock" (I Peter 5:3), then we will demonstrate the pattern of all
Christian service required of by all God's people. "And these were his gifts: some to be
apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors and teachers, to equip God's
people for work in his service, to the building up of the body of Christ"
(Ephesians 4:11,12 N.E.B.)
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Announcement
The theme of thenext seminar will be “New Life in the Church.” It will abain be held at
Hayama, near Tokyo, Japan, from January 5 to 7, 1966. Those wishing to have their names
placed on the announcement mailing list should write to:
Mr. Hugh Harris
769 Kitahara
Minamizawa
Kurume Machi
Kitatama Gun
Tokyo

